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ABSTRACT

The human brain is composed of more than 86 billion neurons, interconnected in
synapses and in constant communication with other cell types, like for example the
astrocytes. Astrocytes shape the cytoarchitecture of the brain and provide metabolic
support to the neurons. Furthermore, they promote synapse formation, maturation,
and elimination by exchanging transmitters with them. Thus, astrocytes can modu-
late neuronal activity. Impairments in astrocytes may lead to hyper- or hypoactivity
and thus to diseases like Alzheimer’s and epilepsy. Computational models became
more commonly used to better understand unanswered questions on the astrocytic
modulation of neuronal activity.

This thesis combines computational studies and in vitro experiments. We first
utilized computational methods to study how astrocyte network topology affects
neuronal spiking and synchronization in neuron-astrocyte networks. Then, we ex-
amined in vitro how astrocytic ionic and gliotransmitter regulation controls neu-
ronal activity. In the computational studies, we extended a computational model
previously developed in our group to: i) test the role of gap junction uncoupling in
hyperactivity control, ii) compare 2D and 3D co-culture network topology effects
on neuronal activity and iii) compare the results obtained from the model with exper-
imental results obtained using microelectrode arrays recording of neuron-astrocyte
co-cultures with fixed relative amounts of neurons and astrocytes. In the second part
of the thesis, which is focused on the in vitro experiments conducted, we explored
the role of astrocytes in counteracting the effect of convulsant drugs applied to the
different in vitro cultures. Furthermore, we studied how astrocytes and extracellular
ionic clearance affect the spike shape and the activity patterning during development.

The results of the computational studies suggest that the topology of both the
astrocyte and neuron networks is crucial for the activity propagation in the neu-
rons. The topology, in fact, affects how the transmitters are distributed in the as-
trocytes, resulting in an up- or down-regulation of the activity in the neighboring
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neurons. The experimental studies, moreover, show that blocking the activity of
either voltage-gated K+ channels with 4AP or of GABAA receptors with gabazine
resulted in effects that depended on the particular relative proportions of neuron and
astrocytes in the co-culture. This suggested that the amount of astrocytes in the net-
works is fundamental for proper control of alterations of the ionic and transmitter
homeostasis.

The collective findings of this thesis indicate that indeed astrocytes have a regu-
latory effect on neuronal activity, probably by eliminating ions and gliotransmitters
from the extracellular space, thereby controlling the neuronal action potentials, sig-
nal propagation within the network, and synchronicity and patterning of the signals.
Astrocytes induced desynchronization in the signals and led to less patterned signals;
in vivo this effect might be reflected in a reduced seizure susceptibility. This thesis
presents the first studies where the cultures had defined relative neuron-astrocytes
proportions. Overall, our studies stress the importance of considering the ratio of
astrocytes in the cultures when testing new drugs or in general in co-culture experi-
ments.

vi

TIIVISTELMÄ

Yli 86 miljoonaa synapsein yhdistettyä hermosolua muodostaa ihmisaivot jatku-
vassa vuorovaikutuksessa muiden solutyyppien, kuten astrosyyttien kanssa. Astrosyytit
ovat hermotukisoluja, jotka muovaavat aivojen solurakennetta, tarjoavat aineenvaih-
dunnallista tukea hermosoluille sekä edistävät synapsien muodostumista, kypsymistä
ja poistoa välittäjäaineiden avulla. Täten astrosyytit vaikuttavat merkittävästi her-
mosolujen sähköiseen aktiivisuuteen. Astrosyyttien toimintahäiriöt voivat johtaa yli-
aktiivisuuteen (hyperaktiivisuus) tai aliaktiivisuuteen (hypoaktiivisuus) ja siten myös
hermostollisiin sairauksiin, kuten Alzheimerin tautiin ja epilepsiaan.

Lakennallisia malleja hyödynnetään yhä enemmän tutkittaessa astrosyyttien vaiku-
tuksia hermosolujen sähköiseen aktiivisuuteen.

Tässä väitöskirjatyössä yhdistyvät laskennalliset menetelmät ja in vitro -laboratoriokokeet.
Ensin hyödynsimme laskennallisia menetelmiä tutkiaksemme, miten astrosyyttien
verkoston topologia vaikuttaa hermosolujen sähköiseen aktiivisuuteen ja sen ja sen
synkronisuuteen hermosolu-astrosyyttiverkostossa. Seuraavaksi tutkimme in vitro
laboratoriokokeilla, miten astrosyyttien ioni- ja välittäjäainesäätely ohjaa hermosolu-
jen aktiivisuutta. Laajensimme jo aiemmin ryhmässämme kehitettyä laskennallista
mallia tutkiaksemme: i) aukkoliitosten roolia hyperaktiivisuuden säätelyssä, ii) kaksi-
ja kolmiulotteisen verkkotopologian vaikutusta hermosolujen aktiivisuuteen, iii) lasken-
nallisten mallien ja laboratoriokokeiden vertailua, hyödyntäen erityisiä hermosolu-
astrosyyttiviljelmiä mikroelektrodimatriisialustalla (MEA).

Väitöskirjatyön toisessa osassa, jossa keskityttiin laboratoriotuloksiin, tutkimme
astrosyyttien roolia lääkeaineiden neutraloimisessa, jotka aiheuttavat hermosoluissa
konvulsiivisia vaikutuksia (lisääntynyttä sähköistä aktiivisuutta tai kouristuksia). Näitä
lääkkeitä annettiin suoraan erilaisiin in vitro -viljelmiin. Tutkimme, miten astrosyytit
ja niiden solunulkoinen ionien puhdistus vaikuttavat hermosolujen aktiopotentiaalien
muotoon ja aktiivisuuden kaavoittumiseen kehityksen aikana.

Laskennalliset tulokset osoittavat, että sekä astrosyyttien että hermosolujen verkos-
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ton rakenteella on merkittävä rooli hermosolujen toimintapotentiaalin leviämisisessä
hermoverkostossa. Itse asiassa tämä rakenne vaikuttaa siihen, kuinka astrosyytit
jakelevat välittäjäaineita, mikä puolestaan vaikuttaa niiden lähialueen hermosolujen
aktiivisuuden lisääntymiseen tai vähenemiseen. Lisäksi laboratoriokokeet osoittavat,
että hermosolujen sähköinen vaste estettäessä jänniteherkkien kaliumkanavien toim-
intaa 4-aminopyridiinillä, tai gamma-aminovoihappo tyypin A reseptoreja gabatsi-
inilla, riippuu astrosyyttien määrästä viljelmissä. Tämä viittaa siihen, että astrosyyt-
tien lukumäärä hermoverkostossa on olennaisen tärkeä ioni- ja välittäjäainetasapanon
ylläpitämiselle.

Väitöskirjan yhteenvetona voidaan todeta, että astrosyytit todennäköisesti säätelevät
hermosolujen toimintaa poistamalla ioneja ja välittäjäaineita solunulkoisesta tilasta,
mikä puolestaan säätelee hermosolujen aktiopotentiaaleja ja niiden etenemistä her-
moverkostossa. Astrosyytit aiheuttavat signaalien eriaikaistumista, mikä voi viitata
in vivo ihmis- ja eläinkokeissa vähentyneeseen alttiuteen epileptisille kohtauksille.
Tämä väitöskirjatyö esittelee ensimmäiset tutkimukset, jossa on käytetty tarkasti
määriteltyjä viljelmiä eri hermosolujen ja astrosyyttien määrällisillä suhteilla. Kaiken
kaikkiaan tämä työ korostaa hermosolujen ja astrosyyttien suhteellisten osuuksien
huomioimisen tärkeyttä uusia lääkeaineita arvioitaessa ja yleisesti yhteisviljelmiä hyö-
dyntävissä laboratoriokokeissa.

viii
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1 INTRODUCTION

Astrocytes, a glial cell type, define the cytoarchitecture of the brain. They are
intertwined with neurons and form networks throughout the central nervous sys-
tem. The single element of these networks is represented by the tripartite synapse,
which is formed by one presynaptic neuron, one astrocyte, and one postsynaptic
neuron (Araque et al., 1999). In the tripartite synapses, astrocytes and neurons
communicate and exchange neuro- and gliotransmitters. It is recognized that astro-
cytes facilitate the formation, maturation, and elimination of synapses (Tan et al.,
2021); they provide metabolic support to the neurons (Perez-Catalan et al., 2021),
maintain homeostasis by removing excessive ions and glutamate from the extracellu-
lar space (Verkhratsky et al., 2020). When glutamate is released from the presynapse
and binds to glutamate receptors on the astrocytic membrane, it triggers a series of
chemical reactions that ultimately result in an increase in intracellular calcium (Ca2+)
levels in the astrocyte. This rise in Ca2+ then prompts the astrocyte to release both
excitatory and inhibitory molecules (Dallérac et al., 2018; Halassa et al., 2007a, for
a review: Oliveira and Araque, 2022). These molecules are normally referred to as
gliotransmitters, and the phenomenon is called gliotransmission. Ca2+ oscillations
in the astrocytes also appear spontaneously and independently from the neuronal
activity (Nett et al., 2002). These oscillations appear asynchronously along the as-
trocytic process and often do not extend as local calciumwaves or intercellular waves.
Moreover, Ca2+ oscillations have been observed to be initiated by transmembrane
Ca2+ entry (Srinivasan et al., 2015), and elicited by a reversed operation of sodium
(Na+)/Ca2+ exchangers, as a consequence of an uptake-evoked rise of intracellular
Na+ (Doengi et al., 2009a).

Given the crucial functions that astrocytes perform in regulating neuronal activ-
ity, dysfunctions or impairments of these cells can result in neurological disorders.
Potassium (K+) buffering from the extracellular space (ECS) is one of the critical
functions of astrocytes (Verkhratsky et al., 2020). If impaired, it may lead to
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Moreover, Ca2+ oscillations have been observed to be initiated by transmembrane
Ca2+ entry (Srinivasan et al., 2015), and elicited by a reversed operation of sodium
(Na+)/Ca2+ exchangers, as a consequence of an uptake-evoked rise of intracellular
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Given the crucial functions that astrocytes perform in regulating neuronal activ-
ity, dysfunctions or impairments of these cells can result in neurological disorders.
Potassium (K+) buffering from the extracellular space (ECS) is one of the critical
functions of astrocytes (Verkhratsky et al., 2020). If impaired, it may lead to
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an increased extracellular K+ concentration, which results in high neuronal activ-
ity (Bellot-Saez et al., 2017). K+ is distributed between astrocytes through the gap
junctions (GJ) (i.e., intercellular connections that enable the flow of ions and small
molecules between cells) (Ma et al., 2016; Rose and Ransom, 1997). Research on
GJs in astrocytes, as well as investigations on GJ uncoupling in epilepsy, appear to
support the idea that these cellular structures play a causal role in the onset and prop-
agation of epileptic seizures. (Bedner et al., 2015a; Q. Li et al., 2019; Steinhäuser
et al., 2012).

As mentioned above, the network structure is fundamental, especially when con-
sidering signal transmission in the neuronal and astrocytic networks. In fact, the
network connectivity and the structure largely affect not only ion clearance but also
Ca2+ signals spread (Fujii et al., 2017; Lallouette et al., 2014).

Over the past decade, computational modeling has increasingly been employed to
gain a better understanding of the modulatory impact of astrocytes and to overcome
experimental constraints (De Pittà and Berry, 2019). Computational models tra-
ditionally focused on neuronal electrical activity and the relative spiking, overlook-
ing the other non-electrically excitable cells in the central nervous system. Recent
work by Armbruster et al., 2022 observed activity-dependent depolarizations in the
peripheral astrocytic processes of circa 20 mV, in response to K+ handling in the
extracellular space. However, it is mostly accepted by researchers in the glial physi-
ology field that astrocytes use chemical signaling as a communication code. The most
researched and modeled is nowadays Ca2+ signaling (De Pittà and Berry, 2019), be-
cause of higher access to data from Ca2+ imaging. The models currently available
span from the single cell level to the neuron-astrocyte network level and focus on
both healthy and diseased states (reviewed in Manninen et al., 2018; Oschmann
et al., 2018).

The aim of my doctoral thesis was to investigate the functions of astrocytes in
both healthy and epileptic-like states. Initially, I focused on exploring the impact of
astrocyte network topology on the diffusion and synchronization of neuronal sig-
nals in neuron-astrocyte networks. In Publication I, we simulated the effect of GJ
uncoupling in the generation of hyperactivity. In Publication II and Publication
III, we examined how the astrocytic network topology influences neuronal activity
in both 3D and planar networks. Moreover, we studied how astrocytes counteract
hyperactivity in rat cortical co-cultures in vitro (Publication IV); in this work, two
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convulsant drugs targeting, respectively, voltage-gated K+ channels and GABAA re-
ceptors were used to study the ionic and transmitters pathways likely activated in
astrocytes to counteract hyperactivity. The main innovation of this research was the
utilization of fixed quantities of neurons and astrocytes in co-cultures, which enabled
us to investigate the diverse drug responses in cultures containing varying quantities
of astrocytes. Lastly, in Publication V, we studied how astrocytes shape neuronal
activity patterns and the local field potentials in microelectrode arrays (MEA). Alto-
gether, these results show that astrocytes modulate neuronal activity and by clearing
the extracellular space from ions and gliotransmitters shape the neuronal action po-
tentials and the signal transmission in the network.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Neuron physiology

The average weight of an adult male human brain is approximately 1.5 kg, and
it contains around 86 billion neurons and 85 billion non-neuronal cells (Herculano-
Houzel, 2009). Although it is challenging to differentiate glia from small neurons
using histology-based counting methods, it has been estimated that there are between
18.2 and 38.9 billion glial cells in the human cortex (von Bartheld et al., 2016).

A neuron consists of a cell body, or soma, which houses the nucleus and or-
ganelles, as well as numerous branches extending from the soma. These branches
can either be dendrites, which receive signals from other neurons, or an axon, which
carries the neuronal signal from the cell body to the axon terminals (see Fig.2.1-
A)(Brodal, 2016). Each neuron may have multiple dendrites, but it has only one
axon. The end terminal of the axon can present several ramifications, allowing the
neuron to contact and influence many other cells (Brodal, 2016). At these termi-
nals the neurons contact with each other and exchange molecules, which in this way
transfer information (O’Rourke et al., 2012). These contacts are called synapses. Tra-
ditionally, synapses are divided into electrical, if the transmission happens through
the direct flow of charges in the GJ, or chemical, if the communication is mediated by
an exchange of neurotransmitters in the synaptic cleft. Synapses can also be divided
into excitatory or inhibitory based on the neurotransmitter effect, or also based on
the type of neurotransmitter, e.g. GABAergic, or glutamatergic synapses (O’Rourke
et al., 2012).

The majority of the axons are wrapped in myelin sheets, an isolating layer, that
allows for faster electrical signal propagation. This is made possible because the signal
potentiation happens only in particular portions of the axon called nodes of Ranvier
and travels isolated in the myelinated parts. This phenomenon is called saltatory
conduction (Fig. 2.1 - B). In the nodes the opening of the voltage-gated K+ and Na+
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channels allow for the generation of action potentials (AP) (Fig. 2.1 - B).
APs are rapid variations in the cell membrane potential, and are fundamental

for cell-to-cell communication in all the electrically excitable cells (e.g., neurons and
muscle cells) (Jackson, 2006). The rise in potential is called depolarization, while
the fall back to the resting state is called repolarization. The resting potential of
the neuronal membrane is in the majority of the cases between ≈ −60 and ≈ −70
mV (Jackson, 2006; Lewis et al., 2011). At this stage K+ has a high concentration
inside the axon, while Na+ is instead highly concentrated outside the cell membrane,
leading to a more negative inside of the cell. When a stimulus arrives this causes the
opening of voltage-dependent Na+ channels, which allows the flow of Na+ toward
the inside of the cell (Jackson, 2006). If the stimulus current is high enough to
make the voltage overcome the threshold, which is usually ≈ −50 to −55 mV, the
Na+ channels open and the voltage rises up to ≈ 50 mV.

APs can also be referred to as spikes when their shape is neglected and only the
peak time point is considered (Jackson, 2006). Since the AP is fired only upon
overcoming the threshold and, if overcame, always rises to similar voltage levels,
this behavior is called all or nothing (Debanne et al., 2011).

When the AP reaches its peak, the Na+ channels close, and the K+ channels
open. This secondary opening allows K+ to flow from the inside of the axon to
the extracellular fluid, returning the membrane potential to a negative value. Due
to the fixed opening time of the K+ channels, the membrane potential decreases to
lower levels than the resting state (Jackson, 2006). In this part of the AP, called
refractory period, it is very unlikely that a stimulus is capable of initiating an AP, and
the K+ and Na+ concentrations return to the resting levels through the activation
of the Na+/K+- adenosine triphosphate (Na+/K+-ATPase) pump (Jackson, 2006).
This pump transports Na+ outside of the cells, and K+ towards the inside. This
movement is done against their electrochemical driving force, and thus the pump
needs adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for its activation (Clausen et al., 2017).

2.2 Astrocyte physiology

Astrocytes are glial cells that are highly intertwined in the neural network; they
define the cytoarchitecture of the central nervous system (CNS) by connecting the
gray matter with the vasculature (Verkhratsky and Nedergaard, 2018). Astrocytes
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Figure 2.1 A) Graphical description of a neuron. The soma contains the nucleus, and several
branches extend from the soma. The dendrites transfer information, in the shape of electri-
cal signals to the soma, while the axon transfers them from the soma to the axon terminals.
B) Chemical description of the saltatory conduction in the nodes of Ranvier and through
the myelin sheats. C) Description of an action potential and its phases. All the original
images were licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported Li-
cense.

are widely heterogeneous in morphology and functions, which spans from main-
taining ionic and neurotransmitter homeostasis, sustaining neurotransmission, and
helping neurogenesis (Oberheim et al., 2009a).

During the early 1900s, the neuroscientist Ramón y Cajal conducted studies on
brain cells (Ramón y Cajal, 1911). The classifications that Ramón y Cajal made at
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that time are still used nowadays; he divided the astrocytes into two main subtypes:
protoplasmic and fibrous (Ramón y Cajal, 1911). The classification had been made
based on morphological differences and on anatomical location.

Protoplasmic astrocytes (Fig. 2.2b) are found in the grey matter and grow a lot of
branches in a globular distribution. Fibrous astrocytes (Fig. 2.2a) are instead found
in the white matter and present many long fiber processes. There are also differences
in how protoplasmic and fibrous astrocytes contact neurons; protoplasmic astrocytes
envelop synapses, and fibrous astrocytes contact nodes of Ranvier through their pro-
cesses, and both of them form gap junctions with other astrocytes (Sofroniew and
Vinters, 2010). Both protoplasmic and fibrous astrocytes in humans are larger than
in rodents (Fig. 2.2b, Fig. 2.2a) (Oberheim et al., 2009a). Astrocytes occupy
the entire CNS in an ordered and organized non-overlapping manner (Sofroniew
and Vinters, 2010). Protoplasmic astrocytes envelope 20, 000 − 100, 000 synapses in
rodents, in humans they can envelop from 27, 000 up to 2 million synapses within a
single domain (Oberheim et al., 2009a).

Various studies have contributed to our current understanding of the roles played
by astrocytes. Multiple reviews have focused on astrocytic Ca2+ signaling (Bazargani
and Attwell, 2016a; Cornell-Bell et al., 1990; Haydon, 2001; Kim et al., 1994;
Verkhratsky and Kettenmann, 1996; Verkhratsky et al., 1998). This signaling can
be triggered by neuronal activity and stimulates the release of gliotransmitters from
astrocytes to neurons, thereby modulating neuronal activity. Other studies have
highlighted the importance of astrocytes in the clearance and redistribution of ions
and neurotransmitters (Mennerick and Zorumski, 1994; Newman and Reichenbach,
1996). In recent years, it has become evident that abnormal functions in glial cells
and astrocytes may be associated with diseases of the CNS (Rossi and Volterra,
2009; Seifert et al., 2006).

2.3 Tripartite synapse

The term tripartite synapse, meaning the complex comprising pre- and post-synaptic
neuron and the astrocyte, was first proposed in 1999 by Araque et al. in their review
on neuron-astrocyte signaling (Araque et al., 1999). In the 1990s several studies
from different laboratories revealed a bidirectional communication between astro-
cytes and neurons (Fig. 2.3) (Dani et al., 1992; Nedergaard, 1994; Parpura et al.,
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Fibrous astrocytes

(a) A) shows a rodent fibrous astrocyte, while B) a human
fibrous astrocytes. C) shows the diameters in mm of
fibrous astrocytes in rodents and humans. The scale
in this image is 10 µm. GFAP in white; sytox in blue.
Image modified with permission from: Oberheim et
al., 2009b

Protoplasmic astrocytes

(b) A) shows a rodent protoplasmic astrocyte, while B) a
human protoplasmic astrocytes. C) shows the diame-
ters in mm of protoplasmic astrocytes in rodents and
humans. The scale in this image is 20 µm. GFAP in
white. Image modified with permission from: Ober-
heim et al., 2009b

Figure 2.2 Fluorescence imaging of (a) fibrous astrocytes from rodents and humans, and (b) proto-
plasmic astrocytes from rodents and humans.

1994).
This communication consists on the release from the presynaptic neuron of var-

ious neurotransmitters, e.g. glutamate and ATP, from glutamatergic presynaptic
neurons, and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from interneurons. Glutamate and ATP,
when released, activate specific G protein-coupled receptors, primarily metabotropic
glutamate receptors (mGluR) and type 2 purinergic receptors (P2YR), present on
the astrocytic membrane. This activation triggers the phospholipase C (PLC)/inositol
1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) cascade of reactions. The activation of PLC by this process
hydrolyzes the membrane lipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) to gen-
erate IP3, leading to the activation of IP3 receptor (IP3R) and the release of Ca2+

from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Agulhon et al., 2008).
The astrocytic Ca2+ increase leads to the release of various gliotransmitters such

as glutamate, GABA, ATP, endocannabinoids, and D-serine into the synaptic cleft.
These gliotransmitters modulate the activity of both pre- and post-synaptic neurons,
as demonstrated by several studies (Bazargani and Attwell, 2016a). Ca2+ waves can
propagate through the astrocytic processes, thereby regulating cerebral blood flow
and energy supply based on the brain’s activity level (Attwell et al., 2010; Harris
et al., 2012). Through gap junctions, IP3 and Ca2+ waves can activate other astro-
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cytes, resulting in the release of gliotransmitters in synapses distant from the initially
activated one, which is facilitated by the increased IP3 levels and the subsequent
Ca2+ release from intracellular stores (Charles et al., 1991; Cornell-Bell et al., 1990;
Cornell-Bell and Finkbeiner, 1991). A detailed scheme of the signaling cascade can
be seen in Fig 2.3.

The synaptic modulation can lead to various scenarios (Araque et al., 2014):

• Astrocytic glutamate can both potentiate excitatory transmission by activating
presynaptic NMDA receptors and presynaptic mGluRs (Jourdain et al., 2007;
Navarrete et al., 2012; Perea and Araque, 2007) and modulate both inhibitory
and excitatory postsynaptic transmission (Kang et al., 1998).

• Networks of neurons can be modulated by gliotransmission. Astrocytic Ca2+

signals can spread to different astrocytes leading to a concomitant activity of
multiple synapses. The concomitant activation of the synapses can induce
synaptic depression and facilitation in the network (Hebb, 1949), so astro-
cytes’ activity can also participate in synaptic plasticity.

• Astrocytes can trigger a form of long-term potentiation (LTP) when there is
a coincidence of postsynaptic activity and Ca2+ elevation (Perea and Araque,
2007), while spike-timing-dependent long-term depression (LTD) of excita-
tory transmission is mediated by glutamate release and activation of NMDARs
(Min and Nevian, 2012). These observations have been made in both in vivo
and in vitro. However, it should be noted that while astrocytes play a role in
some forms of synaptic plasticity, they are not involved in all phenomena of
synaptic plasticity.

• Extracellular K+ levels also affect neuronal excitability. The two main mecha-
nisms thought to balance potassium concentration are K+ uptake by astrocytes
through Na+/K+-ATPase and Na+-K+-Cl− cotransporters, and K+ buffering,
which main contributors are astrocytic inwardly rectifying K+ channels (Kir
channels), water channels (AQP4) and gap junctions (Bellot-Saez et al., 2017;
Bellot-Saez et al., 2021).

• Astrocytes uptake GABA from the ECS. Astrocytic GABA transporters near
GABAergic synapses take up GABA locally and contribute to terminating
or modulating GABA-mediated neuronal transmission (Chatton et al., 2003;
Doengi et al., 2009b)
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Figure 2.3 Glutamate and ATP released from the presynaptic neuron activate mGluR and PY2R,
which in turn lead to the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores via an IP3-evoked mech-
anism. The resultant increase in Ca2+ levels stimulates the release of glutamate, GABA,
ATP, and D-serine into the synaptic cleft. Reproduced with permission from: Bazargani
and Attwell, 2016b.

2.4 Astrocytes and epilepsy

2.4.1 Epilepsy

Epilepsy is a chronic brain disorder that can affect people of all ages and all coun-
tries (Forsgren et al., 2005). In a fact sheet of February 2018, theWorld Health Or-
ganization has counted approximately 50 million people worldwide that are affected
by epilepsy (World Health Organization, 2018). Epilepsy is a condition in which
repeated and unprovoked seizures occur (Dekker, 2002; Stafstrom and Carmant,
2015). It is possible to distinguish between symptomatic epilepsy if it is developed
after a particular event, such as meningitis or head injury for example, and idiopathic
epilepsy, if it develops without a clear cause (Dekker, 2002). An epileptic seizure is
an alteration of neurologic functions due to excessive and hypersynchronous activity
of neurons and occurs when excitation and inhibition in brain networks are not bal-
anced (Stafstrom and Carmant, 2015). Genetic alterations occurring at the circuit
level, or receptor level, have been seen to lead to epilepsy; for example, abnormal
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Figure 2.3 Glutamate and ATP released from the presynaptic neuron activate mGluR and PY2R,
which in turn lead to the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores via an IP3-evoked mech-
anism. The resultant increase in Ca2+ levels stimulates the release of glutamate, GABA,
ATP, and D-serine into the synaptic cleft. Reproduced with permission from: Bazargani
and Attwell, 2016b.
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synaptic connectivity, abnormal GABA and glutamate receptor subunits shape, or
ionic channels densities (Stafstrom and Carmant, 2015).

2.4.2 Role of the astrocytes in epilepsy

Despite the traditional view focusing on the neurons as the only cause of epilepsy,
researchers have proposed astrocytes as the cause as well (Dossi et al., 2018; Fellin
and Haydon, 2005; Tian et al., 2005). Especially in the case of mesial temporal
lobe epilepsy (MTLE), patients showed dysfunctions in astrocytic channels and re-
ceptors, suggesting a possible involvement of astrocytes in hyperexcitation, neuro-
toxicity, and seizure spreading (Coulter and Steinhäuser, 2015; Dossi et al., 2018).
Abnormalities in astrocytes that are believed to be associated with epilepsy include
reactive astrogliosis, impaired potassium buffering, dysfunction in astrocytic GJ, and
abnormal uptake of glutamate (Fig. 2.4) (Bedner et al., 2015b; Bellot-Saez et al.,
2017; Coulter and Steinhäuser, 2015; Dossi et al., 2018; Seifert, 2010).

Reactive astrogliosis

Reactive astrogliosis has been noted in almost all forms of epilepsy, but especially
in MTLE with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS) (Thom, 2014). In MTLE-HS,
a severe loss of neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus is accompanied by
a chronic and fibrillary gliosis (Fahrner et al., 2007). Together with the increased
expression of glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP), also a different isoform of GFAP
has been identified; apparently, this isoform controls the size and motility of the
astrocytes (Martinian et al., 2009).

K+ buffering: gap junctions and K+ channels

From in vivo studies, it appeared that the extracellular concentration of potassium
at rest, [K+]0 is about 3 mM, but during seizures, it can increase to 10 − 12 mM
(Heinemann and Lux, 1977). If the value of [K+]0 is not restored to its homeostatic
value, hyperactivity and seizures can be present.

From studies on patients with MTLE-HS, it came out that impaired K+ buffer-
ing and enhanced seizure susceptibility was dependent on reduced expression of Kir
channels Kir4.1 (Bordey and Sontheimer, 1998; Hinterkeuser et al., 2000) (Fig.
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Figure 2.4 Astrocytes dysfunctions scheme in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal scle-
rosis (MTLE-HS). 1) Down-regulation in Kir4.1 channels lead to an increased K+ extra-
cellular concentration. 2) Gap-junctions impairment leads to a dysregulated redistribution
of K+ ions. 3) Dislocated or decreased water channels lead to impaired K+ buffering. 4)
Reduced expression of EAAT1 and EAAT2, glutamate transporters, reduced glutamate up-
take leading to an increased extracellular glutamate concentration. 5) Loss of GS lead to
reduced synthesis and release of GABA. Reproduced with permission from: Coulter and
Steinhäuser, 2015.

2.4 - point 1). It has been shown that a down-regulation of Kir4.1 reduced astro-
cytic removal of glutamate and K+ from the extracellular space (Djukic et al., 2007).
MTLE patients also showed a loss and a dislocation in AQP4 channels Heuser et al.,
2010. It seems that the parallel action of AQP4 and Kir4.1 emphasize their impact
on K+ homeostasis (Seifert et al., 2009) (Fig. 2.4 - point 3). Kir channels transport
K+ into cells together with water entry through AQP4 in order to maintain osmotic
balance (Devinsky et al., 2013).

Gap junctions are ring assemblies with a pore inside; the connection of two adja-
cent hemichannels forms a junction that permits the electrical coupling of the cells
and ions homeostasis (Bellot-Saez et al., 2017). Wallraff and colleagues demonstrated
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that gap junctions seem to help accelerate K+ clearance from extracellular space re-
ducing the local accumulation of K+ (Wallraff, 2006). If the coupling is impaired
or the expression of the gap junction-specific proteins CX43 is downregulated, K+

clearance might fail, leading to local accumulation of K+ and a consequential hyper-
activation of the neurons (Fig. 2.4 - point 2).

Glutamate uptake and synthesis

Glutamate is a neurotransmitter released during neural activity and its uptake is
mainly operated by excitatory aminoacid transporter 1 and 2 (EAAT1 and EAAT2,
respectively), human astrocytic glutamate transporters localized on the membrane
(Bellot-Saez et al., 2017). In human temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) has been found
a downregulation in the activity of EAAT1 and EAAT2 (Seifert et al., 2006) (Fig.
2.4 - point 4). An excess of extracellular glutamate can induce recurrent seizures and
neuronal cell death, and it has been often seen in human epileptic tissue (Glass and
Dragunow, 1995).

The enzyme that helps the glutamate removal is the glutamine synthetase (GS),
which converts glutamate into receptor-inactive glutamine (Seifert, 2010). Different
studies evidence a loss of GS in epilepsy, suggesting a role for this enzyme in epilep-
togenesis (Cho, 2013; Eid et al., 2012; Eid et al., 2016; Mathern et al., 1999) (Fig.
2.4 - point 5). The hyperactivity after GS deficiency could be caused because glu-
tamine is taken up by GABAergic neurons, there it is converted to glutamate again
and then into GABA by glutamic acid decarboxylase. Thus, reduced GS can lead
to reduced GABA release (Coulter and Steinhäuser, 2015; Seifert, 2010). In addi-
tion, studies on epilepsy models have reported increased protein levels of mGluR3,
mGluR5, and mGluR8 in astrocytes (Steinhäuser and Seifert, 2002). Activation of
these receptors leads to an increase in Ca2+ and its propagation as waves, ultimately
triggering the release of gliotransmitters from astrocytes (Seifert, 2010).

2.5 Techniques to monitor neuronal and astrocytic activity

2.5.1 Fluorescence microscopy and immunostaining

In biochemistry, immunostaining refers to the detection of a specific protein in
a sample by marking it with antibody-based methods (Coons et al., 1941). In this
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technique, the target protein antigen is detected by a specific antibody, defined as
primary antibody. Successively the primary antibody is detected for imaging with a
species-specific secondary antibody combined with a fluorophore (Fig. 2.5). After
labeling the desired proteins located on the membrane with the antibodies, the cells
are imaged with a fluorescence microscope.

A fluorescence microscope utilizes fluorescence to generate an image (Stockert
and Blazquez-Castro, 2017). The specimen is irradiated with light of a specific wave-
length which is absorbed by the fluorophore, which will emit light in a longer wave-
length. The excitation wavelength is selected with an excitation filter which separates
the light from the source into its multiple components. Then the dichroic mirror
deflects the light of the specified excitation wavelength toward the specimen. The
fluorophore will then emit lights of a longer wavelength which will pass undeflected
through the dichroic filter to the detector. This allows mapping the distribution of
a single fluorophore at a time (Fig. 2.5). Multi-color images of several types of flu-
orophores, e.g. when multiple proteins are stained, must be composed by obtaining
several single-color images (Stockert and Blazquez-Castro, 2017).

2.5.2 Microelectrode Arrays

In order to measure neuronal activity in vitro or in vivo at the network level,
microelectrode arrays (MEA) have been used because of their capability to record
and stimulate the neurons simultaneously (Cerina et al., 2023; Obien et al., 2015).
Moreover, MEAs allow following the network development over several weeks
(Charlesworth et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2014).

MEAs present different numbers of electrodes, with different electrode diameters
and materials; as well as, different grid shapes. The standard MEAs used in the
experiments described later in this thesis present an 8x8 grid of electrodes, with a
diameter of 30 µm, and an electrode spacing of 200 µm. The flat and round electrodes
are made of titanium nitride (TiN) or indium tin oxide (ITO), while the insulation
material is silicon nitride (SiN). We used these MEAs since they are normally used
for cell cultures.

The microelectrodes detect the changes in the extracellular field caused by the
closest neurons. As described earlier (Section 2.1), during a spike the rapid Na+ ion
influx results in a rise in the neuronal membrane potential, on the other hand, this
results in a large negative spike in the extracellular action potentials, subsequentially
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Figure 2.5 Immunostaining and fluorescence imaging. When a primary and a secondary antibody
are bound to a protein antigen, these can be imaged with a fluorescence microscope. The
secondary antibody is bound with a fluorophore and selecting the right excitation wave-
length with the excitation filter allows to excite the fluorophore and elicits an emission in
a longer wavelength which will be detected by the detector. Figure created with BioRen-
der.com.

inverted in a small positive spike thanks to the slow K+ efflux (Obien et al., 2015).
Extracellular action potentials are normally between tens to hundreds of micro-

volts in amplitude and less than 2 ms in duration; intracellular action potentials are
in the range of tens of millivolts, with similar duration to those of the extracellular
action potentials (Buzsáki et al., 2012).

Usually, the detected signals are single- and multi-unit spiking activity; however,
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MEAs can also detect local field potentials (LFP), such as the resulting activity of
a large population of neurons located in the vicinity of an electrode. LFPs present
a low-frequency band, normally lower than 300 Hz, and thus can be analyzed by
low-pass filtering the signals (Buzsáki et al., 2012).

Standard MEA signal processing at least includes:

• Filtering the raw data traces. As said earlier, filtering the signal, normally with
a band-pass filter (300–3000 Hz), allows the discrimination LFPs and noise
from extracellular action potentials (Quian Quiroga, 2009).

• Spike detection. Spikes are normally detected based on amplitude thresholding.
Most commonly, the threshold is set to five times the baseline noise level. This
is calculated either as the root mean square of the signals with a mean value of
zero, or in the presence of many spikes using the median of the signal, which
is less sensitive to outlier spikes (Quiroga et al., 2004; Quiroga et al., 2007).

• Spike sorting. Spike sorting refers to the clustering of the spike shapes. The idea
behind spike sorting is that different neurons will have clearly distinct spike
shapes, thus the spikes of different neurons will be clearly separated in the clus-
ters. There are several spike sorting tools that utilize different techniques e.g.,
principal component analysis (Chaure et al., 2018; Quiroga et al., 2004), or
extraction of template waveforms (Pachitariu et al., 2016; Yger et al., 2018).

After the signal preprocessing spikes and bursts are commonly extracted from
MEA recordings. A burst is a set of spikes fired in quick succession in a short time
period; it can either be stimulated by the network activity or it can be intrinsically
generated by the single neuron (Cotterill et al., 2016). The reason why bursts are
commonly analyzed lies in the fact that they are believed to carry information and
exert several functions, for example, synchronization (Chiappalone et al., 2006;
Cotterill et al., 2016; J.-J. Sun et al., 2010).

The extracted features that are commonly analyzed, and that we will mention in
the thesis, are:

• Spike rate. Represents the number of spikes in a second (Hz) or in a minute
(spikes/min).

• Burst rate. Represents the number of bursts in a second (Hz) or in a minute
(spikes/min).
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• Burst duration. The time expressed in milliseconds between the first and the
last spike inside the same burst.

• Inter-burst interval. The time expressed in milliseconds between the last spike
of a burst and the first one of the next burst.

2.5.3 Calcium imaging

Calcium is the most common second messenger in the majority of the cells, astro-
cytes and neurons included, and it has been widely used to study cellular activation
and responses to drugs or manipulations.

Calcium imaging is used to optically measure the Ca2+ concentration in isolated
cells, tissue, or in a medium, by binding Ca2+ ions to fluorescent molecules de Melo
Reis et al., 2020. These molecules are called Ca2+ indicators and can be either
chemical indicators, e.g. Fluo-4 and Fura-2, or genetically encoded Ca2+ indicators
(GECI). The chemical indicators chelate Ca2+ ions and have a high selectivity for it.
When the chemical indicators bind free Ca2+ ions a resulting increase in fluorescence
intensity or a shift in the emission/excitation wavelength can be observed depending
on the indicator used (Fig. 2.6). By mapping the fluorescence in a culture it is pos-
sible to study the responses of the cells to a variety of manipulations, for example,
the injection of a chemical or a drug, or also monitor spontaneous Ca2+ activity.

GECI indicators are instead most commonly used in vivo and using a photore-
ceiver, it is possible to detect changes in cell fluorescence as the animal is awake and
freely behaving (de Melo Reis et al., 2020).
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Figure 2.6 Ca2+ imaging. Chemical Ca2+ indicators when injected in the cell culture can specifically
bind Ca2+ ions. Chemical Ca2+ indicators are bound to a fluorophore and when binding
Ca2+ ions they change their fluorescence intensity. By mapping the fluorescence intensity
over time it is possible to study the response of the cell culture to some manipulation.
Figure created with BioRender.com.

Calcium elevations in astrocytes are the main hallmarks of astrocyte-neuron or
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astrocyte-astrocyte communication (Guerra-Gomes et al., 2018; Volterra et al., 2014),
and Ca2+ imaging has been extensively used to study astrocyte communication. El-
evations in astrocytic Ca2+ can arise spontaneously or be induced by either endoge-
nous or exogenous stimuli, such as synaptic activity (Perea and Araque, 2005) (Fig.
2.3).

2.6 Computational modeling of neuron-astrocyte networks in health
and disease

The increasing number of evidence and relative questions on the roles of astro-
cytes in brain diseases pushed neuroscientists at aiming to computationally model
brain functions. In order to be able to study the biophysical mechanisms underly-
ing the brain’s processes, a detailed and realistic representation is needed. However,
detailed biophysical models can be made at single cell level, but fail when modeling
large networks of cells due to the computational power needed.

Many approaches to modeling can be used depending on the underlying questions
the modeler wants to address. The most used are biophysical and phenomenological
models. The first describes the molecular interactions in detail, while the latter ap-
proach reproduces the phenomena without going deep into the biophysical descrip-
tion of the elements (Sejnowski et al., 1988). The advantage of this latter approach
is to be able to still mimic the system, but with less computational power and run
time needed.

Various models have been published focusing on astrocytes and their commu-
nication with neurons; these models span different detail levels, from single astro-
cyte models to tripartite synapse models, to astrocyte network models, to neuron-
astrocyte networks model (Manninen et al., 2018; Oschmann et al., 2018). These
last ones are those of main interest for the aim of this thesis, as the objective is to
study how the astrocytes control and modulate neuronal network activity.

2.6.1 Neuron-astrocyte network models

Neuron-astrocyte networkmodels typically involvemultiple astrocytes connected
with multiple neurons and are mainly designed to investigate and clarify phenomena
related to Ca2+ dynamics, synchronization, information transfer, plasticity, and hy-
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sible to study the responses of the cells to a variety of manipulations, for example,
the injection of a chemical or a drug, or also monitor spontaneous Ca2+ activity.

GECI indicators are instead most commonly used in vivo and using a photore-
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Figure 2.6 Ca2+ imaging. Chemical Ca2+ indicators when injected in the cell culture can specifically
bind Ca2+ ions. Chemical Ca2+ indicators are bound to a fluorophore and when binding
Ca2+ ions they change their fluorescence intensity. By mapping the fluorescence intensity
over time it is possible to study the response of the cell culture to some manipulation.
Figure created with BioRender.com.

Calcium elevations in astrocytes are the main hallmarks of astrocyte-neuron or
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astrocyte-astrocyte communication (Guerra-Gomes et al., 2018; Volterra et al., 2014),
and Ca2+ imaging has been extensively used to study astrocyte communication. El-
evations in astrocytic Ca2+ can arise spontaneously or be induced by either endoge-
nous or exogenous stimuli, such as synaptic activity (Perea and Araque, 2005) (Fig.
2.3).

2.6 Computational modeling of neuron-astrocyte networks in health
and disease

The increasing number of evidence and relative questions on the roles of astro-
cytes in brain diseases pushed neuroscientists at aiming to computationally model
brain functions. In order to be able to study the biophysical mechanisms underly-
ing the brain’s processes, a detailed and realistic representation is needed. However,
detailed biophysical models can be made at single cell level, but fail when modeling
large networks of cells due to the computational power needed.

Many approaches to modeling can be used depending on the underlying questions
the modeler wants to address. The most used are biophysical and phenomenological
models. The first describes the molecular interactions in detail, while the latter ap-
proach reproduces the phenomena without going deep into the biophysical descrip-
tion of the elements (Sejnowski et al., 1988). The advantage of this latter approach
is to be able to still mimic the system, but with less computational power and run
time needed.

Various models have been published focusing on astrocytes and their commu-
nication with neurons; these models span different detail levels, from single astro-
cyte models to tripartite synapse models, to astrocyte network models, to neuron-
astrocyte networks model (Manninen et al., 2018; Oschmann et al., 2018). These
last ones are those of main interest for the aim of this thesis, as the objective is to
study how the astrocytes control and modulate neuronal network activity.

2.6.1 Neuron-astrocyte network models

Neuron-astrocyte networkmodels typically involvemultiple astrocytes connected
with multiple neurons and are mainly designed to investigate and clarify phenomena
related to Ca2+ dynamics, synchronization, information transfer, plasticity, and hy-
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perexcitability. In order to study neuron-astrocyte networks, phenomenological and
simplified models of the network dynamics and interactions proved to be more use-
ful. The topology in these models is not always biophysically accurate. First, I will
present neuron-astrocyte network models with no biophysically accurate network
topology, and then, those which instead also model the network structure.

Among the neuron-astrocyte network models with no biophysically plausible
topology, Savtchenko and Rusakov, 2014, modeled a ring network of interneu-
rons that receive excitatory synaptic input from a subnetwork of pyramidal cells.
The effect of astrocytes was modeled by reducing the frequency of the discharges in
randomly selected pyramidal neurons, to reproduce a partial inhibition of the excita-
tory inputs, and, to model volume-constrained astrocytes, the inhibitory effect was
applied to only a part of the subnetwork (Savtchenko and Rusakov, 2014). The
results showed a more pronounced decrease in network synchronization for the case
with random inhibition. However, the decrease in mean cell firing frequency was
instead more visible for the spatial-constrained inhibition.

Chan et al., 2017 modeled the role of astrocytes in ultra-slow oscillatory activ-
ity. They showed that astrocytic activation closely affected the frequency of these
oscillations. Ca2+ rises in astrocytes elicited the release of ATP, which altered the
neurotransmitter release in nearby neurons, and thus, the regulation of neural activ-
ity (Chan et al., 2017).

Gordleeva et al., 2021 modeled working memory in a spiking neuron network
coupled with an astrocyte network. The neurons and the astrocytes are homo-
geneously distributed in a non-specific manner. Neurons are connected through
synapses and astrocytes through gap junctions, neurons, and astrocytes communi-
cate by a shared extracellular space with transmitters diffusion. Astrocytic Ca2+ rises
occurred in response to synchronous firing from a group of neurons. Upon activa-
tion, gliotransmitter release modulated the strength of the synaptic connections of
the group of spiking neurons. Gordleeva and colleagues showed that astrocytes could
store information about the patterns of neuronal activation, being able to retrieve
and modulate synaptic connections of the previous patterns.

For the neuron-astrocyte network models which instead models also a biophysi-
cally plausible network topology, the first model was by Postnov et al., 2009. The
model creates a realistic planar pattern of astrocytes in 2D, and considers glutamate-
induced Ca2+ signaling as a trigger for excitability and signal transmission (Postnov
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et al., 2009). With this model, Postnov and colleagues studied how different stimuli
durations and noise levels affected the patterns of astrocytic Ca2+ waves. Their re-
sults show that the propagation distance of the Ca2+ wave depended on the duration
of the stimuli, with stimuli shorter than 320 s not able to induce Ca2+ wave propaga-
tion. Regarding the applied noise, instead, they found out the strength of the noise
affected the velocity of the Ca2+ wave.

Lenk et al., 2020 created a stochastic model which simulates several astrocytes,
each connected to up to hundreds of excitatory synapses and to up to five other
astrocytes through gap junctions. The model combines a spiking neuronal network
model (Lenk, 2011), with a presynaptic model of glutamate release (Tsodyks et
al., 1998). This presynaptic description is then coupled to a model of astrocytic
potentiation effect to the presynaptic neurons (De Pittà et al., 2011; De Pittà et al.,
2012), and with a novel description of inhibitory effects towards the postsynaptic
neurons from Lenk and colleagues. The astrocytic network topology is modeled as in
Lallouette et al., 2014. The neuron-astrocyte network reproduces a planar co-culture
of 250 neurons and varying ratios of astrocytes, distributed over a 750 × 750 µm2

culturing area, representing the electrode area of virtual MEA. The different ratios of
astrocytes in the network allowed for studying how different astrocyte connectivity
scenarios shape neuronal activity. The results showed that increasing the number
of astrocytes, thus increasing astrocyte interconnectivity, prevented overexcitation
(Lenk et al., 2020).

L. Li et al., 2020 model is analogous to the one from Lenk et al., 2020, the
difference relies on the description of the potential effects of GABA on astrocytes
and excitatory presynaptic terminals. The model shows that astrocytes responded
to GABA with Ca2+ oscillations and subsequent gliotransmitter glutamate release.
With the model, it is possible to study the interplay between GABA neuronal in-
hibition and GABA-induced glutamate release from the astrocytes, which induces
neuronal excitation (L. Li et al., 2020).
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3 AIMS OF THE STUDY

This thesis project aims at investigating the controlling roles of astrocytes on
neuronal network activity. We first analyzed how astrocyte network topology af-
fects neuronal spiking and synchronization in neuron-astrocyte networks. This part
was mainly studied with the use of computational models of neuron-astrocyte net-
works (Chapter 5, Publications I-II-III). Secondly, we examined how the astrocytic
ionic and gliotransmitter regulation controls the neuronal activity and signal features
(Chapter 6, Publications IV-V).

Specifically, the aims of each study were as follows:

• Publication I aimed at investigating the role of gap junction coupling and
uncoupling in the regulation of neuronal activity.

• Publication II aimed firstly at comparing the differences between a planar
network topology from a 3D network topology; and secondly, at evaluating
how different connectivity rules, i.e. changing the maximum connection ra-
dius, for the astrocytes changes their network connectivity and the relative
neuronal activity response to the different network topologies.

• Publication III aimed at exploring how astrocytes affect neuronal activity, by
varying the neuron/astrocyte ratios in the networks. Moreover, we compared
the results obtained from the simulations with those obtained from MEAs
recordings of cultures with the same cell ratios.

• Publication IV explored the neuronal response to two convulsant drugs, 4-
AP and gabazine, and aimed at elucidating the roles of astrocytes in controlling
ionic clearance and gliotransmitter clearance, and the relative induced hyper-
activity.

• Publication V investigated how astrocytes and extracellular ionic clearance
affect the spike shape during development and based on their ratio in the cul-
tures, and how astrocytes impact signal patterning.
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4 METHODS OVERVIEW

The studies in this thesis comprehended computational simulations and experi-
mental work. Since only a few methods are common between the computational
studies and the experimental ones, for simplicity, the methods and results of these
two methodologies have been separated into two different chapters. Chapter 5 de-
scribes the computational studies (Publications I-III). In this section, I will present
the works which concentrate on the astrocyte network topology (Publication I, II,
III) and how this relates to the control of the neuronal activity. All those works are
built upon the neuron-astrocyte network model INEXA (Lenk et al., 2020). In the
chapter, the pre-existing model will be described, as well as the modification applied
for each of the studies. Figure 4.1 describes the studies implementations steps and
the methods used for each publication of Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 outlines the experimental work done for this thesis (Publication IV-
V). This section of my thesis concentrates on the roles of astrocytes in control-
ling gliotransmission and ionic homeostasis in-vitro. In the first article described in
this section, we elicited hyperactivity with two convulsant drugs, 4-aminopyridine,
and gabazine, which block K+ voltage-gated channels and GABAA receptors, respec-
tively, thus interjecting with the ionic homeostasis and gliotransmission (Publication
IV). The second paper described in this section concentrates on the analysis of the
signal shape and patterning in rat cortical neuron cultures and rat cortical neuron-
astrocyte co-cultures, in order to study the effect of astrocytes in modulating the
spike shapes and the patterning of the spikes (Publication V). Figure 4.2 outlines
the methods used for each publication of Chapter 6.
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5 AIM 1: COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE

ASTROCYTE NETWORK TOPOLOGY EFFECTS

OF NEURONAL ACTIVITY

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Computational description of the neuron-astrocyte network and its pathways

INEXA model

This phenomenological model emulates a planar in vitro neuron-astrocyte co-
culture. The neuronal and astrocytic networks are randomly created to reproduce a
2DMEA culture surface of 750 x 750 µm2 (Fig. 5.2A). The astrocytes and neurons
nuclei were randomly placed with the following costrains: the inter-soma distances
for the astrocytes had to be larger than 30 µm and for the neurons larger than 10
µm, otherwise, the astrocyte, or the neuron, was relocated.

After placing the cells, the connections were made between the astrocytes as a
step function, where all the astrocytes with inter-soma distance smaller than 100 µm
were connected (Fig. 5.2B).

The neuronal connectivity probability (PNN ) rule instead followed a scaled Gaus-
sian probability distribution dependent on the neurons inter-soma distance (d) (Fig.
5.2B):

PNN (d) = e
− d2

2σ2N (5.1)

The connections between neurons and astrocytes, also follow a Gaussian proba-
bility distribution dependent on the distance. However, the probability was limited
by a cutoff distance after which no connections are possible (dA), which was set equal
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Presynaptic
neuron

Postsynaptic
neuron

Astrocyte

Astrocyte

Figure 5.1 Pathway scheme of the INEXA model. The colored boxes describe the elements com-
prised in the model and which original model was used to describe these parts. The model
consists of multiple excitatory synapses, each of which can be connected to an astrocyte.
The communication pathways of each individual tripartite synapse in the network are illus-
trated in the figure. The pre- and post-synaptic spiking were modeled similarly to the INEX
model (depicted in blue boxes). The Tsodyks-Markram synapse model (in orange) and
De Pittà’s astrocyte gliotransmitter model (in red) were added to the spiking generation.
The local astrocyte Ca2+ dynamics (in green) trigger gliotransmission to the synapse. The
Ca2+ signaling was modeled according to the UAR model (in violet) by Lallouette et al.
The local and global Ca2+ dynamics stimulate the release of GABA into the extracellular
space by the astrocyte (in yellow) to restrict the spiking of nearby post-synaptic neurons.

to 70 µm (Fig. 5.2B).

PAN (d) = e
− d2

2σ2A · H (dA − d), (5.2)

where H (dA − d) is the Heaviside function to limit the connection probability;
in fact, H (dA − d) = 1 if dA − d > 0, and H (dA − d) = 0 otherwise.

The neuronal part of the model is based on INEX (Lenk, 2011). INEX is a
stochastic model of excitatory and inhibitory neurons connected with synapses. The
astrocytes are then incorporated into the INEXmodel by adapting the spiking prob-
ability for the pre- and post-synaptic terminal to account for the excitatory and in-
hibitory effects of the astrocytes.
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A) B)

Figure 5.2 A) Planar topology of the neuron-astrocyte network. Neurons are displayed as green dots
and astrocytes as red triangles. Astrocyte-astrocyte connections are shown as red links.
B) Connection probability rules used in the model. Neuron-neuron connections (in red) fol-
low a Gaussian probability based on the distance between the neurons. Astrocyte-neuron
connection probability (in blue) follows a Gaussian distribution until it reaches a max dis-
tance limitation which drops the probability to zero. Astrocyte-astrocyte connections (in
green) are formed only if the distance between the two cells is comprised in the limits.
Illustrations reproduced with permission from: Lenk et al., 2020

The presynaptic neuron dynamics are described by the Tsodyks-Markram (TM)
model (Tsodyks et al., 1998). The TM model describes the dynamics of the fraction
of neurotransmitters available in the presynaptic terminal, x, and the fraction of x
that are ready for release, u. The mathematical description of the model is:

xij (tk) = (xij (tk−1) − RRij (tk)) + [1 − (xij (tk−1) − RRij (tk))] (1 − e−Ωdt) (5.3)

uij (tk) = [(1 − uij (tk−1))U ∗
ij (tk)sj (tk)]e−Ωf Δt (5.4)

RRij (tk) = xij (tk−1) [(1 − uij (tk−1))U ∗
ij (tk)sj (tk)]sj (tk) (5.5)

where Ωd represents the rate of reintegration of neurotransmitters in the presy-
naptic terminal, Ωf the rate of decrease of release probability, RRij the fraction of
released neurotransmitters, and U ∗

ij describes the maximal increment of the ready-
for-release fraction triggered by the arrival of a presynaptic spike. The excitatory
effect of the gliotransmitters released by the astrocytes affects the value of U ∗

ij as
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The presynaptic neuron dynamics are described by the Tsodyks-Markram (TM)
model (Tsodyks et al., 1998). The TM model describes the dynamics of the fraction
of neurotransmitters available in the presynaptic terminal, x, and the fraction of x
that are ready for release, u. The mathematical description of the model is:
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naptic terminal, Ωf the rate of decrease of release probability, RRij the fraction of
released neurotransmitters, and U ∗

ij describes the maximal increment of the ready-
for-release fraction triggered by the arrival of a presynaptic spike. The excitatory
effect of the gliotransmitters released by the astrocytes affects the value of U ∗

ij as
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follows:

U ∗
ij (tk) =

yijbase
Ymax

(1 − gij (tk)) + αgij (tk) (5.6)

where gij (tk) is the fraction of bound presynaptic gliotransmitter receptors, Ymax

represents the maximum excitatory strength a synapse can have, and yijbase is the basal
synaptic strength of the synapse ij in absence of gliotransmission. The potentiating
effect of the astrocytes is modeled as in De Pittà et al., 2011 and De Pittà et al.,
2012, where the parameter α describes the co-operative effect of multiple receptors.
This parameter can describe both a depressing gliotransmission if 0 < α < yijbase

Ymax
, and

a potentiating gliotransmission if
yijbase
Ymax

< α < 1. In INEXA, α is set equal to 0.7 and
yijbase
Ymax

< 0.7 to describe the potentiating effect of gliontransmission on the presynaptic
spiking.

The spiking activity of the postsynaptic neuron depends on the activity of the
presynaptic neuron, on the background noise, and on the spiking history of the
presynaptic neuron. In addition to those, the INEXAmodel describes the depressing
effect of the inhibiting gliotransmitters (e.g. adenosine or GABA) released by the
astrocytes. The postsynaptic firing rate is calculated as follows:

λi (tk) = max(0, ci +
∑︁
j
yij sj (tk−1) −

∑︁
j
yastroAija(tk−1)) (5.7)

where, ci is the noise applied to the postsynaptic neuron i, yij is the synaptic
strength of the connection between the presynaptic neuron j and the postsynaptic
neuron i and sj represent the spiking history of the presynaptic neuron j at the pre-
vious time step. If the presynaptic neuron emitted a spike at tk−1, sj is equal to 1,
otherwise is zero. The terms accounting for the astrocytic effect are the synaptic
weights yastro and Aija, which is equal to one if synapse ij is connected to the astro-
cyte a and if a was in the active state at the previous time-step. Otherwise, Aija = 0
and no depressing effect is applied to the synapse.
Based on the firing rate λi, the probability for the postsynaptic neuron to fire a spike
at the time stamp tk is calculated as follows:

Pi (tk) = e−λi (tk)Δtλi (tk)Δt (5.8)

The INEXA model describes also the calcium signaling in the astrocyte network
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mediated by the gap junctions. To model the activation and deactivation of the
astrocytes, INEXA uses the model originally proposed by Lallouette et al., 2014
and Lallouette et al., 2018. Lallouette and colleagues describe the astrocyte network
as a graph where the astrocytes are the nodes and the gap junctions are the links
between the nodes. The node a, such as an astrocyte, can have three possible states
Sa: active state A, inactive dormant state U, and refractory state R. The astrocyte
can transition between these three states depending on the state in which currently
is, and on the propagation of signals between connected astrocytes.

The probability for the transition from the dormant state to the active state,
U → A, depends on the coupling between astrocytes, and the propagation efficiency
of Ca2+ through them:

P (U → A)a(tk) =



Δt
τA , if γa(tk) > θa(na)
0, otherwise

(5.9)

The detailed description of the activation propensity γa(tk) and the threshold
θa(na) can be found in Lenk et al., 2020. The transitions between active to refractory,
A → R, and refractory to dormant, R → U , are spontaneous and dependent on their
time scale τR and τU .

P (A → R)a(tk) = Δt
τR

(5.10)

P (R → U )a(tk) = Δt
τU

(5.11)

In silico modeling of gap junction coupling using the INEXA model

Since several experiments report that a loss of astrocytic gap junctions increases
the susceptibility to seizures, in Publication I, in order to study how the different
astrocytic gap junction coupling conditions affected the neuronal activity, I modified
the connection probability function for the astrocyte-astrocyte connections.

The connection probability for the astrocyte-astrocyte connections was modified
from a step function to a Gaussian probability function dependent on the inter-soma
distance d.
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PAA(d) = e
− d2−µA

2σ2A (5.12)

To force the different connectivity levels of the astrocytes I varied the standard
deviation for the Gaussian distribution (σA). The mean for the Gaussian distribution
(µA) was instead kept fixed at zero.

In Publication I, we simulated three different astrocyte connectivity levels, for
this thesis the work was extended simulating four coupling conditions. The fully
uncoupled gap junctions condition was simulated forcing a standard deviation for
the Gaussian distribution smaller than the minimum connection distance allowed
for the astrocytes. The standard deviation was in this case σA = 10 µm; in this way,
no astrocytes could be found for the connections. To simulate the low connectivity
condition it was chosen a standard deviation equal to the minimum connection dis-
tance allowed (σA = 30 µm); this led to an average of about one gap junction for each
astrocyte. The medium connectivity condition was simulated with a standard devia-
tion σA = 50 µm, and for the high gap junction connectivity condition, the standard
deviation was chosen to be σA = 80 µm. All the higher values of standard deviation
always led to the same connectivity level of about four gap junctions on average for
each astrocyte in the network. Table 5.1 summarizes the parameters used.

For this study, the neuronal network comprised 250 neurons, of which 200
were excitatory and 50 inhibitory. The average number of excitatory synapses was
10,000. The number of astrocytes in the network was set to 107, leading to a neuron-
astrocyte networkwhere 70% of the total cells were neurons and 30%were astrocytes.
Each astrocyte was then connected to an average of 90 excitatory synapses.

As background network activity three different input noise levels were used to
simulate the case of low, high, and hyper- activity. The noise level for the high activity
was set to three times the noise level for the low activity, and the hyperactivity noise
level was eight times the low noise value.

The simulated time for these simulations was 180 s, with a time step of 5 ms. Each
combination of conditions (coupling-noise) was simulated ten times. Each network
was created from scratch at the beginning of each of the ten simulation runs; and
with the same network, the three different noise levels were then simulated.
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Table 5.1 Parameters used to force the coupling conditions in the simulations.

Coupling σA Avg gap junctions

Uncoupled 10 µm 0.002 ± 0.006

Low 30 µm 1.03 ± 0.08

Medium 50 µm 2.94 ± 0.21

High 80 µm 3.90 ± 0.18

Implementation of the 3D network topology in the INEXA model

The majority of the applications and cultures utilizing MEAs are with planar
cultures; however, the structure of the brain is tridimensional. To investigate the
differences between the planar and the 3D network structure, in Publication II,
the computational neuron-astrocyte model INEXA, previously described in Section
5.1.1, was extended into a 3D network structure.

To translate the culture area from planar to 3D, the total volume was kept con-
stant and the original planar virtual culture area, 750x750x10 µm3, was modified
in 180x180x180 µm3. The neuron-astrocyte network comprised 250 neurons, of
which 80% excitatory and 20% inhibitory, and 63 astrocytes. In this study, first, we
compared the network features and the activity of the planar and the 3D network.
In this case, the maximum astrocytic gap junction distance was d = 100 µm for both
configurations. Then, we varied the distance ranges between two coupled astrocytes
according to Lallouette et al., 2014, from 70 to 120 µm, and compared the neuronal
activity in those networks. The parameters used for the simulations are summarized
in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.3 Comparison between the planar (left) and the 3D (right) network structures in the neuron-
astrocyte computational model INEXA. Neurons are in red and astrocytes are shown in
blue, together with their connections. Figure reproduced with permission from Publication
II.

Table 5.2 Comparison of the characteristics of the planar and the 3D networks. Table modified with
permission from Publication II.

Characteristics Planar network 3D network

Dimensions [µm3] 750x750x10 180x180x180

Cell numbers 250 neurons, 63 astrocytes 250 neurons, 63 astrocytes

Noise 0.02 0.02

Synaptic strength ±0.7 ±0.7
Max gap junction distance [m] 100 (a) 100,

(b) 70 - 120

5.1.2 Data acquisition

Cell culturing and MEA preparation

Rat primary cortical neurons (A1084001; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and rat pri-
mary cortical astrocytes (N7745100; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were combined at
various ratios to create cultures with different compositions. The desired ratios for
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the cultures were: NS, containing only neurons and no added astrocytes; 90/10,
consisting of 90% neurons and 10% added astrocytes; 80/20, with 80% neurons
and 20% added astrocytes; and 70/30, with 70% neurons and 30% added astro-
cytes. The number of neurons plated was kept constant at approximately 80,000
per MEA, and the number of astrocytes was adjusted accordingly to achieve the
desired ratio. The cells were plated on either standard or thin 60-electrode MEAs
(60MEA200/30iR; Multi Channel System MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany).
Details of the cell plating and MEA preparation are provided in Section 6.1.1 and
in Lenk et al., 2021.

MEA recording

Recordings of the cells were carried out at 28 days in vitro (DIV) with a sampling
frequency of 25,000 Hz for 5 minutes. The raw signals were then subjected to
filtering using a second-order bandpass filter (300-3000 Hz) and sorted using Wave
Clus, a MATLAB tool (Chaure et al., 2018). To detect spikes, a signal threshold of
±5σ was used, where σ represents the standard deviation of the filtered signal.

5.1.3 Data analysis

Activity analysis

Both the simulated spike trains (Publication I-III) and the sorted MEA record-
ings (Publication III) were analyzed using a network-wide CMA algorithm to ex-
tract bursts (Välkki et al., 2017). Spike rate (SR; spikes per minute) and burst rate
(BR; bursts per minute) were extracted. The single-channel SR and BR of the MEAs
were averaged for each MEA. In Publication III to reproduce the recording of sig-
nals on the MEA plate, the activity of 60 simulated neurons was randomly selected.
Each neuron was selected from the surrounding of each one of the virtual electrodes.
From the simulated data of Publication I-III, we also extracted howmany times each
astrocyte in the networks entered the active state during the 5 minutes of simulation
time. The active state was defined as in Section 5.1.1.
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Correlation analysis

In Publication III, we analyzed the correlation between SR and BR and the
degree of the nodes in the different experimental cultures. We used both a Pear-
son’s correlation analysis and a linear regression analysis. Lastly, we pairwise cross-
correlated the binary spike trains of each experimental MEA channel data and the
simulated spike train as well. We obtained cross-correlation matrices, and to further
analyze these, we thresholded for correlation values higher than 0.65, to consider
only channel pairs with high positive correlation.

Graph analysis

In Publication II, to analyze the network structure I conducted a graph analysis
of the 3D astrocyte network. The total number of cell bodies was defined as vertices,
Vastro, while the gap junctions between the astrocytes were defined as links, Eastro.
From the graphs created, I calculated the mean degree k, such as the mean number
of links for each node, i.e. average gap junctions per astrocyte. The shortest path, L,
was also calculated; this parameter describes the minimum amount of links needed
to be crossed to connect two nodes. In this analysis, astrocytes were defined as hub
astrocytes if they were connected to more than 75% of the neighbors. Moreover, I
determined the number of active astrocytes, Nact, as the number of astrocytes that
were in the active state at least once during the time course of the simulation.

InPublication III, from the spike cross-correlationmatrices we constructed undi-
rected graphs. We evaluated the number of nodes, the number of edges, the mean
degree of the networks, and the mean shortest path. In this analysis, nodes were
those channels or simulated neurons with at least one connection to another one;
edges were defined as the connections with cross-correlation values higher than 0.65,
the mean degree is the mean number of connection for the channels and the mean
shortest path is the minimum amount of connections needed to be crossed to con-
nect any pair of nodes. A similar graph analysis was conducted for the astrocytic
network in the case of the simulated data. In this case, the edges were the simulated
gap junctions, and thus the mean degree was the average number of gap junctions for
each astrocyte. For the simulated data, we combined then the two graph analyses
of neuronal activity and astrocyte network with the activity analysis, such as SR.
The code with the implementation of the graph analysis and the data from Publi-
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cation II is publicly available online on GitHub at https://github.com/barbara-
ge/INEXA_IEEETransMolBiolMulti-ScaleCommun2020-1; while the repository
with the full code and the data fromPublication III is available at https://github.com/
barbara-ge/ACM-NanoCom2021.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Gap junction uncoupling increases spike and burst rate

With the above-mentioned connectivity parameters (Sec. 5.1.1), we obtained
four different levels of connectivity in the networks (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.4A). In the
uncoupled case, the astrocytes had on average about 0 gap junctions (Fig. 5.4B);
the low connectivity case resulted in an average of about one gap junction for each
astrocyte (Fig. 5.4B), and the astrocyte network presented small subnetworks of
coupled astrocytes, but still several uncoupled astrocytes (Fig. 5.4A). The medium
connectivity resulted, instead in a mostly connected astrocyte network, with few
small networks on the side of the simulated culture area. The high connectivity
case resulted in an almost fully coupled network, with an average of four gap junc-
tions for each astrocyte (Fig. 5.4A-B). Increasing the astrocyte connectivity, the
astrocyte-synapses connectivity decreased slightly (Fig. 5.4C). The differences were
not statistically meaningful, but a trend could be noticed.

The simulations show that the low noise condition elicited a general low SR,
moreover, a very small number of activated astrocytes was observed (Table 5.3, Fig.
5.5). Bursting was mostly not present in the simulated networks, and the few present
bursts had a comparable small duration and about three spikes/burst. Increasing the
noise level increased the SR, BR and BD in all the coupling, as expected. While the
SR increased, also the number of activated astrocytes was higher, making visible a
decreasing trend in the SR and BR when increasing the coupling (Table 5.3, Fig.
5.5). The differences however were not statistically significant for the SR, and were
significant only in the case of high noise high connectivity vs. uncoupled for the
BR (p = 0.03). On the other hand, the BD and the spikes/bursts seem to have an
increasing trend for more connected astrocytes, at all noise levels. Higher astrocyte
connectivity led to a visible decrease in astrocyte activation, especially in the high-
noise case.
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Figure 5.4 Astrocyte networks couplings in neuron-astrocyte networks. A) Graphic representation
of one of the ten networks created for each coupling level, from fully uncoupled to high
connectivity. Astrocytes are displayed as diamonds in magenta, with their connections
also shown in magenta. Neurons are represented by blue dots. Neuronal connections are
not displayed for image clarity. B) Average gap junctions of each astrocyte for each of the
ten runs for each coupling condition. C) Number of connected synapses on average to
each of the astrocytes in the different coupling conditions.
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Table 5.3 Numerical results for the three simulated noise levels. For each noise level are shown:
SR, spike rate (spikes/minute); BR, burst rate (bursts/minute); BD, burst duration (ms);
spikes/burst, and astrocyte activation. The results are expressed as mean ± standard de-
viation.

Characteristics Uncoupled Low
connectivity

Medium
connectivity

High
connectivity

Lo
w

no
is
e

SR (spikes/minute) 25.7 ± 1.2 26.4 ± 1.2 26.3 ± 1.9 25.4 ± 1.2
BR (burst/minute) 0.34 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.03

BD (ms) 28.0 ± 4.2 25.1 ± 6.1 26.0 ± 4.8 27.4 ± 5.1
Spikes/Burst 3.10 ± 0.05 3.10 ± 0.08 3.09 ± 0.06 3.07 ± 0.06

Astrocyte activation 1.7 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 2.98 1.0 ± 1.6 0.5 ± 0.5

M
ed
iu
m

no
is
e SR (spikes/minute) 93.0 ± 5.7 96.8 ± 7.7 96.2 ± 10.7 91.9 ± 5.2

BR (burst/minute) 1.0 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.3
BD (ms) 191.8 ± 56.1 155.1 ± 29.4 174.4 ± 46.2 175.9 ± 27.7

Spikes/Burst 4.0 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.1
Astrocyte activation 4.7 ± 2.2 8.5 ± 3.7 3.1 ± 2.3 3.5 ± 1.6

H
ig
h
no

is
e

SR (spikes/minute) 224.3 ± 6.9 220.9 ± 6.0 219.5 ± 8.2 217.2 ± 6.3
BR (burst/minute) 10.8 ± 1.9 9.5 ± 1.8 9.6 ± 2.4 8.7 ± 1.6

BD (ms) 271.9 ± 22.6 262.3 ± 34.3 264.1 ± 36.4 277.5 ± 31.8
Spikes/Burst 4.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.1

Astrocyte activation 73.2 ± 13.1 70.6 ± 12.9 65.9 ± 19.1 49.0 ± 17.0

5.2.2 Network topology comparison between the planar and the 3D networks

When looking at the two different configurations, the planar and the 3D net-
work, for the neuronal network, our results highlighted that the neuronal network
connectivity was similar, 26.72% for the planar and 27.83% for the 3D configura-
tion. The maximum amount of possible neuron-neuron connections was, for both,
62250 connections, such as the case of a fully coupled network where all the 250
neurons were connected to all the other 249 neurons. However, the average number
of neuron-neuron connections was 66.52% for the planar network and 69.31% for
the 3D configuration. The number of two-directional connections between neurons
was 4924 in the planar network and 2719 connections in the 3D network. Since
the side length of the 3D culture area was shorter (180 m, and 750 m in the planar
culture area), this resulted in a shorter average neuron connection length in the 3D
network. These lengths were 101.55 m for the 3D network and 209.67 m for the
planar network.
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Figure 5.4 Astrocyte networks couplings in neuron-astrocyte networks. A) Graphic representation
of one of the ten networks created for each coupling level, from fully uncoupled to high
connectivity. Astrocytes are displayed as diamonds in magenta, with their connections
also shown in magenta. Neurons are represented by blue dots. Neuronal connections are
not displayed for image clarity. B) Average gap junctions of each astrocyte for each of the
ten runs for each coupling condition. C) Number of connected synapses on average to
each of the astrocytes in the different coupling conditions.
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Figure 5.5 Gap junction coupling activity analysis. The figure shows the spike rate (spikes/minute),
burst rate (bursts/minute), burst duration (ms), spikes/burst, and astrocyte activation for
the three simulated noise levels. The results for the low noise case are displayed in violet,
for the medium noise in blue, and for the high noise in yellow. ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗

p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

The astrocyte networks presented considerably more differences in the two con-
figurations. Starting from the average gap junction connections each astrocyte had,
was 2.70 for the planar network, while for the 3D network configuration was con-
siderably higher (19.61 for each astrocyte). The highest amount of gap junction in
the planar network was 7, while the minimum was 0; in the 3D network, the max-
imum gap junction amount was 35, and the minimum was 7. Even if the network
was considerably more connected in the 3D network, the average distance between
connected astrocytes did not decrease. It was 66.82 m in the planar network and
72.05 m in the 3D network. Higher connectivity was found in the 3D network also
for neuron-astrocyte connections, which were 169.91 in the planar network versus
220.85 for the 3D network. Also, in the 3D network, no not astrocyte-controlled
excitatory synapses were found, while in the planar network, the free excitatory
synapses were 2500, resulting in 18.93% of all the excitatory synapses. The results
here described are summarized in Table 5.4.

Graph analysis comparison between the planar and the 3D network configurations.
As anticipated in the previous section, the 3D network presented higher astrocyte-
astrocyte connectivity, resulting in an average mean degree k of 19.61 ± 7.30, versus
the planar network in which it was 2.70 ± 1.53. As a reminder, the mean degree
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Table 5.4 Topological features of the two network configurations, planar and 3D. The features are
subdivided into those of the neuronal network in the first section (N-N network); those of the
astrocyte network in the middle section (A-A network); and, those for the neuron-astrocyte
network in the last section (A-N network). Table modified from Publication II.

Characteristics Planar network 3D network

N
-N

ne
tw

or
k

Max. amount of
NN connections 62250 62250

Average neuron connections
to other neurons 66.52 69.31

Network connectivity [%] 26.72 27.83
Average neurons

connection length [µm] 209.67 101.55

Two directional connections
between neurons 4924 2719

A
-A

ne
tw

or
k Average gap junction

connections 2.70 19.61

Highest / lowest
gap junction amount 7 / 0 35 / 7

Average distance between
connected astrocytes [µm] 66.82 72.05

A
-N

ne
tw

or
k Average number of

astrocyte-neuron connections 169.91 220.85

Excitatory synapses
without an astrocyte 2500 0

% of not astrocyte-controlled
excitatory synapses 18.93 0.00

has here the meaning of the average number of gap junction connections for each
astrocyte in the network. With the fixed maximum gap junction connection length
set at 100 m, the planar network resulted in a not fully connected network and
presented three subnetworks. These subnetworks had different dimensions, and they
showed variable shortest path lengths L: (a) 4.57 ± 2.37, (b) 3.89 ± 2.20, (c) 1.33 ±
0.49. The 3D network instead was fully connected and presented a shortest path L
of 1.82 ± 0.65. Even though the 3D network had higher connectivity the number
of activated cells Nact was lower compared to the planar network (4.20 ± 0.91 for
the 3D configuration versus 8.00 ± 3.20 for the planar one). The results for the
mean degree k and the shortest path L are averaged over all the 63 astrocytes in the
network, while the number of activated astrocytesNact over the ten simulation runs.
The results are summarized in Table 5.5.

Activity analysis in the planar and the 3D network configurations. The spike rate
and burst rate in the 3D network were considerably higher than in the planar net-
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Figure 5.5 Gap junction coupling activity analysis. The figure shows the spike rate (spikes/minute),
burst rate (bursts/minute), burst duration (ms), spikes/burst, and astrocyte activation for
the three simulated noise levels. The results for the low noise case are displayed in violet,
for the medium noise in blue, and for the high noise in yellow. ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗

p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

The astrocyte networks presented considerably more differences in the two con-
figurations. Starting from the average gap junction connections each astrocyte had,
was 2.70 for the planar network, while for the 3D network configuration was con-
siderably higher (19.61 for each astrocyte). The highest amount of gap junction in
the planar network was 7, while the minimum was 0; in the 3D network, the max-
imum gap junction amount was 35, and the minimum was 7. Even if the network
was considerably more connected in the 3D network, the average distance between
connected astrocytes did not decrease. It was 66.82 m in the planar network and
72.05 m in the 3D network. Higher connectivity was found in the 3D network also
for neuron-astrocyte connections, which were 169.91 in the planar network versus
220.85 for the 3D network. Also, in the 3D network, no not astrocyte-controlled
excitatory synapses were found, while in the planar network, the free excitatory
synapses were 2500, resulting in 18.93% of all the excitatory synapses. The results
here described are summarized in Table 5.4.

Graph analysis comparison between the planar and the 3D network configurations.
As anticipated in the previous section, the 3D network presented higher astrocyte-
astrocyte connectivity, resulting in an average mean degree k of 19.61 ± 7.30, versus
the planar network in which it was 2.70 ± 1.53. As a reminder, the mean degree
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Table 5.4 Topological features of the two network configurations, planar and 3D. The features are
subdivided into those of the neuronal network in the first section (N-N network); those of the
astrocyte network in the middle section (A-A network); and, those for the neuron-astrocyte
network in the last section (A-N network). Table modified from Publication II.
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A
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has here the meaning of the average number of gap junction connections for each
astrocyte in the network. With the fixed maximum gap junction connection length
set at 100 m, the planar network resulted in a not fully connected network and
presented three subnetworks. These subnetworks had different dimensions, and they
showed variable shortest path lengths L: (a) 4.57 ± 2.37, (b) 3.89 ± 2.20, (c) 1.33 ±
0.49. The 3D network instead was fully connected and presented a shortest path L
of 1.82 ± 0.65. Even though the 3D network had higher connectivity the number
of activated cells Nact was lower compared to the planar network (4.20 ± 0.91 for
the 3D configuration versus 8.00 ± 3.20 for the planar one). The results for the
mean degree k and the shortest path L are averaged over all the 63 astrocytes in the
network, while the number of activated astrocytesNact over the ten simulation runs.
The results are summarized in Table 5.5.

Activity analysis in the planar and the 3D network configurations. The spike rate
and burst rate in the 3D network were considerably higher than in the planar net-
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Table 5.5 Graph analysis comparison for the planar and the 3D networks. k and L are displayed with
mean and standard deviation over all astrocytes. Nact has the mean and standard deviation
calculated over all the ten simulation runs. Table modified from Publication II.

Characteristics Planar network 3D network

Mean degree k 2.70 ± 1.53 19.61 ± 7.30

Shortest path L
(a) 4.57 ± 2.37,
(b) 3.89 ± 2.20,
(c) 1.33 ± 0.49

1.82 ± 0.65

Number of activated
cells Nact

8.00 ± 3.20 4.20 ± 0.91

work. The average SR was 301.47 ± 37.79 spikes/min for the 3D network, and
69.18 ± 3.17 spikes/min. The average BR was 26.80 ± 4.05 for the 3D network
and 1.08 ± 0.17 for the planar. When looking at the coefficient of variation (CV;
standard deviation/mean) of the spike rate it can be noted that the 3D neuronal net-
work had a higher spike variability, and had a percent CV of 12.5%; while the planar
network had a percent CV of 4.6%. The burst rate instead was much more consis-
tent in its variability, it presented a percent CV of 15.7% for the planar network
and 15.1% for the 3D network. Together with an increase in the burst rate, the
3D network showed also longer bursts, with an average burst duration of 193.89 ±
46.93 ms. The planar network presented bursts lasting on average for 36.22 ± 2.76.
Also, for what concerns the burst duration in the network, the 3D presented a much
higher inner variability between the neurons; the percent CV of the burst duration
was 24.2% for the 3D network and 7.6% for the planar network. Since the number
of neurons and the connectivity in the two N-N networks were comparable, these
differences in the activity in the 3D network are probably to be attributed to the dif-
ferent astrocytic network topology and the lower number of active astrocytes, not
inhibiting the neuronal activity. The results are shown summarized in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6 Activity comparison between the planar and the 3D networks. Spike rate, burst rate, and
burst duration are displayed with mean and standard deviation over the ten simulation runs.
Table modified from Publication II.

Characteristics Planar network 3D network

Spike rate [spikes/min] 69.18 ± 3.17 301.47 ± 37.79
Burst rate [bursts/min] 1.08 ± 0.17 26.80 ± 4.05
Burst duration [ms] 36.22 ± 2.76 193.89 ± 46.93
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Alteration of the connection radius of astrocyte in the 3D networks. In the second
part of the study, as previously described we varied the max reach distance d be-
tween astrocytes in the networks. The results of this second part showed that the
astrocytic mean degree k increased with increasing the distance d, while the short-
est path L and the number of activated astrocytes Nact decreased with increasing the
max reach distance d (Figure 5.6). These results are analogous to those obtained
in the comparison between the planar and the 3D networks, where an increased k
is followed by a decreased L and Nact. The neuronal SR and BR increased when
increasing the distance until d = 100 m, and then it remains more or less constant
for d = 110 m and d = 120 m (Figure 5.6). The burst duration also increased from
d = 70 m to d = 100 m, and then decreased maintaining a high variability (Figure
5.6). Again analogously to the results obtained in the previous section, SR and BR
were higher in the presence of higher astrocytic mean degree k and lower Nact. In
Figure 5.7, the two network topologies for d = 70 m and d = 120 m are displayed.
The node dimension and color represent the degree of the node, ranging from 2 to
16 for d = 70 m, and from 10 to 51 for d = 120 m. As expected, the nodes with
the higher degree were located in the center of the network in both configurations.
When analyzing the hub astrocytes, such as those connected to more than 75% of
the neighboring astrocytes, we obtained that for d = 70 m none was found, while
for d = 120 m there were four hub astrocytes (indicated in Figure 5.7 by black
arrows). Figure 5.8 shows the spike rate for the neurons for the six different astro-
cytic maximum connection distances d. The neuronal network was kept constant
so that the differences in spike rate were to be attributed only to the astrocyte net-
work topologies. The neuronal spike rate, however, was already commented while
referring to Figure 5.6. Here, instead, it can be noted that the neurons in the center
were presenting a higher spike rate compared to the others in the network for all
the distances; this most probably reflects the higher number of connections for the
synapses in the center of the topology, increasing the stimuli eliciting the neuronal
activity.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison between the graph analysis conducted on the astrocytic networks and the
neuronal activity features for the different astrocytic link distances d simulated. k represent
the astrocytic mean degree, L describes the mean shortest path Figure reproduced with
permission from Publication II.
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Figure 5.7 Network topologies with mean degree k for the two distances d = 70 m and d = 120 m.
The degree of the node is represented by the dimension and the color of the node itself.
Light blue bars between the nodes represent the links. The black arrows in d = 120 m
represent the hub astrocytes. Figure reproduced with permission from Publication II.

5.2.3 Comparison between the activity and the topology of in vitro and in silico
neuron-astrocyte networks

The neuronal and neuron-astrocyte computational networks here used were sim-
ulated with the previously described model INEXA (Section 5.1.1)(Lenk et al.,
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Figure 5.8 Spike rate graph for the neuronal network for the six different max astrocyte connection
distances. The neuronal topology here shown was kept constant. The nodes represent
the neurons, and their color and dimension are the spike rate expressed in spikes/min.
Axes are in m. Figure modified with permission from Publication II.

2020), in its planar configuration. This better resembles the plating configuration of
standard MEAs, described in Section 5.1.2. Similarly to the experimental setup, we
simulated four different networks. NS comprised 250 neurons, of which 200 were
excitatory and 50 inhibitory; the co-cultures were simulated adding to the neuronal
network different amounts of astrocytes: 28 for the 90/10, 62 for the 80/20 and
107 for the 70/30. We simulated 5 minutes of activity and we ran each simulation
10 times.

Co-cultures showed lower spike rate and burst rate. In Publication III (Lenk et al.,
2021) we analyzed and compared experimental data and simulated data of co-cultures
with similar shares of neurons and astrocytes in the culture. Both the experimental
and simulated data presented a higher SR and BR for the NS cultures (Fig. 5.9). Ex-
perimental data and simulated data showed comparable data for all the co-cultures,
even though the BR of 80/20 was significantly different (p = 0.045). The simu-
lated data was not able to replicate the high inner variability obtained from the NS
cultures, which resulted in a much higher standard deviation for the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison between the graph analysis conducted on the astrocytic networks and the
neuronal activity features for the different astrocytic link distances d simulated. k represent
the astrocytic mean degree, L describes the mean shortest path Figure reproduced with
permission from Publication II.
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5.2.3 Comparison between the activity and the topology of in vitro and in silico
neuron-astrocyte networks

The neuronal and neuron-astrocyte computational networks here used were sim-
ulated with the previously described model INEXA (Section 5.1.1)(Lenk et al.,
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Figure 5.8 Spike rate graph for the neuronal network for the six different max astrocyte connection
distances. The neuronal topology here shown was kept constant. The nodes represent
the neurons, and their color and dimension are the spike rate expressed in spikes/min.
Axes are in m. Figure modified with permission from Publication II.

2020), in its planar configuration. This better resembles the plating configuration of
standard MEAs, described in Section 5.1.2. Similarly to the experimental setup, we
simulated four different networks. NS comprised 250 neurons, of which 200 were
excitatory and 50 inhibitory; the co-cultures were simulated adding to the neuronal
network different amounts of astrocytes: 28 for the 90/10, 62 for the 80/20 and
107 for the 70/30. We simulated 5 minutes of activity and we ran each simulation
10 times.

Co-cultures showed lower spike rate and burst rate. In Publication III (Lenk et al.,
2021) we analyzed and compared experimental data and simulated data of co-cultures
with similar shares of neurons and astrocytes in the culture. Both the experimental
and simulated data presented a higher SR and BR for the NS cultures (Fig. 5.9). Ex-
perimental data and simulated data showed comparable data for all the co-cultures,
even though the BR of 80/20 was significantly different (p = 0.045). The simu-
lated data was not able to replicate the high inner variability obtained from the NS
cultures, which resulted in a much higher standard deviation for the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.9 Comparison between experimental data and simulated data. A) Spike rate (spikes/min),
and B) burst rate (bursts/min) for NS and the co-cultures. Experimental data is shown
in solid colors, while simulated data is shown with the square patterned filling. Statistical
comparisons between the experimental cultures are shown in black, while the comparisons
between experimental and simulated data are in red. ns p > 0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01;
∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

Graph analysis of the neuronal activity. The graph analysis was created for the ex-
perimental data from the correlationmatrix between the spike trains of the electrodes
of each MEA. This analysis showed for the experimental data a higher number of
nodes in NS compared to the co-cultures (Fig. 5.10 A). As a reminder, we defined
nodes as those electrodes with at least one connection to another electrode with a
weight higher than 0.65. Simulated data did not show differences between the dif-
ferent conditions. When comparing the experimental data and the simulated data
we can notice that NS and 80/20 were comparable, while in the experimental data,
the nodes for 90/10 and 70/30 were lower, even though the SR were comparable
(Fig. 5.10 A). The mean degree in the NS culture of the experimental data showed
very high inner variability, which was not found in the simulated data (Fig. 5.10
B). The experimental data showed a much lower mean degree for the co-cultures
compared to NS; this was visible also in the simulated data but with a less important
difference, which was not statistically significant (Fig. 5.10 B). The mean degrees in
the simulated data and the experimental data proved to be always comparable and
no statistically meaningful differences were noticed. The mean shortest path for the
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experimental data was similar for all the cultures and no statistically meaningful dif-
ferences were noticeable between NS and the co-cultures (Fig. 5.10 C). A very small
shift towards higher values was visible for the co-cultures, this directly reflects the
lower number of nodes obtained in these datasets. The simulated data also had very
small differences between NS and the co-cultures for the mean shortest path. Com-
paring the experimental data and the simulated data appears clear that the simulated
data showed longer shortest paths.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison between the graph analysis features in the experimental data and simulated
data. A) Nodes, B) mean degree, and C) mean shortest path for NS and the co-cultures.
Experimental data is shown in solid colors, while simulated data is shown with the square
patterned filling. Statistical comparisons between the experimental cultures are shown in
black, while the comparisons between experimental and simulated data are in red. ns p >
0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

Correlation between the spike rate and the mean degree. The Pearson’s correlation R
between the spike rate and the mean degree of the experimental data highlighted that
in the NS cultures the SR was more highly correlated with the degree of the electrode
(NS: R = 0.57); while the co-cultures showed a lower correlation value which, apart
from 90/10, seemed to decrease when adding more astrocytes (90/10: R = 0.03;
80/20: R = 0.35; 70/30: R = 0.27) (Fig. 5.11). In Figure 5.11 it can be noted that
for the NS the SR and the degree tend to increase linearly (linear regression r2 =
0.33), while for the co-cultures, especially those with more astrocytes, the spike rate
remains more or less constant even for nodes with a higher degree (linear regression
90/10: r2 = 0.0008, 80/20: r2 = 0.12, 70/30: r2 = 0.0.07).

Graph analysis of the simulated astrocyte topology. The graph analysis on the as-
trocyte network was conducted only on the simulated data, for which we can have
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Figure 5.9 Comparison between experimental data and simulated data. A) Spike rate (spikes/min),
and B) burst rate (bursts/min) for NS and the co-cultures. Experimental data is shown
in solid colors, while simulated data is shown with the square patterned filling. Statistical
comparisons between the experimental cultures are shown in black, while the comparisons
between experimental and simulated data are in red. ns p > 0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01;
∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

Graph analysis of the neuronal activity. The graph analysis was created for the ex-
perimental data from the correlationmatrix between the spike trains of the electrodes
of each MEA. This analysis showed for the experimental data a higher number of
nodes in NS compared to the co-cultures (Fig. 5.10 A). As a reminder, we defined
nodes as those electrodes with at least one connection to another electrode with a
weight higher than 0.65. Simulated data did not show differences between the dif-
ferent conditions. When comparing the experimental data and the simulated data
we can notice that NS and 80/20 were comparable, while in the experimental data,
the nodes for 90/10 and 70/30 were lower, even though the SR were comparable
(Fig. 5.10 A). The mean degree in the NS culture of the experimental data showed
very high inner variability, which was not found in the simulated data (Fig. 5.10
B). The experimental data showed a much lower mean degree for the co-cultures
compared to NS; this was visible also in the simulated data but with a less important
difference, which was not statistically significant (Fig. 5.10 B). The mean degrees in
the simulated data and the experimental data proved to be always comparable and
no statistically meaningful differences were noticed. The mean shortest path for the
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experimental data was similar for all the cultures and no statistically meaningful dif-
ferences were noticeable between NS and the co-cultures (Fig. 5.10 C). A very small
shift towards higher values was visible for the co-cultures, this directly reflects the
lower number of nodes obtained in these datasets. The simulated data also had very
small differences between NS and the co-cultures for the mean shortest path. Com-
paring the experimental data and the simulated data appears clear that the simulated
data showed longer shortest paths.
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Figure 5.10 Comparison between the graph analysis features in the experimental data and simulated
data. A) Nodes, B) mean degree, and C) mean shortest path for NS and the co-cultures.
Experimental data is shown in solid colors, while simulated data is shown with the square
patterned filling. Statistical comparisons between the experimental cultures are shown in
black, while the comparisons between experimental and simulated data are in red. ns p >
0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001.

Correlation between the spike rate and the mean degree. The Pearson’s correlation R
between the spike rate and the mean degree of the experimental data highlighted that
in the NS cultures the SR was more highly correlated with the degree of the electrode
(NS: R = 0.57); while the co-cultures showed a lower correlation value which, apart
from 90/10, seemed to decrease when adding more astrocytes (90/10: R = 0.03;
80/20: R = 0.35; 70/30: R = 0.27) (Fig. 5.11). In Figure 5.11 it can be noted that
for the NS the SR and the degree tend to increase linearly (linear regression r2 =
0.33), while for the co-cultures, especially those with more astrocytes, the spike rate
remains more or less constant even for nodes with a higher degree (linear regression
90/10: r2 = 0.0008, 80/20: r2 = 0.12, 70/30: r2 = 0.0.07).

Graph analysis of the simulated astrocyte topology. The graph analysis on the as-
trocyte network was conducted only on the simulated data, for which we can have
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precise information on the connections and their weights. As expected for networks
with more astrocytes more connections, and thus a higher mean degree, were found
(Fig. 5.12 A); also the mean shortest path was higher for simulated co-cultures with
more astrocytes (Fig. 5.12 B). The increase in connections did not correlate with
an increase in the astrocytes activation, which was comparable in all the simulated
cultures (Fig. 5.12 C).

Activity response to the astrocyte network topology. For the simulated data, we com-
bined the graph analysis from the astrocyte topologies with the relative SR and cor-
relation analysis of the 60 electrodes of the simulated MEAs. In Figure 5.13, the
mean SR of the electrodes ranges from blue to green; each electrode is represented
by a dot and its color reflects the SR, while the dot dimension reflects the degree.
Only the links, the blue lines, with weights higher than 0.65 have been plotted. The
astrocytes are here represented by diamonds in which the color, ranging from red to
yellow, represents how many times the astrocyte got activated during the simulated
time; the diamond dimension instead represents the degree. From Figure 5.13 can
be noted that neurons with higher SR are not always those with a higher degree.
Electrodes with fewer astrocytes in the neighboring showed higher SR. The astro-
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Figure 5.11 Pearson’s correlation analysis R in the experimental data to determine the relationship
between the spike rate and the degree of the electrodes. Each electrode on the MEAs
is represented by a circle, where the size of the circle represents the node centrality
based on the cross-correlation values of the edges of the node. Linear regression models
with the relative r2 are depicted by solid lines. Figure reproduced with permission from
Publication III.
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Figure 5.12 Astrocyte network topology graph analysis. A) Mean degree (i.e., the gap junctions), B)
the mean shortest path, and C) the mean number of times in which an astrocyte entered
the active state. ns p > 0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001. Figure
reproduced with permission from Publication III.

cyte activation clearly depends on the activity of the neighboring neurons, rather
than on the astrocyte degree, as seen already from Figure 5.12 C.
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precise information on the connections and their weights. As expected for networks
with more astrocytes more connections, and thus a higher mean degree, were found
(Fig. 5.12 A); also the mean shortest path was higher for simulated co-cultures with
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between the spike rate and the degree of the electrodes. Each electrode on the MEAs
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Figure 5.12 Astrocyte network topology graph analysis. A) Mean degree (i.e., the gap junctions), B)
the mean shortest path, and C) the mean number of times in which an astrocyte entered
the active state. ns p > 0.05; ∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗∗∗ p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001. Figure
reproduced with permission from Publication III.

cyte activation clearly depends on the activity of the neighboring neurons, rather
than on the astrocyte degree, as seen already from Figure 5.12 C.
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Figure 5.13 Activity response to the astrocyte network topology. The figure displays the response of
activity to the topology of the astrocyte network. It depicts 60 selected neurons as dots,
with solid blue lines indicating the neuronal connections based on cross-correlation (edge
weight > 0.65). The dot diameter indicates the mean degree of the neuron, while the dot
color represents the spike rate expressed in spikes/min and ranges from blue (low) to
green (high). The astrocytes are shown in a diamond shape, and their gap junctions
are represented by dot-dashed red lines. The color of the diamond reflects the astrocyte
activation, defined as the number of times the particular astrocyte was activated and
ranges from red (low) to yellow (high). The size of the diamond indicates the degree of
the astrocyte. Figure reproduced with permission from Publication III.
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6 AIM 2: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE

ASTROCYTIC IONIC CLEARANCE AND ITS

EFFECTS ON NEURONAL SPIKING

6.1 Methods

6.1.1 Experimental data acquisition

MEA and Coverslip Preparation

In Publication IV we used 60-electrode standard MEAs (60MEA200/30iR-Ti
and -ITO, purchased from Multichannel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Ger-
many). We coated the sterilized MEAs and the glass coverslips with Poly-D-Lysine
(PDL) and successively with laminin. The protocol details can be found in Publi-
cation IV. For the recordings, we used 40 MEAs, 8 per each neuron-astrocyte ratio
plated. For Publication V we coated the MEAs and the coverslips with the same
protocol. We used 18 standard MEAs (60MEA200/30iR-Ti, Multichannel Systems
MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany), and 6 glass coverslips.

Cell Culture

For Publication IV and Publication V, we used rat primary cortical astrocytes
(N7745100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and E18 primary rat
cortex neurons (A1084001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The
astrocyte culture was expanded from a plating density of 20 × 104 cells/cm2 and
allowed to reach confluency in four days. To prevent further proliferation, the con-
fluent astrocytes were treated with Cytosine b-D-arabinofuranoside (ara-C) for five
days. At DIV9, they were ready for co-culture plating. The neurons and ara-C
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Figure 5.13 Activity response to the astrocyte network topology. The figure displays the response of
activity to the topology of the astrocyte network. It depicts 60 selected neurons as dots,
with solid blue lines indicating the neuronal connections based on cross-correlation (edge
weight > 0.65). The dot diameter indicates the mean degree of the neuron, while the dot
color represents the spike rate expressed in spikes/min and ranges from blue (low) to
green (high). The astrocytes are shown in a diamond shape, and their gap junctions
are represented by dot-dashed red lines. The color of the diamond reflects the astrocyte
activation, defined as the number of times the particular astrocyte was activated and
ranges from red (low) to yellow (high). The size of the diamond indicates the degree of
the astrocyte. Figure reproduced with permission from Publication III.
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MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany), and 6 glass coverslips.
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For Publication IV and Publication V, we used rat primary cortical astrocytes
(N7745100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and E18 primary rat
cortex neurons (A1084001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The
astrocyte culture was expanded from a plating density of 20 × 104 cells/cm2 and
allowed to reach confluency in four days. To prevent further proliferation, the con-
fluent astrocytes were treated with Cytosine b-D-arabinofuranoside (ara-C) for five
days. At DIV9, they were ready for co-culture plating. The neurons and ara-C
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treated astrocytes were separately centrifuged at 250×g for 5 minutes, resuspended
in their respective media, and counted using the Countess Automated Cell Counter
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) after trypan blue staining to assess
cell count and viability. In order to obtain various ratios of neuron-astrocyte co-
culture, the number of neurons remained constant at 80,000 per MEA (40,000 per
coverslip), while the number of astrocytes was varied. Both co-cultures and NS were
plated on coverslips for immunocytochemistry (ICC) and live/dead assays. Follow-
ing seeding, the MEAs and coverslips were incubated for approximately one hour
before adding 1 ml of medium to each MEA and 500 l to each coverslip. For Publi-
cation IV, the co-culture ratios of neurons to astrocytes were 90/10, 80/20, 70/30,
and 50/50 percent, where the first number specifies the proportion of neurons and
the second number represents the proportion of astrocytes. Additionally, cultures
comprising only neurons without separately added astrocytes were also plated, which
are denoted as NS cultures. For Publication V, we employed the culture ratios of
only NS, 80/20, and 50/50. The medium was refreshed every 2-3 days by replacing
half of its volume, and after the recordings, the medium was completely replaced
after the chemical stimulation. All cell cultures were maintained at +37 °C in a 5%
CO2 atmosphere.

Immunofluorescence and imaging

Every week, coverslips from both the co-cultures and the NS were fixed for ICC.
The fixing and permeabilization protocol has been described in detail in both Publi-
cation IV and Publication V. In Publication IV, the cells were stained for primary
antibodies, including Microtubule Associated Protein 2 (MAP2) and Glial Fibril-
lary Acidic Protein (GFAP) from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and then
incubated with species-specific Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibodies. InPub-
lication V, the primary antibodies used were MAP2 (chicken) from Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) and GFAP (rabbit) from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA).

After washing the coverslips thrice with a wash buffer containing 0.1% Triton
X-100 in PBS, the cells were incubated with species-specific Alexa Fluor conjugated
secondary antibodies. Secondary antibodies used were Alexa fluor 488 (anti-mouse)
and Alexa fluor 555 (anti-rabbit) from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA,
USA). The coverslips were further washed with the wash buffer, and then 4’,6-
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Figure 6.1 Graphical description of the cell plating protocols used in Publication III-V. Astrocytes
were plated and left in the incubator until confluent. When they reached confluency as-
trocytes were treated with ara-C for 5 days. At this point in Publication III-IV astrocytes
and neurons were mixed together based on the desired cell proportions and then plated.
In Publication V the neurons were plated first and left settling for 1 hour and then the
different amounts of astrocytes were plated based on the desired final neuron-astrocyte
ratio. Figure created with BioRender.com.

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was added, followed by rinsing with PBS. Finally,
the coverslips were mounted onto microscope glasses with ProLong Gold Antifade
Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and cured for 24 hours
in the dark at RT. The coverslips were stored at +4 °C and imaged using an Olym-
pus IX51 Fluorescence Microscope with an Olympus DP30BW camera (Olympus
Corporation, Hamburg, Germany). The images were processed using Fiji (ImageJ)
software and an in-house MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) tool.
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Chemical stimulated hyperactivity with 4-AP and gabazine

In Publication IV, at DIV28, we applied 75 M 4-Aminopyridine (4-AP; 0940;
Tocris, Bristol, UK) or 30 M SR-95531 hydrobromide (gabazine; 1262; Tocris,
Bristol, UK) to the co-cultures and NS on MEAs to elicit hyperactivity through ion-
dependent pathways (4-AP) or through transmitter-dependent pathways (gabazine).

For the recording protocol, we first recorded spontaneous neuronal activity for
five minutes. Then, we pipetted appropriate volumes of previously prepared stock
solutions of the drugs (4-AP: 10 mM; gabazine: 25 mM; both diluted in ultra-pure
water) into the MEA wells to achieve final drug concentrations. The cell cultures
were immediately recorded for ten minutes. After 24 hours (DIV29), we recorded
MEAs for 5 minutes after the 5-minute settling period. The used and here explained
protocol is presented for clearness in Figure 6.2.

MEA settles in 
preamplifier

5 minutes 
recording

4AP or gabazine 
application

10 minutes 
recording

Washout 10 minutes 
recording

+ 24 h

Figure 6.2 Graphical description of the used protocol to stimulate the MEAs and register the drug-
induced activity.

MEA Recordings

Weekly recordings of the electrical activity of the co-cultures and the NS cultures
on the MEAs were conducted using the Multichannel Experimenter software (Mul-
tichannel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) and a MEA2100-System.
The cultures on the MEAs were allowed to settle in the MEA preamplifier for five
minutes before recording spontaneous neuronal activity for five minutes. Raw sig-
nals were sampled at 25 kHz.
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6.1.2 Data analysis

Cell counter from immunolabeled images

In Publication IV and Publication V, we used fixed coverslips to ensure that the
ratios of neuron and astrocyte cell populations were consistent. The cultures were
stained with DAPI, which labels all the nuclei in the culture, and with MAP2 and
GFAP, which specifically label neurons and astrocytes, respectively. We analyzed
several regions of interest (ROIs) from the immunolabeled images taken at DIV14
(Publication IV) and DIV29 (Publication V). To count the cells, we created a semi-
automated tool using MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), and the cell
counting script can be found in https://github.com/barbara-ge/NeuronAstrocyte
Counter. A flow chart of the image analysis used in the cell counting script is shown
in Figure 6.3.

The script first generates a segmented black-and-white (BW) mask of the DAPI-
stained nuclei and removes debris with radii smaller than a predefined threshold.
This method also separates cells that are clustered together. Then, the BW-masked
nuclei are counted.

Next, the cleaned nuclei mask is merged with the corresponding MAP2 mask,
which combines the neurons with their nuclei. A nucleus is considered to belong to
a neuron if more than a predefined fraction of its border is within the MAP2 mask.
The threshold is selected based on image brightness and visual control to optimize
neuronal detection and minimize false classifications.

All remaining non-categorized nuclei are then merged with the GFAP-stained
BW mask of the astrocytes. If the non-categorized nuclei borders are contained in
the GFAP mask, the cells are counted as astrocytes. The threshold selection for
the GFAP mask is similar to the one for the MAP2 mask. An example of nuclei
selection is shown in Figure 6.6 b-c.

Spiking and Bursting Analysis

In Publication IV, the raw signals underwent the same sorting and filtering pro-
cedures as in Publication III (described in Section 5.1.3). Using the resulting times-
tamps, we analyzed several parameters at different time points (7, 14, 21, 28, and 29
DIV), including SRs (spikes per minute), BRs (bursts per minute), the percentage
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Figure 6.3 Image analysis steps used for the cell labeling and neuron and astrocyte detection. Figure
created with BioRender.com
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of spikes contained in bursts (spikes in bursts/total spikes), and inter-burst intervals
(IBIs) (measured as the time in milliseconds from the end of a burst to the start of
the subsequent burst). We calculated these parameters for each channel of the MEA
and then obtained an average value for the entire chip.

In Publication V, we calculated the spike rate (SR; Hz), burst rate (BR; Hz),
burst duration (BD; in ms), the percentage of spikes contained in bursts (% spikes
in burst), the inter-spikes intervals (ISI; in ms), and the inter-bursts intervals (IBI;
in ms) at 14, 19, and 28 DIV. For this study, the aforementioned analysis has been
conducted in a time window of 100 seconds, between 100 seconds and 200 seconds
of the total recording time, to match the analysis time window used in the analysis
of the entropy and complexity of the signals which will be later explained.

Network Synchronicity by Channel Inter-Correlation Analysis

In Publication IV, we assessed network synchronicity by examining the cor-
relations of time-varying spectral entropies between MEA channels, following the
method presented by Kapucu et al., 2016. We computed the pairwise inter-channel
correlations and connections, with high correlation weights indicating high synchro-
nization between the networks near the considered microelectrodes.

We then compared the connection weights between the different co-cultures and
between the chemically stimulated cultures and their respective baseline measure-
ments for each channel pair. Our analysis involved reporting all the correlation
weights of each channel pair for each MEA, without averaging them.

Network Synchronicity by Binned Activity Analysis

In Publication IV, we used an alternative approach to assess network synchronic-
ity based on spiking activity. First, we transformed the spike trains into binary time
series with a time bin of 5 ms for each MEA channel, where a value of 1 indicated
the presence of a spike, and 0 indicated the absence. We then summed the values
across all MEA channels per bin and identified all local maxima in the resulting time
series. The higher peaks corresponded to spikes and bursts that occurred in the same
time bin and involved a larger network.

To avoid double-counting bursts in the summed signal, we only counted peaks
that were separated by at least the minimum inter-burst interval identified in the
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MEA during the previous burst analysis. This step ensured that we only counted the
peaks that corresponded to distinct bursts. Next, we counted all remaining detected
peaks that involved more than ten channels and defined these as network bursts
(NBs).

Delay in the Response Times of the Convulsants

In Publication IV, we observed a delay in the response times following the ap-
plication of 4-AP and gabazine, which was evident in the raster plots of the signals.
Consequently, we developed an algorithm to identify the initial burst before the
drug-induced alteration in the bursting pattern.

Following gabazine exposure, the network response produced a distinct, highly
precise series of bursts that spanned the entire network. We also noted that the
final NBs encompassed over half of the electrodes in our cultures and that the burst-
ing patterns of all our gabazine-stimulated cultures changed towards the end of the
recordings.

To compare the differences in the bursting activity, we computed the mean inter-
burst interval (meanIBI) and the standard deviation of the IBIs (stdIBI) for the last
20 NBs in the recording. We selected the last 20 NBs to ensure that the drug had
enough time to affect the activity. If there were fewer than 20 NBs in the recording,
we excluded the MEAs from the analysis.

From the meanIBI and stdIBI, we derived the normal distribution of the IBIs.
To find the bursts in the induced repetitive burst series, we used the following rule,
which is also graphically described in Figure 6.4.




|IBIi (j) −meanIBIi | < stdIBIi, NBi (j) ∈ repetitive series

|IBIi (j) −meanIBIi | > stdIBIi, NBi (j) ∉ repetitive series

In this rule, i defines the MEA index, j the NB index, and stdIBIi is the standard
deviation of the last 20 IBIs of the ith MEA recording. If the absolute value of the
difference between the IBI of anNB and the mean IBI of the correspondingMEAwas
smaller than stdIBIi, then the NB belonged to the repetitive burst series; otherwise,
it did not belong to it.

To finally evaluate the duration it took for the convulsant to show its effects on
the neuronal activity, we calculated the time from the drug application and the time
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point at which the first burst of the repetitive series occurred.
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Figure 6.4 Graphical representation of the selection rule for the repetitive NBs. Figure modified from
Publication IV.

Complexity and entropy analysis

In Publication V, to study the activity pattern development in the days in vitro
and between the different cultures, we used complexity-entropy (C-E) causality planes
(Rosso et al., 2007; Rosso et al., 2012; Subramaniyam et al., 2015). These metrics
allow for the discrimination of chaotic signals from patterned ones. This analysis
employs the Bandt and Pompe approach (Bandt and Pompe, 2002) to define the
normalized Shannon entropic measure Hs [P] (Shannon, 1948), which characterizes
the degree of regularity in the signal, and the statistical complexity measure Cjs [P],
which characterizes the physical structure in a signal (Lamberti et al., 2004; Martin
et al., 2003).

Given a single-channel time series X = {xt}Tt=1, based on the approach by Bandt
and Pompe (Bandt and Pompe, 2002), we can define ordinal patterns of dimension
M for each time point u as follows:

(u) → (xu−(M−1)τ , xu−(M−2)τ , . . . , xu−τ , xs). (6.1)

The M-dimensional vector (xu−(M−1)τ , xu−(M−2)τ , . . . , xu−τ) , xu) assigned to each time
u is obtained using Taken’s embedding theorem, and qualitatively represents the
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embedding vector at time-point u for a given lag τ and dimension M. A sequence
of integers (s0, s1, . . . , sM−1) is defined such that it describes the rank order of the
components of the embedding vector (with 0 indicating the smallest value) and is a
unique permutation of the set {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} satisfying Rosso et al., 2012

xu−s(M−1) τ ≤ xu−s(M−2) τ ≤ . . . xu−s1τ ≤ xu−s0τ (6.2)

and
sl < sl−1 if xu−sl−1 = xu−sl . (6.3)

Note that there exist M! different possible ordinal patterns when a time series is
embedded in M dimensions, and we denote these patterns by π1, π2, . . . , πM!.

For all M! possible permutations, the associated relative frequencies for pattern
πi can be computed as Rosso et al., 2012,

p(πi) =
#{u|u ≤ T − (M − 1)τ; (u) has type πi}

T − (M − 1)τ (6.4)

where # stands for the number of occurrences. We can now define the normalized
entropy measure Hs [P] as

Hs [P] = S [P]
logM!

(6.5)

with

S [P] = −
M!∑︁
i=1

p(πi) log p(πi) (6.6)

and the complexity measure Cjs [P] as Rosso et al., 2012

Cjs [P] = Q [P, Pe]Hs [P], (6.7)

where Pe represents the uniform probability distribution, i.e., Pe = {1/M, . . . , 1/M}
and Q [P, Pe] represents the disequilibrium in terms of the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence Je and is given as

Q [P, Pe] = Q0Je (6.8)

with,
Je = S [(P + Pe)] − S [P]/2 − S [Pe]/2 (6.9)
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where S [·] is the Shannon entropy measure defined in Equation 6.6.
For the C-E analysis, we used a time window of 100 seconds, between 100 seconds

and 200 seconds of the total recording time, as mentioned above. Furthermore, we
used an embedding dimension M = 5 and optimal time lag τ = 100. The signal was
low-pass filtered at 40 Hz to denoise the signal and then down-sampled to 1 kHz.

After preprocessing the signals, we obtained the ordinal pattern distributions used
to estimate entropy and complexity as given in Equations 6.5 and 6.7.

The null hypothesis to be tested in this analysis is that the underlying dynam-
ics of the time series is a stationary, linear, stochastic, and correlated process which
is measured by a static, monotonic, and possibly nonlinear observation function
(Puthanmadam Subramaniyam and Hyttinen, 2014; Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996).
To test that, we used the iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform (iAAFT)
scheme (Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996), which employs an iterative approach to pro-
duce surrogates that have the same power spectra and values as the original data at
hand to generate surrogates. For each single channel signal of the MEAs, we gener-
ated 49 iAAFT surrogates and then applied the same preprocessing and C-E analysis.
From both the 60 original signals for each MEA, and the 2940 generated iAAFT
surrogates (49 iAAFT surrogates for 60 channels), we measured the complexity and
entropy, and we generated the empirical cumulative distribution function (empirical
CDF) of the measures.

The empirical CDF is a step function that shows for any point of the series its
probability of observation. The empirical CDFs generated from the complexity and
entropy measures in the iAAFT surrogates of all the MEAs of each culture were
then treated as "control" in the statistical analysis.

The used script is publicly available at https://github.com/narayanps/
NolinearTimeSeriesAnalysis.

Analysis of the spike waveforms

In Publication V, we analyzed how the astrocytes affect and interfere, if they do,
with the recorded signals. We obtained and analyzed several features, such as the
amplitude or the peaks, of the raw signals, and from those differentiated different
spike waveforms in the cell cultures, and at the different developmental stages.

The Wave Clus sorting algorithm (Chaure et al., 2018) differentiates all the spike
waveforms found in the recordings and clusters them based on the similarity of the
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embedding vector at time-point u for a given lag τ and dimension M. A sequence
of integers (s0, s1, . . . , sM−1) is defined such that it describes the rank order of the
components of the embedding vector (with 0 indicating the smallest value) and is a
unique permutation of the set {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} satisfying Rosso et al., 2012

xu−s(M−1) τ ≤ xu−s(M−2) τ ≤ . . . xu−s1τ ≤ xu−s0τ (6.2)

and
sl < sl−1 if xu−sl−1 = xu−sl . (6.3)

Note that there exist M! different possible ordinal patterns when a time series is
embedded in M dimensions, and we denote these patterns by π1, π2, . . . , πM!.

For all M! possible permutations, the associated relative frequencies for pattern
πi can be computed as Rosso et al., 2012,

p(πi) =
#{u|u ≤ T − (M − 1)τ; (u) has type πi}

T − (M − 1)τ (6.4)

where # stands for the number of occurrences. We can now define the normalized
entropy measure Hs [P] as

Hs [P] = S [P]
logM!

(6.5)

with

S [P] = −
M!∑︁
i=1

p(πi) log p(πi) (6.6)

and the complexity measure Cjs [P] as Rosso et al., 2012

Cjs [P] = Q [P, Pe]Hs [P], (6.7)

where Pe represents the uniform probability distribution, i.e., Pe = {1/M, . . . , 1/M}
and Q [P, Pe] represents the disequilibrium in terms of the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence Je and is given as

Q [P, Pe] = Q0Je (6.8)

with,
Je = S [(P + Pe)] − S [P]/2 − S [Pe]/2 (6.9)
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where S [·] is the Shannon entropy measure defined in Equation 6.6.
For the C-E analysis, we used a time window of 100 seconds, between 100 seconds

and 200 seconds of the total recording time, as mentioned above. Furthermore, we
used an embedding dimension M = 5 and optimal time lag τ = 100. The signal was
low-pass filtered at 40 Hz to denoise the signal and then down-sampled to 1 kHz.

After preprocessing the signals, we obtained the ordinal pattern distributions used
to estimate entropy and complexity as given in Equations 6.5 and 6.7.

The null hypothesis to be tested in this analysis is that the underlying dynam-
ics of the time series is a stationary, linear, stochastic, and correlated process which
is measured by a static, monotonic, and possibly nonlinear observation function
(Puthanmadam Subramaniyam and Hyttinen, 2014; Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996).
To test that, we used the iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform (iAAFT)
scheme (Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996), which employs an iterative approach to pro-
duce surrogates that have the same power spectra and values as the original data at
hand to generate surrogates. For each single channel signal of the MEAs, we gener-
ated 49 iAAFT surrogates and then applied the same preprocessing and C-E analysis.
From both the 60 original signals for each MEA, and the 2940 generated iAAFT
surrogates (49 iAAFT surrogates for 60 channels), we measured the complexity and
entropy, and we generated the empirical cumulative distribution function (empirical
CDF) of the measures.

The empirical CDF is a step function that shows for any point of the series its
probability of observation. The empirical CDFs generated from the complexity and
entropy measures in the iAAFT surrogates of all the MEAs of each culture were
then treated as "control" in the statistical analysis.

The used script is publicly available at https://github.com/narayanps/
NolinearTimeSeriesAnalysis.

Analysis of the spike waveforms

In Publication V, we analyzed how the astrocytes affect and interfere, if they do,
with the recorded signals. We obtained and analyzed several features, such as the
amplitude or the peaks, of the raw signals, and from those differentiated different
spike waveforms in the cell cultures, and at the different developmental stages.

The Wave Clus sorting algorithm (Chaure et al., 2018) differentiates all the spike
waveforms found in the recordings and clusters them based on the similarity of the
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waveforms. The waveforms were saved in time windows of a total of 3 ms divided
into 60 time points, each every 0.04 ms; 19 time points were recorded before the
spike (for a total of 1 ms) and 40 time points after the spike (for a total of 2 ms),
with the spike being at the 20th time point.

All the spike wavelets comprised in the same cluster were then averaged (Fig. 6.5B,
black line) to obtain one single waveform for each cluster. Then the waveform was
categorized into five possible classes: regular spiking (RS), fast-spiking (FS), tripha-
sic spiking (TS), compound spiking (CS), and positive spiking (PS) (Fig. 6.5C). We
defined the waveforms based on the previous work from S. H. Sun et al., 2021.

The features used to categorize and analyze the wavelets were: the spike amplitude
(in V), as the amplitude between the baseline and the peak amplitude; the 1st peak-
through ratio, such as the absolute value of the ratio between the amplitude of the
1st peak before the spike and the actual spike peak amplitude; the amplitude slope
calculated as (Spike peak amplitude - 1st peak amplitude) / (Spike time point - 1st peak
time point); the peak-to-peak time (in ms), as the time between the 1st peak before
the spike and the 1st peak after the spike (defined as 2nd peak); the spike duration (in
ms), as the time between the spike peak and the 2nd peak. The baseline was calculated
as the mean between the voltage at the first time step and the voltage at the 60th time
point. A representative image of the waveform features is shown in Fig. 6.5A.

For the waveform selection, first of all, we discriminated the positive spikes (PS),
if the spike amplitude was positive, otherwise, the spikes were categorized as negative
spiking (NegS). All the negative spikes were then further divided into:

• Triphasic-spiking (TS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was higher than 0.1;

• Compound-spiking (CS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was higher than 0.1 and
the peak-to-peak time was larger than 1 ms;

• Fast-spiking (FS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was lower than 0.1 and the spike
duration was smaller than 0.3 ms;

• Regular-spiking (RS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was lower than 0.1 but the
spike duration was bigger than 0.3 ms;

The decision tree for the waveform selection is shown in Fig. 6.5B, and the
MATLAB code used for the waveform analysis is publicly available on GitHub at
https://github.com/barbara-ge/WaveformAnalysis.
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Figure 6.5 Waveform selection and features. A) Waveform features used for the waveform analysis
(modified from S. H. Sun et al., 2021); B) decision tree of the algorithm used for the wave-
form detection; C) Examples of the five possible waveforms: regular spiking, fast-spiking,
triphasic spiking, compound spiking, and positive spiking.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis of the studies in Publication IV, and Publication V, was
conducted in GraphPad Prism (v.9). In Publication IV, the data was not normally
distributed, thus the Mann–Whitney U test was used to evaluate differences between
culture groups. A p-value under 0.05 was considered significant.

In the case of the statistical comparisons between the correlation weights of the
stimulated MEAs and their baseline, we used all the single channel signals, leading
to a large number of data points. Due to the large datasets involved, statistical tests
can often be affected (Fagerland, 2012). In our cultures, even small differences in
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waveforms. The waveforms were saved in time windows of a total of 3 ms divided
into 60 time points, each every 0.04 ms; 19 time points were recorded before the
spike (for a total of 1 ms) and 40 time points after the spike (for a total of 2 ms),
with the spike being at the 20th time point.

All the spike wavelets comprised in the same cluster were then averaged (Fig. 6.5B,
black line) to obtain one single waveform for each cluster. Then the waveform was
categorized into five possible classes: regular spiking (RS), fast-spiking (FS), tripha-
sic spiking (TS), compound spiking (CS), and positive spiking (PS) (Fig. 6.5C). We
defined the waveforms based on the previous work from S. H. Sun et al., 2021.

The features used to categorize and analyze the wavelets were: the spike amplitude
(in V), as the amplitude between the baseline and the peak amplitude; the 1st peak-
through ratio, such as the absolute value of the ratio between the amplitude of the
1st peak before the spike and the actual spike peak amplitude; the amplitude slope
calculated as (Spike peak amplitude - 1st peak amplitude) / (Spike time point - 1st peak
time point); the peak-to-peak time (in ms), as the time between the 1st peak before
the spike and the 1st peak after the spike (defined as 2nd peak); the spike duration (in
ms), as the time between the spike peak and the 2nd peak. The baseline was calculated
as the mean between the voltage at the first time step and the voltage at the 60th time
point. A representative image of the waveform features is shown in Fig. 6.5A.

For the waveform selection, first of all, we discriminated the positive spikes (PS),
if the spike amplitude was positive, otherwise, the spikes were categorized as negative
spiking (NegS). All the negative spikes were then further divided into:

• Triphasic-spiking (TS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was higher than 0.1;

• Compound-spiking (CS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was higher than 0.1 and
the peak-to-peak time was larger than 1 ms;

• Fast-spiking (FS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was lower than 0.1 and the spike
duration was smaller than 0.3 ms;

• Regular-spiking (RS): if the 1st peak-through ratio was lower than 0.1 but the
spike duration was bigger than 0.3 ms;

The decision tree for the waveform selection is shown in Fig. 6.5B, and the
MATLAB code used for the waveform analysis is publicly available on GitHub at
https://github.com/barbara-ge/WaveformAnalysis.
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(modified from S. H. Sun et al., 2021); B) decision tree of the algorithm used for the wave-
form detection; C) Examples of the five possible waveforms: regular spiking, fast-spiking,
triphasic spiking, compound spiking, and positive spiking.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis of the studies in Publication IV, and Publication V, was
conducted in GraphPad Prism (v.9). In Publication IV, the data was not normally
distributed, thus the Mann–Whitney U test was used to evaluate differences between
culture groups. A p-value under 0.05 was considered significant.

In the case of the statistical comparisons between the correlation weights of the
stimulated MEAs and their baseline, we used all the single channel signals, leading
to a large number of data points. Due to the large datasets involved, statistical tests
can often be affected (Fagerland, 2012). In our cultures, even small differences in
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the distributions led to p-values that quickly approached zero. As a result, we sup-
plemented the significance tests with an effect size analysis (Lin et al., 2013), which
used Glass’s delta (Smith and Glass, 1977), to compare the two groups. The control
in our data was the baseline weights. The Glass’s delta value indicates the number
of standard deviations that the mean value of the data is greater than the control’s
mean. A positive delta value indicates that the data’s mean is higher than the con-
trol’s mean, while a negative delta value means that the mean of the control group
is higher. We used a published MATLAB toolbox (Hentschke and Stüttgen, 2011)
to compute the Glass’s delta.

The dataset analyzed in Publication V exhibited a normal distribution, and to
compare the various co-cultures, we employed ordinary one-way ANOVA. The
criterion for significance was set at p < 0.05, where p represents the probability of
obtaining results in the distribution’s tail.

The empirical CDF generated from the iAAFT surrogates and from the origi-
nal signals were compared to test their distribution differences with a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The test rejects the null hypothesis, h = 1, of having the
data from the same distribution if p < 0.05; otherwise, h = 0.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Astrocyte response to chemically induced hyperactivity

Neuron-astrocyte ratios remained as plated. At 14DIVwe counted the cells with the
script mentioned in Section 6.1.2; we controlled that the plated cell ratios remained
similar to those we plated and that no cell death, detachment or further replica-
tion happened in the cultures. The obtained neurons ratios were, on average, 92.2,
80.2, 77.1, 73.3, and 58.2% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures,
respectively (Fig. 6.6A). Differences between cultures in the neurons counts were al-
ways statistically insignificant (p > 0.05), confirming that no visible differences were
present in the numbers of neurons in the cultures and thus that a uniform neuronal
culture density was maintained. The detected number of astrocytes at DIV14 were,
on average, 7.8, 19.9, 22.9, 26.7, and 41.8% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30,
and 50/50 co-cultures, respectively (Fig. 6.6A). Note that a small percentage of as-
trocytes already existed in the commercially obtained neuronal cell stock in the NS
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Figure 6.6 Cell detection and count from immunolabeled images. a) relative ratios of neurons (in
green), and astrocytes (in magenta) in the plated co-cultures. b) representative image of
the neuronal detection (in green), where the non labeled nuclei are left in magenta. c)
representative image of the astrocyte detection (in cyan), from the non labeled nuclei left
from image b.

Activity response to chemical stimulation with 4-AP and gabazine. At 28DIV the
cultures all presented spiking and bursting. Figure 6.7a displays the rasterplots of a
subgroup of 10 electrodes from representative MEAs at baseline (on the left), and
the same electrodes after the injection of either 4-AP or gabazine. In the rasterplots
each spike in the electrodes (y axes) is represented by a black dot. In the x axes the
recording time is expressed.

From Fig. 6.7a it is visible how 4AP increased the spiking more visibly for the
NS, but less impactfully for the other cultures; while gabazine increased the spiking
for all the shown recordings. With different time courses, gabazine induced a precise
repetitivity in the synchronized spiking, which are represented in the rasterplots on
the right bottom by the vertical lines.

In general, at baseline NS showed higher SR and BR, and higher variability (Fig.
6.7b-c), the co-cultures all showed lower SR and BR. After the drug injections, the
MEAs in the NS, 90/10 and 80/20 cultures elicited with 4-AP showed a slightly
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the distributions led to p-values that quickly approached zero. As a result, we sup-
plemented the significance tests with an effect size analysis (Lin et al., 2013), which
used Glass’s delta (Smith and Glass, 1977), to compare the two groups. The control
in our data was the baseline weights. The Glass’s delta value indicates the number
of standard deviations that the mean value of the data is greater than the control’s
mean. A positive delta value indicates that the data’s mean is higher than the con-
trol’s mean, while a negative delta value means that the mean of the control group
is higher. We used a published MATLAB toolbox (Hentschke and Stüttgen, 2011)
to compute the Glass’s delta.

The dataset analyzed in Publication V exhibited a normal distribution, and to
compare the various co-cultures, we employed ordinary one-way ANOVA. The
criterion for significance was set at p < 0.05, where p represents the probability of
obtaining results in the distribution’s tail.

The empirical CDF generated from the iAAFT surrogates and from the origi-
nal signals were compared to test their distribution differences with a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The test rejects the null hypothesis, h = 1, of having the
data from the same distribution if p < 0.05; otherwise, h = 0.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Astrocyte response to chemically induced hyperactivity

Neuron-astrocyte ratios remained as plated. At 14DIVwe counted the cells with the
script mentioned in Section 6.1.2; we controlled that the plated cell ratios remained
similar to those we plated and that no cell death, detachment or further replica-
tion happened in the cultures. The obtained neurons ratios were, on average, 92.2,
80.2, 77.1, 73.3, and 58.2% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures,
respectively (Fig. 6.6A). Differences between cultures in the neurons counts were al-
ways statistically insignificant (p > 0.05), confirming that no visible differences were
present in the numbers of neurons in the cultures and thus that a uniform neuronal
culture density was maintained. The detected number of astrocytes at DIV14 were,
on average, 7.8, 19.9, 22.9, 26.7, and 41.8% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30,
and 50/50 co-cultures, respectively (Fig. 6.6A). Note that a small percentage of as-
trocytes already existed in the commercially obtained neuronal cell stock in the NS
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Figure 6.6 Cell detection and count from immunolabeled images. a) relative ratios of neurons (in
green), and astrocytes (in magenta) in the plated co-cultures. b) representative image of
the neuronal detection (in green), where the non labeled nuclei are left in magenta. c)
representative image of the astrocyte detection (in cyan), from the non labeled nuclei left
from image b.

Activity response to chemical stimulation with 4-AP and gabazine. At 28DIV the
cultures all presented spiking and bursting. Figure 6.7a displays the rasterplots of a
subgroup of 10 electrodes from representative MEAs at baseline (on the left), and
the same electrodes after the injection of either 4-AP or gabazine. In the rasterplots
each spike in the electrodes (y axes) is represented by a black dot. In the x axes the
recording time is expressed.

From Fig. 6.7a it is visible how 4AP increased the spiking more visibly for the
NS, but less impactfully for the other cultures; while gabazine increased the spiking
for all the shown recordings. With different time courses, gabazine induced a precise
repetitivity in the synchronized spiking, which are represented in the rasterplots on
the right bottom by the vertical lines.

In general, at baseline NS showed higher SR and BR, and higher variability (Fig.
6.7b-c), the co-cultures all showed lower SR and BR. After the drug injections, the
MEAs in the NS, 90/10 and 80/20 cultures elicited with 4-AP showed a slightly
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higher SR and BR, while those from the 70/30 and 50/50 showed a decrease, espe-
cially in the BR. Gabazine induced a visible higher SR and BR in all the co-cultures.

Moreover, when looking at the synchronization, the addition of 4-AP decreased
the percentage of spikes in bursts in all the cultures (Fig. 6.7d). The IBIs, after 4-AP
injection, increased or remained similar (Fig. 6.7e).

Gabazine in the co-cultures highly increased the percentage of spikes in bursts,
in the NS cultures the value remained almost unchanged (Fig. 6.7d). The IBIs, after
gabazine injection, visibly decreased to very small values in all the cultures (Fig.
6.7e); the precise repetivity seen in Figure 6.7a, can be here noticed in the very
small standard deviation of the IBIs.

Furthermore, we tested the possible cytotoxic effects of 4-AP and gabazine with a
live/dead assay (Publication IV, Supplementary Figure S2A,B); phenotypic impacts
have been studied with immunocytochemistry (ICC) (Publication IV, Supplemen-
tary Figure S2A,B). The live/dead assay confirmed that neither 4-AP nor gabazine
affected astrocyte viability after 24 h from the exposure compared to unstimulated
control cultures (Publication IV, Figure 2E,F).

Gabazine increased neuronal network synchronization. Synchronization was ana-
lyzed accounting for the spectral entropies between MEA channels, as described in
Section 6.1.2.

When looking at the correlation weights between the channels at baseline, in Fig-
ure 6.8a, we can notice that by increasing the astrocyte ratio the median correlation
weight shifted toward lower levels.

After adding the drugs, we noticed two different responses in the MEAs stimu-
lated with 4-AP and with gabazine. The correlation weights of the MEAs elicited
with 4-AP slightly changed at the single channel-pair level, as can be seen in the
representative heatmap of one MEA from the 80/20 coculture (Figure 6.8b); here
each square represents a channel pair at baseline (lower left triangle) and after 4-AP
injection (upper right triangle). The square color represents the correlation weight
and spans from 0, in deep blue, to 1, in dark red. Figure 6.8b shows how at the
single channel-pair level the correlation in many pairs appears decreased; however,
when looking at the more general level, Figure 6.8d, shows that the median of the
differences between the correlation values of the channel pairs after 4-AP stimula-
tion and at baseline always lies around 0. While looking at the effect of gabazine we
can see from both Figure 6.8c and d, that the correlation wights increased, and the
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effect was more visible for co-cultures with more astrocytes, i.e. 80/20, 70/30, and
50/50.
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higher SR and BR, while those from the 70/30 and 50/50 showed a decrease, espe-
cially in the BR. Gabazine induced a visible higher SR and BR in all the co-cultures.

Moreover, when looking at the synchronization, the addition of 4-AP decreased
the percentage of spikes in bursts in all the cultures (Fig. 6.7d). The IBIs, after 4-AP
injection, increased or remained similar (Fig. 6.7e).

Gabazine in the co-cultures highly increased the percentage of spikes in bursts,
in the NS cultures the value remained almost unchanged (Fig. 6.7d). The IBIs, after
gabazine injection, visibly decreased to very small values in all the cultures (Fig.
6.7e); the precise repetivity seen in Figure 6.7a, can be here noticed in the very
small standard deviation of the IBIs.

Furthermore, we tested the possible cytotoxic effects of 4-AP and gabazine with a
live/dead assay (Publication IV, Supplementary Figure S2A,B); phenotypic impacts
have been studied with immunocytochemistry (ICC) (Publication IV, Supplemen-
tary Figure S2A,B). The live/dead assay confirmed that neither 4-AP nor gabazine
affected astrocyte viability after 24 h from the exposure compared to unstimulated
control cultures (Publication IV, Figure 2E,F).

Gabazine increased neuronal network synchronization. Synchronization was ana-
lyzed accounting for the spectral entropies between MEA channels, as described in
Section 6.1.2.

When looking at the correlation weights between the channels at baseline, in Fig-
ure 6.8a, we can notice that by increasing the astrocyte ratio the median correlation
weight shifted toward lower levels.

After adding the drugs, we noticed two different responses in the MEAs stimu-
lated with 4-AP and with gabazine. The correlation weights of the MEAs elicited
with 4-AP slightly changed at the single channel-pair level, as can be seen in the
representative heatmap of one MEA from the 80/20 coculture (Figure 6.8b); here
each square represents a channel pair at baseline (lower left triangle) and after 4-AP
injection (upper right triangle). The square color represents the correlation weight
and spans from 0, in deep blue, to 1, in dark red. Figure 6.8b shows how at the
single channel-pair level the correlation in many pairs appears decreased; however,
when looking at the more general level, Figure 6.8d, shows that the median of the
differences between the correlation values of the channel pairs after 4-AP stimula-
tion and at baseline always lies around 0. While looking at the effect of gabazine we
can see from both Figure 6.8c and d, that the correlation wights increased, and the
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effect was more visible for co-cultures with more astrocytes, i.e. 80/20, 70/30, and
50/50.
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Figure 6.7 Activity response to the injection of 4-AP and gabazine. a) Representative raster plots
of 10 electrodes of two MEAs per culture condition, at baseline (left) and after the drug
application (4-AP top right, gabazine bottom right). b) SR (spikes/minute), c) BR (burst-
s/minute), d) the percentage of spikes in bursts, and e) IBI (ms), of the MEAs for NS,
90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 at baseline (in grey), after 4-AP injection (in purple), and
after gabazine injection (in green). * p<0.05; ** p<0.01. Red crosses represent the popu-
lation outliers.
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Figure 6.8 Neuronal network synchronization at baseline and after chemical stimulation. a) Correla-
tion weights of the different cultures at baseline. b) representative correlation heatmap of
one MEA from the 80/20 co-culture at baseline (bottom left half), and after 4-AP stimula-
tion (upper right half). c) representative correlation heatmap of one MEA from the 80/20
co-culture at baseline (bottom left half), and after gabazine stimulation (upper right half.
The heatmaps squares represent the correlation weight of the channel pairs; the weights
span from 0 (deep blue) to 1 (dark red). Excluded channels are shown in grey. d) violin
plots of the differences between the stimulated correlation weight of each channel pair and
its baseline value; MEAs stimulated with 4-AP are shown in purple, and those stimulated
with gabazine in green. The pink stars represent those groups with high Glass’ delta effect
size. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; **** p<0.0001.
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Gabazine-induced synchronization was delayed in co-cultures. The stimulations
with 4-AP and gabazine sorted very different responses. Notably, gabazine induced
a very clear spike synchronization, while 4-AP induced a similar synchronization
only in NS cultures. Figures 6.9 a, and b, display the different responses of two
representative MEAs for each culture ratio one stimulated with 4-AP and the other
with gabazine. From these figures we can notice how the NBs decrease from NS to
the 50/50 co-cultures stimulated with 4-AP; while for gabazine there is a decrease
from NS to the co-cultures but not between the co-cultures.

Also, gabazine induced a synchronization that appears delayed in cultures with
more astrocytes. We quantified this delay with the analysis described in Section 6.1.2.
Figure 6.9c shows that the average time at which the first NB of the synchronous
series appears increases from the NS cultures to the 50/50 co-cultures.
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Figure 6.9 Gabazine-induced delayed effects on the synchonization. a) Summed spiking activity of
the channels of representative MEAs in NS (blue), 90/10 (yellow), 80/20 (purple), 70/30
(green), and 50/50 (black) stimulated with 4-AP, and b) with gabazine. The network bursts
(NBs) are displayed in orange or in blue. Blue dots represent highly repetitive NBs, the
orange dots represent the others. When both are present the NB in the legend shows the
sums of the two. the red vertical lines represent the time point at which the first NB was
found. c) Shows the delays for the cell culture types in the appearance of the first NB of
the highly repetitive series for the gabazine (in green), and for 4-AP (in purple), when the
NB series was present.
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Figure 6.9 Gabazine-induced delayed effects on the synchonization. a) Summed spiking activity of
the channels of representative MEAs in NS (blue), 90/10 (yellow), 80/20 (purple), 70/30
(green), and 50/50 (black) stimulated with 4-AP, and b) with gabazine. The network bursts
(NBs) are displayed in orange or in blue. Blue dots represent highly repetitive NBs, the
orange dots represent the others. When both are present the NB in the legend shows the
sums of the two. the red vertical lines represent the time point at which the first NB was
found. c) Shows the delays for the cell culture types in the appearance of the first NB of
the highly repetitive series for the gabazine (in green), and for 4-AP (in purple), when the
NB series was present.
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6.2.2 Neuronal signal development and control in co-cultures

Spiking activity development in neuron-astrocyte networks. To analyze the activity
development we analyzed the SR and BR at 14, 19, and 28 DIV. The SR and BR
developed and increased over the recording weeks (Fig. 6.10A-B). NS showed higher
SR levels compared to 80/20, and 50/50 starting from 19 DIV. At 14 DIV the SR
for NS was lower than 80/20 but higher than 50/50, and no clear pattern was
noticeable. From 19 DIV a lower SR was noticeable for the co-cultures and almost
linearly with the number of astrocytes in the culture. BR followed similar patterns.

The BD at 14 DIV was longer for the bursts in the 50/50 co-culture and there
seemed to be an increase for co-cultures (Fig. 6.10C). At 19 and 28 DIV even though
the BD seemed lower for co-cultures and especially the 50/50 co-culture, the differ-
ences between NS, 80/20, and 50/50 were not statistically significant (Fig. 6.10C).

To check the network synchronization we calculated the percentage of spikes
contained in bursts to the whole amount of spikes in the recording window. For
the NS and the 50/50, there was an increase in synchronization over the recording
weeks, while for 80/20 this was not appearing from this analysis and the spikes were
already almost all contained in bursts at 14 DIV (Fig. 6.10D). The 50/50 coculture
showed lower synchronization compared to the other two.

The ISI analysis shows that the ISI decreased over the DIV recordings, and the
50/50 co-cultures showed higher ISI compared to NS and 80/20 (Fig. 6.10E). Sim-
ilar behavior was noticeable for the IBI as well (Fig. 6.10F).

Signal patterning analysis with complexity-entropy planes. Complexity and entropy
planes have been used to study the signal structure and patterning of the single chan-
nels of the MEAs.

On all days in vitro, the NS culture presented higher complexity levels and lower
entropy levels, followed by the 80/20 co-culture and then the 50/50. Looking at
Fig. 6.11A-B and C, it is possible to notice how the points representing the single
channels of the MEAs shift toward lower levels of entropies and higher levels of com-
plexity when the days in vitro increase, showing a progressive increase in the signal
patterning. The 50/50 co-culture throughout all the DIVs showed very high values
of entropy and low values of complexity showing an almost completely unpatterned
and random signal.

The empirical CDFs of the complexity and entropy measures from the generated
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Figure 6.10 Activity development analysis. A) spike rate (Hz), B) burst rate (Hz), C) burst duration
in ms, D)% spikes in bursts, E) inter-spikes intervals in ms, and F) inter-bursts intervals
in ms for NS (in blue), 80/20 (in magenta) and 50/50 (in yellow) co-cultures for 14, 19
and 28 DIV. Subfigures C, E, and F are centered where the majority of the results were
located, leaving some outliers outside the figure. ns - non significant; ∗<0.05; ∗∗<0.01;
∗∗∗<0.001; ∗∗∗∗<0.0001.

iAAFT surrogates at DIV 14 presented fewer differences from those of the original
signals (Fig. 6.11A1-A2). From DIV 19 to DIV 28, the empirical CDFs of the com-
plexity measure from the original signals in the NS culture and the 80/20 co-culture
shifted towards higher values, showing a higher probability in the distribution to
find higher complexity values, thus a more patterned signal (Fig. 6.11B1-C1). On
the other hand, the empirical CDF of the entropy measures from the original signals
in the NS culture and the 80/20 co-culture, showed an increase in the probability
of lower values of entropy (Fig. 6.11B2-C2). The NS culture showed a more visible
change in the distributions of the complexity and entropy, compared to the 80/20
co-culture, showing also from the E-C planes (Fig. 6.11B-C) a higher signal pattern-
ing. For the 50/50 co-culture, the empirical CDFs of both the complexity and the
entropy measures in the original signals always present higher probability at lower
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Figure 6.10 Activity development analysis. A) spike rate (Hz), B) burst rate (Hz), C) burst duration
in ms, D)% spikes in bursts, E) inter-spikes intervals in ms, and F) inter-bursts intervals
in ms for NS (in blue), 80/20 (in magenta) and 50/50 (in yellow) co-cultures for 14, 19
and 28 DIV. Subfigures C, E, and F are centered where the majority of the results were
located, leaving some outliers outside the figure. ns - non significant; ∗<0.05; ∗∗<0.01;
∗∗∗<0.001; ∗∗∗∗<0.0001.

iAAFT surrogates at DIV 14 presented fewer differences from those of the original
signals (Fig. 6.11A1-A2). From DIV 19 to DIV 28, the empirical CDFs of the com-
plexity measure from the original signals in the NS culture and the 80/20 co-culture
shifted towards higher values, showing a higher probability in the distribution to
find higher complexity values, thus a more patterned signal (Fig. 6.11B1-C1). On
the other hand, the empirical CDF of the entropy measures from the original signals
in the NS culture and the 80/20 co-culture, showed an increase in the probability
of lower values of entropy (Fig. 6.11B2-C2). The NS culture showed a more visible
change in the distributions of the complexity and entropy, compared to the 80/20
co-culture, showing also from the E-C planes (Fig. 6.11B-C) a higher signal pattern-
ing. For the 50/50 co-culture, the empirical CDFs of both the complexity and the
entropy measures in the original signals always present higher probability at lower
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values compared to the ones from the iAAFT surrogates; showing how the signals
were completely not patterned for the 50/50 co-culture (Fig. 6.11A1 to C2).

The empirical CDFs were proved different between those obtained from the mea-
sures from the original signals and the iAAFT surrogates in all the cultures and at all
DIVs with the use of a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which resulted h=1
in all the cases.

Spike waveform analysis in neuron-astrocytes co-cultures. The waveform analysis
conducted on the spike cutouts saved from Waveclus tool (Chaure et al., 2018)
showed in general a prevalence of regular spiking in all our cultures. At 14 DIV
NS and 80/20 co-cultures presented more RS than the 50/50, which presented in-
stead more CS and TS, compared to NS and 80/20 (Fig. 6.12A). At 19 DIV the
trend in RS switched and the 50/50 co-cultures showed a prevalence compared to
the others in RS (Fig. 6.12B); a trend that was then clear at 28 DIV (Fig. 6.12C). CS
remained more prevalent in 50/50 compared to the other cultures at 19 DIV and
28 DIV, even though the differences were not statistically significant (Fig. 6.12B-
C). However, CS was rare in general on all days in vitro. PS prevalence increased
from 14 DIV to 28 DIV for the 50/50 co-culture but remained mostly constant
for NS and 80/20. At 28 DIV no statistically significant differences were however
noticeable for the different co-cultures for the PS prevalence. FS and TS followed an
inverse trend compared to RS, at 14 DIVwere slightly higher for the co-cultures, and
then reversed at 28 DIV. This trend is the consequence of the shift in spike duration
we can notice from 14 DIV to 28 DIV (Fig. 6.12F). The spike duration remained
mostly constant for the 50/50 co-culture but shifted from longer duration to shorter
most noticeably for the NS and for the 80/20 co-culture as well. The differences in
the spike duration between the co-cultures were also comparable to the differences in
the positive and negative slopes, such as how fast the negative or positive spike peak,
respectively, was reached from the 1st peak. At 14 DIV the differences in the posi-
tive slopes were not statistically significant, proceeding in the days in vitro the slopes
increased for NS and 80/20, while decreased for the 50/50 co-culture (Fig. 6.12G).
Leading to a faster spike reach for the NS and for the 80/20 co-cultures, and a slower
reach for the 50/50 co-culture. The trend was similar also for the negative spikes,
were however the differences between the two co-culture ratios, 80/20 and 50/50,
were not statistically significant (Fig. 6.12H). The spike amplitude of the negative
spikes seemed to be lower for the 80/20 and 50/50 co-culture on 14 and 19 DIV,
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Figure 6.11 Complexity-Entropy planes and surrogates analysis. A, B, and C) show the complexity-
entropy values of the single channels in the cultures at DIV 14, DIV 19, and DIV 28,
respectively. NS are shown in blue, 80/20 in magenta, and 50/50 in yellow. A1, B1,
and C1) present the empirical CDF of the complexity values of the cultures on each
measurement day in vitro, compared to the empirical CDF of the complexity levels of the
relative generated surrogates (subscript s in the labels). The NSs are shown in light blue,
the 80/20s in pink, and the 50/50s in light yellow. A2, B2, and C2) show the empirical CDF
of the entropy measures of the cultures on each day in vitro, compared to the empirical
CDF of the entropies of the relative generated iAAFT surrogates. The original complexity
and entropy values from the C-E planes, and the entropy and complexity empirical CDFs
were compared at each DIV with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

but then at 28 DIV all the amplitudes were similar (Fig. 6.12D). The amplitude of
the positive spikes remained instead more or less constant throughout all the days in
vitro (Fig. 6.12E).
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values compared to the ones from the iAAFT surrogates; showing how the signals
were completely not patterned for the 50/50 co-culture (Fig. 6.11A1 to C2).

The empirical CDFs were proved different between those obtained from the mea-
sures from the original signals and the iAAFT surrogates in all the cultures and at all
DIVs with the use of a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which resulted h=1
in all the cases.

Spike waveform analysis in neuron-astrocytes co-cultures. The waveform analysis
conducted on the spike cutouts saved from Waveclus tool (Chaure et al., 2018)
showed in general a prevalence of regular spiking in all our cultures. At 14 DIV
NS and 80/20 co-cultures presented more RS than the 50/50, which presented in-
stead more CS and TS, compared to NS and 80/20 (Fig. 6.12A). At 19 DIV the
trend in RS switched and the 50/50 co-cultures showed a prevalence compared to
the others in RS (Fig. 6.12B); a trend that was then clear at 28 DIV (Fig. 6.12C). CS
remained more prevalent in 50/50 compared to the other cultures at 19 DIV and
28 DIV, even though the differences were not statistically significant (Fig. 6.12B-
C). However, CS was rare in general on all days in vitro. PS prevalence increased
from 14 DIV to 28 DIV for the 50/50 co-culture but remained mostly constant
for NS and 80/20. At 28 DIV no statistically significant differences were however
noticeable for the different co-cultures for the PS prevalence. FS and TS followed an
inverse trend compared to RS, at 14 DIVwere slightly higher for the co-cultures, and
then reversed at 28 DIV. This trend is the consequence of the shift in spike duration
we can notice from 14 DIV to 28 DIV (Fig. 6.12F). The spike duration remained
mostly constant for the 50/50 co-culture but shifted from longer duration to shorter
most noticeably for the NS and for the 80/20 co-culture as well. The differences in
the spike duration between the co-cultures were also comparable to the differences in
the positive and negative slopes, such as how fast the negative or positive spike peak,
respectively, was reached from the 1st peak. At 14 DIV the differences in the posi-
tive slopes were not statistically significant, proceeding in the days in vitro the slopes
increased for NS and 80/20, while decreased for the 50/50 co-culture (Fig. 6.12G).
Leading to a faster spike reach for the NS and for the 80/20 co-cultures, and a slower
reach for the 50/50 co-culture. The trend was similar also for the negative spikes,
were however the differences between the two co-culture ratios, 80/20 and 50/50,
were not statistically significant (Fig. 6.12H). The spike amplitude of the negative
spikes seemed to be lower for the 80/20 and 50/50 co-culture on 14 and 19 DIV,
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Figure 6.11 Complexity-Entropy planes and surrogates analysis. A, B, and C) show the complexity-
entropy values of the single channels in the cultures at DIV 14, DIV 19, and DIV 28,
respectively. NS are shown in blue, 80/20 in magenta, and 50/50 in yellow. A1, B1,
and C1) present the empirical CDF of the complexity values of the cultures on each
measurement day in vitro, compared to the empirical CDF of the complexity levels of the
relative generated surrogates (subscript s in the labels). The NSs are shown in light blue,
the 80/20s in pink, and the 50/50s in light yellow. A2, B2, and C2) show the empirical CDF
of the entropy measures of the cultures on each day in vitro, compared to the empirical
CDF of the entropies of the relative generated iAAFT surrogates. The original complexity
and entropy values from the C-E planes, and the entropy and complexity empirical CDFs
were compared at each DIV with a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

but then at 28 DIV all the amplitudes were similar (Fig. 6.12D). The amplitude of
the positive spikes remained instead more or less constant throughout all the days in
vitro (Fig. 6.12E).
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Figure 6.12 Spike waveform analysis. A, B, and C) Prevalence of the spike waveforms in the NS,
80/20, and 50/50 co-cultures (blue, magenta, and yellow) at 14, 19, and 28 DIV, respec-
tively. RS - regular spiking, FS - fast-spiking, CS - compound spiking, TS - triphasic
spiking, and PS - positive spiking. D and E) Spike amplitude in V at 14, 19, and 28 DIV
for the negative and positive spikes, respectively. F) Spike duration in ms, counted as the
time from the spike peak to the 2nd peak (or to the end of the time window in absence
of the 2nd peak). G and H) Positive and negative slopes, respectively, to reach the spike
peak for the NS, 80/20 and 50/50 co-cultures at 14, 19, and 28 DIV. ns - non significant;
∗<0.05; ∗∗<0.01; ∗∗∗<0.001; ∗∗∗∗<0.0001.
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7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Higher astrocyte presence reduces astrocytic activation

Chapter 5 (Publication I-III) aimed at showing the computational work done to
study how the astrocyte topology controls and affects neuronal activity.

The first step was to simulate the gap junction uncoupling (Publication I). Cx43
and Cx30, two specific families of connexins highly abundant in astrocytes, proved to
have implications in epileptogenesis (Walrave et al., 2020). Wallraff and colleagues
showed that a loss of astrocytic gap junctions, obtained in a Cx30/Cx43 double
knock-out mouse model, seemed to facilitate seizure susceptibility (Wallraff, 2006).

Our results showed a decreasing tendency for the spike rate and the burst rate in
more connected astrocyte networks (Fig. 5.5). However, our results were not sta-
tistically significant when looking at the comparisons between coupling conditions.
The reason for these small differences might lie in the small difference between the
obtained number of gap junctions for the different coupling cases. Also, it can be
noted that their activation decreases when the astrocytic coupling increases. This
happens because of a redistribution of IP3 through the connected astrocytes, reduc-
ing their activation probability. Thus, a reduced astrocytic activation might lead to
reduced control of the neuronal spiking activity. It must be noted, also, that the
INEXA model does not include K+ pathways, which are mainly connected to the
gap junction uncoupling-dependent seizure susceptibility.

A similar tendency was also seen in Publication II, where when increasing the
maximum connectivity distance for the astrocytes, we obtained more gap junctions
for each astrocyte, and this returned a lower astrocytic activation and thus a higher
spike rate.

In Publication III, we combine in vitro recordings with in silicomodeling. From
the in silico data, while mapping the neuronal activity in response to the astrocytic
activation, we can indeed notice that the most active astrocytes were those located
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Figure 6.12 Spike waveform analysis. A, B, and C) Prevalence of the spike waveforms in the NS,
80/20, and 50/50 co-cultures (blue, magenta, and yellow) at 14, 19, and 28 DIV, respec-
tively. RS - regular spiking, FS - fast-spiking, CS - compound spiking, TS - triphasic
spiking, and PS - positive spiking. D and E) Spike amplitude in V at 14, 19, and 28 DIV
for the negative and positive spikes, respectively. F) Spike duration in ms, counted as the
time from the spike peak to the 2nd peak (or to the end of the time window in absence
of the 2nd peak). G and H) Positive and negative slopes, respectively, to reach the spike
peak for the NS, 80/20 and 50/50 co-cultures at 14, 19, and 28 DIV. ns - non significant;
∗<0.05; ∗∗<0.01; ∗∗∗<0.001; ∗∗∗∗<0.0001.
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7.1 Higher astrocyte presence reduces astrocytic activation

Chapter 5 (Publication I-III) aimed at showing the computational work done to
study how the astrocyte topology controls and affects neuronal activity.

The first step was to simulate the gap junction uncoupling (Publication I). Cx43
and Cx30, two specific families of connexins highly abundant in astrocytes, proved to
have implications in epileptogenesis (Walrave et al., 2020). Wallraff and colleagues
showed that a loss of astrocytic gap junctions, obtained in a Cx30/Cx43 double
knock-out mouse model, seemed to facilitate seizure susceptibility (Wallraff, 2006).

Our results showed a decreasing tendency for the spike rate and the burst rate in
more connected astrocyte networks (Fig. 5.5). However, our results were not sta-
tistically significant when looking at the comparisons between coupling conditions.
The reason for these small differences might lie in the small difference between the
obtained number of gap junctions for the different coupling cases. Also, it can be
noted that their activation decreases when the astrocytic coupling increases. This
happens because of a redistribution of IP3 through the connected astrocytes, reduc-
ing their activation probability. Thus, a reduced astrocytic activation might lead to
reduced control of the neuronal spiking activity. It must be noted, also, that the
INEXA model does not include K+ pathways, which are mainly connected to the
gap junction uncoupling-dependent seizure susceptibility.

A similar tendency was also seen in Publication II, where when increasing the
maximum connectivity distance for the astrocytes, we obtained more gap junctions
for each astrocyte, and this returned a lower astrocytic activation and thus a higher
spike rate.

In Publication III, we combine in vitro recordings with in silicomodeling. From
the in silico data, while mapping the neuronal activity in response to the astrocytic
activation, we can indeed notice that the most active astrocytes were those located
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near highly active neurons, rather than those with a higher degree (i.e., a higher num-
ber of gap junctions). However, in the same figure (Fig. 5.13), we can notice that
the network with more astrocytes (70/30, 70% neurons, and 30% astrocytes), and
with more connections, presented a lower amount of neuronal connections with a
high cross-correlation. Thus, this means that higher astrocytic connectivity was still
able to counteract the neuronal activity and its synchronization. In this study the
downregulation effect might have been more visible because increasing the number
of astrocytes in the simulated co-culture, counteracted the decrease in astrocytic acti-
vation, thus resulting similar for the three different co-cultures (90/10, 80/20, and
70/30; where the first number is the percentage of neurons in the culture and the
second one is the percentage of astrocytes in the culture) (Fig. 5.12).

In the same work, we showed that for the NS in in vitro cultures, the spike rate
was highly correlated to the connection degree of the electrodes. The co-cultures
showed a lower to no correlation between the spike rate and the electrode degree
(Fig. 5.11). This shows that astrocytes desynchronize neuronal activity.

7.2 Astrocytes and the plating conditions affect the network topology

The use of computational models allows to change, study and evaluate all the
network structural features, which are not possible or are difficult to obtain in vitro
or in vivo, and also to combine these with their local effects on neuronal activity.
Publication III highlights that in most of the cases, the simulations were able to
reproduce the features of the neuronal activity that we obtained in vitro with MEA
recordings of neuronal cultures (NS) and co-cultures (90/10, 80/20, and 70/30).

The only cultures which were less accurately simulated were the NS cultures,
which presented a much more inner variability and a generally higher mean spike
rate. The average burst rate was instead comparable also for NS. The higher variabil-
ity in real cultures might depend on the lower maturation stages in these cultures,
compared to the co-cultures. It has been shown that astrocytes control neuronal
maturation and neurite growth (Taga et al., 2019; van den Pol and Spencer, 1999).
Taga and colleagues observed that neuron-astrocyte co-cultures presented a higher ex-
pression of AMPA, GABA, and glycine receptors compared to monocultures (Taga
et al., 2019). van den Pol and Spencer observed that neurons cultured with rat and
human astrocytes presented longer neurites (van den Pol and Spencer, 1999).
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Extending the planar topology of the INEXA model toward a 3D topology
(Publication II), allowed us to simulate neuron-astrocyte networks in more physio-
logical conditions. The results we obtained from the comparison between the planar
and the 3D topology, were comparable to those obtained from Frega, 2016, where
she observed an increase in spontaneous neuronal activity.

Our topology analysis highlighted that the final neuronal network connectivity
was comparable for the planar and the 3D network, while the number of synapses
contacted by an astrocyte was higher in the 3D configuration. The increase in the
spike rate, also in this study most probably depends on the decrease in the number
of active astrocytes, which was smaller in the 3D network.

7.3 Astrocytes prevent neuronal hyperactivity induced by
extracellular K+

In Publication IV, and Publication V, we aimed at unraveling the effects that
ionic and gliotransmitter clearance from the astrocytes have on neuronal network
activity in vitro.

It is known that astrocytes clear K+ from the extracellular space (Wallraff, 2006).
It is also known that the GJ coupling is tightly connected to the clearance of K+ and
glutamate (Djukic et al., 2007; Seifert et al., 2009). As shown in Publication II-III
increasing the number of astrocytes in the network increases the number of GJ, as
expected; on the other side, this increased connectivity corresponds to a decreased
astrocyte activation (Publication I).

In Publication IV we aimed at modeling in vitro cultures with different shares
of neurons and astrocytes, to study how these different cultures responded to hyper-
activity. The hyperactivity was induced with two drugs, 4-AP and gabazine, which
interfere with two different pathways. 4-AP, a voltage-gated K+ channel blocker,
when applied to the neuronal cultures induces synchronized Ca2+ transients, which
trigger glutamate release (Kasatkina, 2016). Gabazine, instead, is a GABAA recep-
tor antagonist, which is reported to block GABAergic signaling, increasing spike
rate, burst rate, and synchronization (Bradley et al., 2018; Hyvärinen et al., 2019).
Voltage-gated K+ channels and GABAA receptors are expressed in both neurons and
astrocytes, thus we expect the drugs to affect both cell types.

In Publication IV, gabazine induced a hypersynchronous spiking activity, which
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near highly active neurons, rather than those with a higher degree (i.e., a higher num-
ber of gap junctions). However, in the same figure (Fig. 5.13), we can notice that
the network with more astrocytes (70/30, 70% neurons, and 30% astrocytes), and
with more connections, presented a lower amount of neuronal connections with a
high cross-correlation. Thus, this means that higher astrocytic connectivity was still
able to counteract the neuronal activity and its synchronization. In this study the
downregulation effect might have been more visible because increasing the number
of astrocytes in the simulated co-culture, counteracted the decrease in astrocytic acti-
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Extending the planar topology of the INEXA model toward a 3D topology
(Publication II), allowed us to simulate neuron-astrocyte networks in more physio-
logical conditions. The results we obtained from the comparison between the planar
and the 3D topology, were comparable to those obtained from Frega, 2016, where
she observed an increase in spontaneous neuronal activity.
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contacted by an astrocyte was higher in the 3D configuration. The increase in the
spike rate, also in this study most probably depends on the decrease in the number
of active astrocytes, which was smaller in the 3D network.

7.3 Astrocytes prevent neuronal hyperactivity induced by
extracellular K+

In Publication IV, and Publication V, we aimed at unraveling the effects that
ionic and gliotransmitter clearance from the astrocytes have on neuronal network
activity in vitro.

It is known that astrocytes clear K+ from the extracellular space (Wallraff, 2006).
It is also known that the GJ coupling is tightly connected to the clearance of K+ and
glutamate (Djukic et al., 2007; Seifert et al., 2009). As shown in Publication II-III
increasing the number of astrocytes in the network increases the number of GJ, as
expected; on the other side, this increased connectivity corresponds to a decreased
astrocyte activation (Publication I).

In Publication IV we aimed at modeling in vitro cultures with different shares
of neurons and astrocytes, to study how these different cultures responded to hyper-
activity. The hyperactivity was induced with two drugs, 4-AP and gabazine, which
interfere with two different pathways. 4-AP, a voltage-gated K+ channel blocker,
when applied to the neuronal cultures induces synchronized Ca2+ transients, which
trigger glutamate release (Kasatkina, 2016). Gabazine, instead, is a GABAA recep-
tor antagonist, which is reported to block GABAergic signaling, increasing spike
rate, burst rate, and synchronization (Bradley et al., 2018; Hyvärinen et al., 2019).
Voltage-gated K+ channels and GABAA receptors are expressed in both neurons and
astrocytes, thus we expect the drugs to affect both cell types.

In Publication IV, gabazine induced a hypersynchronous spiking activity, which
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appeared delayed in co-cultures. As said before, more astrocytes in the cultures mean
more GJ between these cells, so a faster exchange of ions and neuroactive substances
in response to the stimulation. Also, the more astrocytes we have in the culture
the more GABAA the drug needs to block, which might cause a delayed response.
Blocking GABAA receptors reduces Ca2+ transients (Meier et al., 2008). Inhibitory
gliotransmitters release, e.g. D-serine, from the astrocytes, depends on Ca2+ eleva-
tion (Halassa et al., 2007b), we hypothesize that reduced intracellular Ca2+ levels
lead to a failure in the control of neuronal activity and increased spike and burst
rates.

4-AP, instead, in our experiments failed to induce any statistically significant in-
crease in spiking or bursting activity. However, the effect on NS cultures was much
more effective than on co-cultures. We think that astrocyte networks with more
astrocytes and more GJ (Publication III) more effectively cleared the accumulating
K+ resulting from the blockade of voltage-gated K+ channels, thus leading to better
control of the neuronal activity.

7.4 Astrocytes increase chaotic behaviors in neuronal spiking

In Publication V, we used unconventional analysis for MEA recordings to deeply
analyze the signals and their patterning over time and in cultures with different
neuron-astrocyte ratios.

Our results suggest that astrocytes decreased the spike and burst rates and de-
creased their synchronicity and repetitivity, as seen in Publication IV. The decrease
was more significant for the 50/50 co-culture compared to the 80/20 co-culture,
suggesting that the decline directly depends on the number of astrocytes in the cul-
ture.

Our results from Publication IV, and Publication V, indicate that astrocytes
desynchronized the activity of the neurons. The percentage of spikes in bursts was
lower for the 50/50 co-culture.

To further study the patterning of the signals, in Publication V, we analyzed the
entropy and complexity of the signals. These parameters are not commonly used
in signals from MEA recordings. Complexity and entropy measures to study neu-
ral activity patterns have been adopted in EEG signals (Abou-Abbas et al., 2022;
Angulo-Ruiz et al., 2022; Shen et al., 2021; Subramaniyam et al., 2015). Multiscale
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entropy, in particular, has been used to discriminate between different neurologi-
cal disorders, and between patients with generalized seizures from those with focal
seizures Shen et al., 2021.

Our complexity-entropy analysis showed that the complexity of the signals in-
creased more prominently in the NS cultures during development. This measure
indicates patterning, and thus, a more repetitive and synchronous activity. The co-
cultures, instead, presented less repetitive and patterned activity in general when
developed. However, the 80/20 cultures presented more patterning already at 14
DIV compared to NS.

The entropy measure discriminates stochastic activity with low entropy levels
from chaotic activity with high entropy levels (Rosso et al., 2007; Rosso et al., 2012;
Subramaniyam et al., 2015).

Our results showed that entropy decreased during development. The NS cultures
showed less chaotic behaviors, meaning lower entropy, compared to co-cultures.
While high entropy values indicate a random activity of the network, it does not
mean that said activity is truly random.

Interestingly, a recent study on classifiers to discriminate EEG data from epilep-
tic patients and seizure-free patients found that the Shannon entropy was lower in
epileptic patients compared to seizure-free individuals (Abou-Abbas et al., 2022).
This suggests that an increase in overall neuronal activity with over-synchronicity
can be well characterized by information measures with real impact on signal pro-
cessing tools for diagnostics. Thus understanding real entropy variations considering
information/complexity measures can produce predictors of neural states, associat-
ing areas of the brain with their structural configuration.

7.5 Astrocytes regulate neuronal depolarization and repolarization

In Publication V, we expanded our research and looked at how astrocytes in-
terfere with neuronal spike development and shape, and we classified the shapes of
the spike signal cutouts and their features. The waveform analysis demonstrated that
co-cultures presented more regular spiking and less fast spiking, along with a slower
reach of the spike peak, shown by smaller slope values, and with a longer interval
between the spike peak and the second peak. Our results suggest that in co-cultures,
astrocytes slow down the reaching of necessary differences in the membrane poten-
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tial by clearing the extracellular space from excessive ions. As described in Section
2.1, the concentration of Na+ and K+ ions in the extracellular and intracellular space,
respectively, creates a negative membrane potential before the generation of an ac-
tion potential. During an action potential, Na+ ions flow inside the cell, reversing
the membrane potential to a positive value, and during repolarization, K+ ions are
extruded from the cell, restoring the negative membrane potential (Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1952). Astrocytes clear K+ ions from the extracellular space using Na+/K+-
ATPase, Kir4.1, and Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporter (NKCC) channels (Bellot-Saez
et al., 2021; Butt and Kalsi, 2006; Larsen et al., 2014; Wallraff, 2006). During an
action potential, the astrocyte extrude Na+ ions, which results in a slower inversion
of the relative charge between the intracellular and extracellular space. As a result,
the spike peak is reached slower when more astrocytes are present near a neuron,
as shown by our results. During the repolarization phase, astrocytes slow down the
reach of a higher positive charge of the extracellular space by uptaking K+ ions. This
explains the longer duration from the spike peak to the second peak observed in our
results. The refractory period prevents the initiation of new spikes during depo-
larization, repolarization, and part of the hyperpolarization phase, and co-cultures
presented longer depolarization and repolarization phases, leading to fewer spikes
initiated and lower spike rates.

In Publication V, co-cultures presented longer depolarization and repolarization
phases, preventing more spikes to be elicited, and thus the neurons presented a lower
spike rate. Another interesting result we obtained from Publication V, was the
quantification of the positive spikes. In MEAs, the amplitude and the polarity of
the signal depend on the distance between the neuron and the electrode (Obien et
al., 2015); with the action potentials reaching the higher amplitude very near the
electrode and then decreasing up to becoming positive for longer distances. In our
recordings, the amplitude of the signals was comparable between the co-culture and
the NS culture, as well as the percentual amount of positive spikes. This suggests
that the presence of the astrocytes affects the generation of the spikes locally, but
does not interfere with the extracellular action potential diffusion. Otherwise, in
the case of an insulating effect from the astrocytes, we would have seen a decrease
in the amplitude for co-cultures and especially for the 50/50 co-culture, as well as a
decrease of positive spikes.

Both Publication IV and Publication V shed light on the crucial role of astro-
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cytes in regulating neuronal activity and maintaining homeostasis, offering novel
insights into the impact of K+ clearance on neuronal spiking. Additionally, our find-
ings underscore the significance of accounting for varying cell proportions in drug
testing and co-culture experiments.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

This thesis aimed to study how astrocytes control and shape neuronal spiking,
with particular attention to astrocytic ionic clearance. To this regard, we first eval-
uated computationally the effects of changes in the astrocytic network topology on
neuronal activity, and experimentally, and computationally, how different ratios of
astrocytes in the networks affect the signaling and the responses to hyperactivity.
The conclusions drawn by each study comprised in this thesis were:

• In our in silico studies, the astrocyte activation strongly depends on the basal
noise, and networks with the gap junctions uncoupled showed less efficacy in
downregulating neuronal activity compared to the fully connected networks
(Publication I). In the extension of the study for this thesis, I observed that
the astrocytic activation was also inversely proportional to the gap junction
coupling. Thus, the fully connected networks presented a lower astrocyte
activation, which might counteract the activity inhibition.

• In the 3D network topology, compared to the planar topology, we found more
synaptic connections for the astrocytes, which were accompanied by a lower
astrocytic activation due to a higher redistribution of neurotransmitters. This
resulted in higher neuronal spiking. Moreover, shorter astrocytic connection
distances are accompanied by fewer gap junction connections and higher astro-
cytic activation, while longer connection radiuses centralized the information
propagation in the astrocytes leading to more connected astrocytes in the cen-
ter of the network (Publication II).

• In silico co-cultures well replicated the activity and features of the in vitro co-
cultures. While simulated neuron cultures failed to replicate the inner variabil-
ity shown by the experimental "pure" neuronal cultures. The simulations on
the astrocyte networks with different relative ratios of neurons and astrocytes
showed that astrocyte activation was mainly dependent on the spike rate of the
neighboring neurons rather than from their gap junction coupling. However,
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we noticed that in areas of our virtual co-cultures with highly connected astro-
cytes, the neuronal activity was lower and the correlation between electrodes
was also inferior to the areas with less connected astrocytes (Publication III).

• Astrocytes counteracted 4-AP-induced hyperactivity in our cultures onMEAs,
while failing in controlling gabazine-induced hyperactivity and synchroniza-
tion. These results suggest that extracellular K+ clearance from the astrocytes
effectively removed excessive K+ from the ECS, leading to an unaffected neu-
ronal activity. Blocking GABAA receptors instead resulted in hyperactivity
and hyper synchronicity most probably due to failed release of inhibiting trans-
mitters from the astrocytes, e.g. D-serine (Publication IV).

• Astrocytes decreased the signal spike slope and increased the spike duration,
such as slowing both the depolarization and repolarization phases of the ac-
tion potentials. The longer time spent by the neurons in the refractory phase
resulted in a lower spike rate in co-cultures. Moreover, astrocytes increased
chaotic behaviors decreasing the signal patterning (Publication V).

In summary, this thesis highlights the importance of using computational stud-
ies to overcome experimental limitations, such as in the analysis of the correlation
between the neuronal and astrocytic network topologies and the neuronal spiking
activity. This thesis stresses also the importance of adopting interdisciplinary analysis
techniques to go beyond standard spike and bursts analyses to deepen the knowledge
of the astrocytic processes that regulate neuronal signaling. Moreover, considering
the active role of astrocytes in shaping and regulating the signal in neuronal net-
works, we want to emphasize the need to consider the proportion of astrocytes in
both neuron-astrocyte co-cultures in vitro and neuron-astrocyte network simulations
in silico. An illustration of the significance of investigating various ratios of neurons
and astrocytes and cellular distribution is evident in the unequal neuron-astrocyte ra-
tios observed in different brain regions, which may ultimately account for differences
in susceptibility to epileptic seizures.
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Abstract. Astrocytes cover a plethora of roles supporting neurons in their
maturation and regulating the concentrations of several ions and neurotrans-
mitters. Moreover, astrocytes dysfunctions are, nowadays, suspected to have
important implication in several brain diseases, as for example in epilepsy and
Alzheimer’s disease. The astrocytes themselves are forming a network mediated
by gap junctions. A loss of gap junctions between astrocytes has been connected
with epilepsy. The aim of this study is to computationally test the influence of
astrocytes connectivity in regulating activity in the neuronal network. To conduct
the study, it has been used an in silico neuron-astrocyte model developed in our
group. The model simulates the processes governing the communications
between an astrocyte and a pre- and a postsynaptic neuron in the tripartite
synapse, as well as between astrocytes through gap junction coupling. The
modeled network comprises 250 neurons and 107 astrocytes. Three different
astrocytic connectivity levels have been studied – representing 0, 2 and 4 gap
junctions on average per astrocyte. Additionally, three different noise levels have
been applied to the presynaptic terminal to simulate low, high and hyperactivity.
Since the activation of astrocytes is driven by the activity of the neuronal net-
work, the results showed that in case of low activity astrocytes were not activated
and did not regulate neuronal activity. In case of high neuronal activity and
hyperactivity, astrocytes showed an increased capability of downregulating
neuronal activity when increasing the astrocytic connectivity. These results are in
accordance with several in vivo experiments from different laboratories.

Keywords: Astrocytes � Epilepsy � Simulation � Gap junctions � Connectivity

1 Introduction

Since early 1990s and with the introduction of the concept of the tripartite synapse [1–
3], several roles have been acknowledged to astrocytes. Nowadays, astrocytes are
known to promote synapse formation, maturation and elimination, and to help in long-
distance communication and information integration. They also provide maintenance of
ionic and neurotransmitters homeostasis, in order to preserve spatial and temporal
encoding of synaptic transmission and to avoid excitotoxicity [4]. Several reviews have
focused on astrocyte calcium signaling [5, 6], which can be triggered by neuronal
activity and stimulates gliotransmitters release from astrocytes to neurons. Therefore,
calcium signaling can in turn modulate the neuronal activity [7]. During the last years,
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it has become clear that particular abnormal functionalities in glial cells and astrocytes
can be correlated with central nervous system (CNS) diseases [8, 9]. The main astro-
cytic dysfunctions thought to be related with epilepsy are impaired potassium buffering,
abnormalities in astrocytic gap junctions (GJs) and abnormal uptake of glutamate. In
particular from in vivo experiments, researchers reported spontaneous epileptiform
activity in the CNS due to a loss of Cx30 and Cx43. Those two connexins are fun-
damentals specifically for the formation of astrocytic GJs [10].

During the last decade, the increasing quest for understanding the roles of astrocytes in
health and brain diseases together with the large amount of data from in vitro and in vivo
research has stimulated the use of computational tools and models at several scales: from
single astrocytes to astrocytes networks towards neuron-astrocytes in silicomodels [11].

The aim of this study is to computationally investigate the role of astrocytic net-
work connectivity in the regulation of neuronal activity. In order to evaluate the
influence of astrocytic GJs connectivity, our custom neuron-astrocyte network model
has been used with different amounts of GJs between astrocytes [11, 12]. To the best of
our knowledge, the role of GJs have not been studied before in biophisically plausible
computational models comprising larger networks as well as external stimuli as input.
Amiri et al. [13] and Naeem et al. [14] presented network models with neuron and
astrocytes as well as GJs between neighboring astrocytes, but lacking a proper network
topology; in fact, in both cases the astrocytes were distributed in lines and the cells
contacted only the two neighboring astrocytes.

2 Methods

The astrocyte–neuronal network model used in this study is based on a tripartite
synapse model [12]. It is a modified version of Tsodyks-Markram presynaptic model
[15], used as described by De Pittà et al. [16] and combined with astrocytic effects as
described in the latter paper. To simulate the neuronal activity, we used a spiking
neuronal network, called INEX model [17], which comprises excitatory and inhibitory
neurons connected by synapses and includes a noise term. The neuronal activity is
created with Poisson processes. The above mentioned Tsodyks-Markram model sim-
ulates the glutamate release from the presynaptic terminal. It assumes that at the time in
which a spike arrives only part of the neurotransmitter is ready to be released, and only
a small amount of these releasable resources are de facto released.

The astrocyte IP3 and calcium dynamics are also included in the model as described
in De Pittà et al. [16], where intracellular calcium release from the stores follows the
IP3 release. Astrocytes, when active, release glutamate and signal back to the synapses
that are connected to them. Calcium release stimulates a wave propagation between
neighboring astrocytes through GJs. In our present model, the propagation is imple-
mented according to the model introduced by Lallouette et al. [18].

The model simulates 180 s and the time step used is 5 ms. These two parameters
are a satisfactory compromise to consider both, the fast dynamics of neurons and the
slower astrocytic response, keeping the simulation time on the computer cluster as
reasonable as possible. We simulated each of the below described conditions three
times.
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The neuronal network, comprising 200 excitatory neurons and 50 inhibitory neu-
rons, was randomly created once and the connections between neurons were created
following a Gaussian distribution based on the distance between two neurons. The
simulations produced networks with roughly 10,000 excitatory synapses.

Astrocytes cover non-overlapping domains and the average radius of a rodent
protoplasmic astrocyte is *30 lm, considering the soma and the primary processes
[19]. Hence, in our model if the distance between astrocytes is shorter than this value the
connection is not created. The neuronal network was then combined with three different
astrocytic networks, all of them counting 107 astrocytes. On average each astrocyte in
the network is connected to 90 nearby excitatory synapses. By varying the parameters of
the Gaussian distribution of the astrocyte connections, the chosen average number of
GJs for each astrocyte was respectively 0, 2 and 4 (Fig. 1A, B, and C).

To elicit the activation of astrocytes, three different noise levels have been applied
to the presynaptic terminals in the neurons. These simulated the three conditions
of low, high and hyperactivity. The last one could be considered as an epileptic form.
The high noise was three times the noise value used for low activity and the hyper-
activity was 8 times the low noise value.

Fig. 1. 2D graphical representation of the three different networks configurations used in the
simulations: (A) No gap junction coupling, (B) two GJs, and (C) four GJs per astrocyte on
average. Green dots represent excitatory and inhibitory neurons and red triangles represent
astrocytes. The red lines represent connections including GJs between astrocytic processes.
(D) Comparison between astrocytic activation in the case of low (blue), high (red) neuronal
activity and hyperactivity (orange) for the network with no GJs between astrocytes. The plot
shows the number of active cells at each time step (5 ms). On the right are shown examples of a
raster plot from a simulation with low activity (E), high activity (F) and hyperactivity (G). In the
upper part of each subplot, black dots represent spikes occurring in the neurons for the first 60 s
of the simulation. In the lower part of each subplot is shown the number of spikes binned to 5 ms.
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To conduct neuronal burst analysis, a modified version of an algorithm by Kapucu
et al. [20] was used. This tool calculates intrinsic bursting using the cumulative moving
average and the skewness of the interspike interval histogram.

3 Results

3.1 Low Noise Condition

To simulate low neuronal activity, a weak noise input was applied to the neurons,
resulting in an average presynaptic frequency of 0.5 Hz. The consequent number of
active astrocytes is shown in Fig. 1D (in blue).

Since the astrocytic activation is correlated with the presynaptic activity, the
average number of active astrocytes was very low. A raster plot and the number of
spikes binned per 5 ms of the first 60 s of the simulation for postsynaptic neurons in
case of no gap junction coupling between astrocytes is shown as an example in Fig. 1E.

The spike rate, calculated in spikes/min, varied in similar intervals of values for all
three configurations (Table 1). In fact, the notches, such as the triangular cuts on the
boxes sides, in the box plots in Fig. 2A overlap. This means that the three medians
represented by red lines in the plot, cannot be considered statistically different.

In these low activity simulations, bursting is mainly not present in neurons. In
Fig. 2A, the medians of the burst rate are all around very low values (Table 1).
However, a few neurons presented some bursting, shown by the red pluses. Pluses
show data points beyond the whiskers. This probably occurred in neurons with more
synaptic connections, enhancing their own activity. Due to this high variability in the
bursts rate, the standard deviation appears to be higher than the value itself.

3.2 High Noise Condition

To simulate diffused high activity in the neuronal network, a noise input was applied to
the presynaptic terminal. The noise input was three times larger than the one used for
low activity and resulted in a presynaptic activity with a frequency of 2.5 Hz (Fig. 1F).
This led to a stronger activation of the astrocytes as can be seen from the red curve in
Fig. 1D.

Table 1. Spike rate (spikes/min) and burst rate (burst/min) with 0, 2 and 4 GJs per astrocyte for
the simulated low activity.

N of GJs Avg. spike rate ± std Avg. burst rate ± std

0 32.05 ± 9.65 0.07 ± 0.16
2 35.54 ± 10.88 0.06 ± 0.16
4 34.75 ± 10.92 0.09 ± 0.20
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The results show that when increasing the number of GJs, the postsynaptic spike
and burst rate were decreased (Table 2, Fig. 2B). The spike rate decrease is clearer,
when comparing the no gap junction case to 2 and 4 GJs on average. Between 2 and 4
GJs on average, it is still possible to notice a small increase in the downregulation of
the activity.

In addition, the burst rate decreased with increasing number of GJs, but also in this
case the high variability of bursting amongst all the 250 neurons resulted in a high
standard deviation. Since the notches of the boxes for spike and burst rate of the no gap
junction condition and respectively the 2 and 4 GJs do not overlap, we can conclude that
the two distributions are statistically different with 95% confidence from the first one.

3.3 Hyperactivity Condition

To simulate diffused hyperactivity in the neuronal network, a noise input 8 times larger
than the one used for low activity was applied to the presynaptic terminal. This resulted
in a presynaptic activity with a frequency of 4.5 Hz (Fig. 1G). The stronger activation
of the astrocytes can be seen in the orange curve in Fig. 1D. The active astrocytes
overexcite the synapses connected to them by releasing glutamate in the extrasynaptic
space. In turn, the inhibitory neurons are not anymore capable to downregulate the
system.

In order to evaluate, if the spike and burst rate was decreasing when increasing the
GJs coupling, it was conducted a paired-sample Student’s t-test. For both spike rate
(SR) and burst rate (BR) (Table 3, Fig. 2C), the 2 and 4 GJs distributions were sig-
nificantly decreased in respect to the no gap junction distribution (SR: p = 0.012 and
p = 0.002, respectively. BR: p = 0.003 and p = 4.67e–04, respectively).

Table 2. Spike rate (spikes/min) and burst rate (burst/min) with 0, 2 and 4 GJs per astrocyte for
the simulated high activity.

N of GJs Avg. spike rate ± std Avg. burst rate ± std

0 140.52 ± 42.81 2.46 ± 2.03
2 126.81 ± 37.54 1.74 ± 1.54
4 120.23 ± 34.62 1.59 ± 1.35

Table 3. Spike rate (spikes/min) and burst rate (burst/min) with 0, 2 and 4 GJs per astrocyte for
the simulated hyperactivity.

N of GJs Avg. spike rate ± std Avg. burst rate ± std

0 280.49 ± 78.21 13.53 ± 8.37
2 272.71 ± 69.65 12.51 ± 7.17
4 271.79 ± 83.97 12.57 ± 8.50
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4 Conclusions

During the last decade, researchers have investigated whether dysfunctions in astro-
cytes can cause or partially cause CNS disorders. Several in vivo experiments seem to
confirm that hypothesis [8–10].

This study aim was to computationally evaluate the role of astrocytic connectivity
on the capability to downregulate high activity in an astrocyte-neuron network.
Astrocytic connectivity was expressed in terms of average number of GJs per astrocyte.
Three different astrocyte network connectivity levels were investigated: 0, 2 and 4 GJs
on average per astrocyte in the network.

The activation of astrocytes is triggered by the neuronal network activity. Neuronal
activity, in turn, is modulated by the astrocytes controlling the amount of available
resources at the synapses through local calcium activity and subsequent glutamate
release.

In the low noise condition, as expected, it was not possible to observe any regu-
latory functions related to the number of GJs (Table 1, Fig. 2A). The input noise
resulted in a low number of active astrocytes in the network. In high and hyperactivity,
instead, the number of active astrocytes was higher, producing increased modulatory
response thus decreasing the spike and burst rates (Fig. 2B and C).

These results demonstrate that the capability of the astrocytic network in down-
regulating the hyperactivity depends on the number of GJs and thus on the astrocyte
network connectivity. These results are in accordance to the experiments in which the

Fig. 2. Box plots of spike rate (spikes/min; left) and burst rate (bursts/min; right) for low activity
(A), high activity (B) and hyperactivity (C). The red lines represent the medians of the data
distributions. The notches indicate the 95% confidence interval of the median.
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deletion of Cx43 and Cx30, resulting in a cell-specific loss of GJs, stimulated the
generation of spontaneous epileptiform activity [10].

Our simulation results highlight the possible role of astrocytes in the neuronal
regulation that could also affect the susceptibility of the neuronal system to epileptic
events. Astrocytes may thus also offer a new drug target for treating neural diseases.
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Three different astrocyte network connectivity levels were investigated: 0, 2 and 4 GJs
on average per astrocyte in the network.

The activation of astrocytes is triggered by the neuronal network activity. Neuronal
activity, in turn, is modulated by the astrocytes controlling the amount of available
resources at the synapses through local calcium activity and subsequent glutamate
release.

In the low noise condition, as expected, it was not possible to observe any regu-
latory functions related to the number of GJs (Table 1, Fig. 2A). The input noise
resulted in a low number of active astrocytes in the network. In high and hyperactivity,
instead, the number of active astrocytes was higher, producing increased modulatory
response thus decreasing the spike and burst rates (Fig. 2B and C).

These results demonstrate that the capability of the astrocytic network in down-
regulating the hyperactivity depends on the number of GJs and thus on the astrocyte
network connectivity. These results are in accordance to the experiments in which the

Fig. 2. Box plots of spike rate (spikes/min; left) and burst rate (bursts/min; right) for low activity
(A), high activity (B) and hyperactivity (C). The red lines represent the medians of the data
distributions. The notches indicate the 95% confidence interval of the median.
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deletion of Cx43 and Cx30, resulting in a cell-specific loss of GJs, stimulated the
generation of spontaneous epileptiform activity [10].

Our simulation results highlight the possible role of astrocytes in the neuronal
regulation that could also affect the susceptibility of the neuronal system to epileptic
events. Astrocytes may thus also offer a new drug target for treating neural diseases.
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Larger Connection Radius Increases Hub Astrocyte
Number in a 3-D Neuron–Astrocyte Network Model

Kerstin Lenk , Barbara Genocchi , Michael Taynnan Barros , Member, IEEE, and Jari A. K. Hyttinen

Abstract—Astrocytes - a prominent glial cell type in the brain -
form networks that tightly interact with the brain’s neuronal cir-
cuits. Thus, it is essential to study the modes of such interaction if
we aim to understand how neural circuits process information.
Thereby, calcium elevations, the primary signal in astrocytes,
propagate to the adjacent neighboring cells and directly reg-
ulate neuronal communication. It is mostly unknown how the
astrocyte network topology influences neuronal activity. Here, we
used a computational model to simulate planar and 3D neuron-
astrocyte networks with varying topologies. We investigated the
number of active nodes, the shortest path, and the mean degree.
Furthermore, we applied a graph coloring analysis that highlights
the network organization between different network structures.
With the increase of the maximum distance between two con-
nected astrocytes, the information flow is more centralized to the
most connected cells. Our results suggest that activity-dependent
plasticity and the topology of brain areas might alter the amount
of astrocyte controlled synapses.

Index Terms—Simulation, astrocytes, gap junctions, neurons,
network topology.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PROPAGATION of information inside the brain is
historically considered to be based on the communication

between neurons. However, recent experimental studies show
that astrocytes actively modulate neuronal activity. They
are tightly linked to neurons via the so-called tripartite
synapse [1] forming the neuron-astrocyte molecular commu-
nication system. The primary signaling mediator evoked by
the synaptic communication in astrocytes is calcium [2]–[4].
Calcium propagates inside the complex astrocytic branch
trees and from cell to cell through gap junction coupling
(GJC) [3], [5]. Thereby, astrocytes form non-overlapping
domains coupled only to the nearest neighbors [6]. Mainly
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unknown is how the astrocyte network topology influences
the neuronal activity.
Different types of computational models are used to inves-

tigate the intra- and intercellular pathways of astrocytes
and the communication with neurons (reviewed in [7], [8]).
Lallouette et al. simulated five different 3D topologies of
only-astrocyte networks [9], [10], of which some included
long-distance connections and hubs. The propagation range
of calcium in astrocytes was mostly given by the absence of
long-distance GJC and independent of the presence of hubs.
The correct functioning of this network could easily be per-
turbed under the effect of diseases, for example, with the
increase of the overall network complexity. Barros et al. inves-
tigated the impact of calcium propagation in astrocyte network
topologies in a model with altered intracellular dynamics to
mimic Alzheimer’s disease [11]. They concluded that calcium
transmission was differently affected in healthy or disease
states - intracellularly and in the network propagation patterns.
However, this theoretical study did not include experimen-
tal data, and the signaling was only implemented from the
neurons towards the astrocytes but not vice versa. Neuronal
networks have also been studied using computational models,
such as [12], where they analyze the activity and noise of
neuronal networks under small-world topologies.
Recently, we implemented a combined neuron-astrocyte

network model called INEXA [13], [14]. Therewith, we inves-
tigated the astrocyte’s influence on the neuronal network
stability. The simulations resembled in vitro experiments with
planar multielectrode arrays (MEAs). In the INEXA model,
the astrocytes and neurons communicated through the tripartite
synapse by exchanging activating and depressing transmit-
ters [13]. In the model, each astrocyte was connected to several
hundreds of synapses. In Genocchi et al. [14], we varied the
number of astrocytic GJCs and the noise levels applied to
the presynaptic terminals to simulate low, high, and hyper-
activity. The astrocytes increasingly downregulated high and
hyperactivity with increased astrocytic GJCs.
Here, we extend our previous studies with the overall objec-

tive of investigating the importance of the astrocyte network
topology and the role of the most active astrocytes in regulat-
ing the network activity. Therefore, we analyze the astrocyte
network organization, where nodes are classified from most
influencing nodes to the least. Since network nodes with higher
degrees exist, an astrocyte connected to more than 75% of its
neighbors is defined as a hub astrocyte, which presents the
strongest influence in the overall network activity [9], [15].
First, we create planar and 3D neuron-astrocyte networks using
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the neuronal activity.
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tigate the intra- and intercellular pathways of astrocytes
and the communication with neurons (reviewed in [7], [8]).
Lallouette et al. simulated five different 3D topologies of
only-astrocyte networks [9], [10], of which some included
long-distance connections and hubs. The propagation range
of calcium in astrocytes was mostly given by the absence of
long-distance GJC and independent of the presence of hubs.
The correct functioning of this network could easily be per-
turbed under the effect of diseases, for example, with the
increase of the overall network complexity. Barros et al. inves-
tigated the impact of calcium propagation in astrocyte network
topologies in a model with altered intracellular dynamics to
mimic Alzheimer’s disease [11]. They concluded that calcium
transmission was differently affected in healthy or disease
states - intracellularly and in the network propagation patterns.
However, this theoretical study did not include experimen-
tal data, and the signaling was only implemented from the
neurons towards the astrocytes but not vice versa. Neuronal
networks have also been studied using computational models,
such as [12], where they analyze the activity and noise of
neuronal networks under small-world topologies.
Recently, we implemented a combined neuron-astrocyte

network model called INEXA [13], [14]. Therewith, we inves-
tigated the astrocyte’s influence on the neuronal network
stability. The simulations resembled in vitro experiments with
planar multielectrode arrays (MEAs). In the INEXA model,
the astrocytes and neurons communicated through the tripartite
synapse by exchanging activating and depressing transmit-
ters [13]. In the model, each astrocyte was connected to several
hundreds of synapses. In Genocchi et al. [14], we varied the
number of astrocytic GJCs and the noise levels applied to
the presynaptic terminals to simulate low, high, and hyper-
activity. The astrocytes increasingly downregulated high and
hyperactivity with increased astrocytic GJCs.
Here, we extend our previous studies with the overall objec-

tive of investigating the importance of the astrocyte network
topology and the role of the most active astrocytes in regulat-
ing the network activity. Therefore, we analyze the astrocyte
network organization, where nodes are classified from most
influencing nodes to the least. Since network nodes with higher
degrees exist, an astrocyte connected to more than 75% of its
neighbors is defined as a hub astrocyte, which presents the
strongest influence in the overall network activity [9], [15].
First, we create planar and 3D neuron-astrocyte networks using
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the previously-mentioned INEXA model [13] and compare
their characteristics. Second, we vary the distance range within
which two astrocytes are coupled to each other in the 3D
network. According to Lallouette et al. [9], we choose the link
radius, which seems to reflect the biological network topology
the closest. Subsequently, we quantify the resulting neuronal
network activity and topological measures of the astrocytic
network. Third, to link network structure to network orga-
nization, we use a graph coloring algorithm to analyze the
node organization over different distance values. We show
that the organization and node structure are interlinked with
the astrocyte activity levels regarding distance to neighboring
astrocytes and the cell’s position in the network.

II. METHODS

A. Neuron-Astrocyte Network Model

In the discrete-time model INEXA [13], the neuronal firing
rate λi of a postsynaptic neuron i is calculated for each time
slice tk of 5 ms as follows:

λi (tk ) = max

⎛
⎝0, ci +

�

j

yij · sj (tk−1)

−
�

j

yAstro · Aija(tk−1)

⎞
⎠, (1)

where ci denotes the noise of neuron i, which is sampled from
a triangular distribution between 0 and an upper bound value,
Cmax . In the original model, c was implemented to study
several noise levels of neurons. The term yij is the synap-
tic strength between the presynaptic neuron j to postsynaptic
neuron i, which can vary over time. Thereby, the synapse can
be either excitatory (yij between 0 and 1) or inhibitory (yij
between −1 and 0). The parameter sj is a binary parameter
that indicates whether a spike has been emitted by neuron j in
the previous time step tk−1 (sj = 1 if a spike has been emit-
ted, else sj = 0). The second part in the equation denotes the
depressing effect exerted by the astrocytes. Aija is a binary
term that describes weather the synapse ij is enwrapped by
astrocyte “a” and if astrocyte “a” was in the active state at the
previous time step. Otherwise Aija is equal to zero, remov-
ing the astrocytic effect on the neuronal firing rate. If an
active astrocyte enwraps the synapse ij, the astrocyte applies
a depressing effect, yAstro , on the synapse.

The second governing equation is the one for the intra-
cellular calcium dynamics [Ca2+]ija in an astrocyte “a” that
enwraps synapse ij:
�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk ) =
�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk−1) + Ωacc

×
�
[IP3]ija(tk )−

�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk−1)

�
.

(2)

The calcium concentration is a sum of the calcium concentra-
tion remained from the last time slice (Ca2+ija (tk−1)), of the
IP3-mediated Ca2+-induced Ca2+-release from the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER) stores, and of the uptake of Ca2+ back

Fig. 1. Topologies for the planar (left) and 3D (right) neuron-astrocyte
network. Note, both networks have the same total volume. Astrocytes and
their connections are shown in blue and neurons in red. Axes are in µm.

to the ER by the SERCA pumps. The ER regulation of Ca2+

concentration is modeled in the second part of the equation.
To reflect the slow dynamics of the calcium release (up to
seconds) we multiplied the ER term by the time scale Ωacc .
We extended the INEXA model [13] with the following

modifications: To change from a planar to a 3D topology, we
kept a similar volume as described in this letter (Figure 1).
The network space from planar dimensions (750x750x10 μm3,
which resembles the culture area of a planar MEA) was altered
to 180x180x180 μm3 in 3D. We used 250 neurons with 80%
excitatory and 20% inhibitory, and 63 astrocytes for all simula-
tions. The neuron-neuron and astrocyte-neuron connections, as
well as the GJC, was modeled as described in Lenk et al. [13].
In the first step, the astrocytes were connected based on the

spatially–constrained link radius topology model [9], where all
astrocytes in the distance d equal to 100 μm were connected
in the planar dimension and 3D. In the second step, we con-
centrated solely on 3D and ranged d between 70 to 120 μm.
For each distance d, the simulation was run ten times with the
same topology, each with a simulated time of five minutes.
Initially, we fixed the upper boundary for the neuronal

noise level Cmax to 0.02 and the upper boundary for synaptic
weights to 0.7 and −0.7 for excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
respectively [13]. Keeping the rules for creating the topologies
for the planar and 3D networks resulted in very high connec-
tivity in 3D (>80%). Thus, we reduced the probability that
two neurons connect with each other, which resulted in similar
connection numbers (Table I). We then obtained the neuronal
activity as spikes (i.e., Dirac function of action potentials) per
cell over time.

B. Graph Theory Analysis

We developed a graph of the 3D astrocyte network Gastro =
(Vastro ,Eastro), where Vastro was the set of vertices (cell
bodies) and Eastro the set of nodes (connection between two
cells). We collected Vastro and Eastro based on the topology
of the INEXA model. For each simulation, we determined
the total number of astrocytes activated at least once dur-
ing a simulation, Nact . We calculated the mean degree k,
which quantifies the number of connected cell pairs (number
of GJCs). Furthermore, the number of hub cells, i.e., nodes
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANAR AND THE 3D NETWORKS. SPIKE RATE, BURST RATE, AND BURST DURATION ARE

FEATURES OF THE NEURONAL NETWORK ACTIVITY AND DISPLAYED WITH MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OVER THE TEN SIMULATION RUNS.
MEAN DEGREE k, SHORTEST PATH L AND NUMBER OF ACTIVE CELLS Nact ARE FEATURES OF THE ASTROCYTE NETWORK TOPOLOGY. k AND L ARE

DISPLAYED WITH MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OVER ALL NODES. Nact HAS THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

OVER ALL SIMULATION RUNS

which are coupled to more than 75% of the neighbors, was
determined. The shortest path L denoted the minimal number
of GJCs one must cross to connect the two astrocytes. Finally,
we employed a graph coloring algorithm based on greedy col-
oring, i.e., on a coloring spectrum with the maximum amount
of colors equal to the maximum number of degree. Our greedy
coloring scheme is close to a Welsh–Powell algorithm [15],
but with fewer colors available since we adjusted that number
to match the number of degrees we got from the 3D astrocyte
topologies.

C. Quantification of the Neuronal Activity

For all simulations in the planar dimension and 3D, we ana-
lyzed the spontaneous activity inside the neuronal network.
From the activity-temporal series of each neuron, we calcu-
lated the features of spike rate, burst rate, and burst duration,
according to [16]. We averaged each feature over all neuronal
cells in each simulation and over the number of simulation
runs per distance d.

III. RESULTS

A. Comparison of Planar and 3D Networks

As we kept the cell number the same and the percent of
connectivity between the cells similar, it resulted in shorter
neuronal connections in 3D than in the planar networks
(Table I). However, the average distance between astrocytes
increased from planar to 3D. Less bidirectional connections
between a pair of neurons were counted. As there were
more neighbors in a certain distance in 3D, the number of
gap junctions between astrocytes and the average number of
neuron-astrocyte connections was increased. In 3D, all exci-
tatory synapses were occupied by an astrocyte branch, unlike
in the planar network.

Measuring the neuronal activity showed a five-fold higher
spike rate in 3D (Table I). Also, the burst rate and duration
significantly increased when changing from a planar to a 3D
neuron-astrocyte network. The graph theory analysis revealed
that the mean degree k increased from planar (2.70 on average)
to 3D (19.51 on average). In the planar networks, the network
was divided into three subnetworks (Table I, (a)-(c) for param-
eter L). The number of active astrocytes, Nact , decreased with
higher dimensionality.

B. Alteration of the Link Radius of Astrocytes in 3D
Networks

The graph analysis for the astrocytes networks showed that
the mean degree k increased when increasing the distance d
between astrocytes (Figure 2). The shortest path L instead
decreased since the increase in connections available for each
node of the network allows cells to reach other cells with
fewer node hops. The number of active astrocytes Nact var-
ied significantly over the ten simulations ran for each distance
(Figure 2), especially in the simulations with short distances
(d = 70 μm and 80 μm). Also, Nact showed a decreas-
ing tendency when increasing the distance. In Figure 3, the
network organization for astrocytes with link distances of 70
and 120 μm is displayed. The color and size of the node varied
with the number of connections per node ranging from 2 to
16 for d = 70 μm and 10 to 51 for d = 120 μm. In the case
of d = 120 μm, we counted four hub astrocytes (indicated by
an arrow in Figure 3) and none for the other distances. This
indicates that extending the distance d increases the network
connectivity. Hence, the nodes with the highest degrees were
found in the center of the topology.
The neuronal activity describing features spike rate, burst

rate, and burst duration increased from d = 70 μm to
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between −1 and 0). The parameter sj is a binary parameter
that indicates whether a spike has been emitted by neuron j in
the previous time step tk−1 (sj = 1 if a spike has been emit-
ted, else sj = 0). The second part in the equation denotes the
depressing effect exerted by the astrocytes. Aija is a binary
term that describes weather the synapse ij is enwrapped by
astrocyte “a” and if astrocyte “a” was in the active state at the
previous time step. Otherwise Aija is equal to zero, remov-
ing the astrocytic effect on the neuronal firing rate. If an
active astrocyte enwraps the synapse ij, the astrocyte applies
a depressing effect, yAstro , on the synapse.

The second governing equation is the one for the intra-
cellular calcium dynamics [Ca2+]ija in an astrocyte “a” that
enwraps synapse ij:
�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk ) =
�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk−1) + Ωacc

×
�
[IP3]ija(tk )−

�
Ca2+

�
ija

(tk−1)

�
.

(2)

The calcium concentration is a sum of the calcium concentra-
tion remained from the last time slice (Ca2+ija (tk−1)), of the
IP3-mediated Ca2+-induced Ca2+-release from the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER) stores, and of the uptake of Ca2+ back

Fig. 1. Topologies for the planar (left) and 3D (right) neuron-astrocyte
network. Note, both networks have the same total volume. Astrocytes and
their connections are shown in blue and neurons in red. Axes are in µm.

to the ER by the SERCA pumps. The ER regulation of Ca2+

concentration is modeled in the second part of the equation.
To reflect the slow dynamics of the calcium release (up to
seconds) we multiplied the ER term by the time scale Ωacc .
We extended the INEXA model [13] with the following

modifications: To change from a planar to a 3D topology, we
kept a similar volume as described in this letter (Figure 1).
The network space from planar dimensions (750x750x10 μm3,
which resembles the culture area of a planar MEA) was altered
to 180x180x180 μm3 in 3D. We used 250 neurons with 80%
excitatory and 20% inhibitory, and 63 astrocytes for all simula-
tions. The neuron-neuron and astrocyte-neuron connections, as
well as the GJC, was modeled as described in Lenk et al. [13].
In the first step, the astrocytes were connected based on the

spatially–constrained link radius topology model [9], where all
astrocytes in the distance d equal to 100 μm were connected
in the planar dimension and 3D. In the second step, we con-
centrated solely on 3D and ranged d between 70 to 120 μm.
For each distance d, the simulation was run ten times with the
same topology, each with a simulated time of five minutes.
Initially, we fixed the upper boundary for the neuronal

noise level Cmax to 0.02 and the upper boundary for synaptic
weights to 0.7 and −0.7 for excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
respectively [13]. Keeping the rules for creating the topologies
for the planar and 3D networks resulted in very high connec-
tivity in 3D (>80%). Thus, we reduced the probability that
two neurons connect with each other, which resulted in similar
connection numbers (Table I). We then obtained the neuronal
activity as spikes (i.e., Dirac function of action potentials) per
cell over time.

B. Graph Theory Analysis

We developed a graph of the 3D astrocyte network Gastro =
(Vastro ,Eastro), where Vastro was the set of vertices (cell
bodies) and Eastro the set of nodes (connection between two
cells). We collected Vastro and Eastro based on the topology
of the INEXA model. For each simulation, we determined
the total number of astrocytes activated at least once dur-
ing a simulation, Nact . We calculated the mean degree k,
which quantifies the number of connected cell pairs (number
of GJCs). Furthermore, the number of hub cells, i.e., nodes
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANAR AND THE 3D NETWORKS. SPIKE RATE, BURST RATE, AND BURST DURATION ARE

FEATURES OF THE NEURONAL NETWORK ACTIVITY AND DISPLAYED WITH MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OVER THE TEN SIMULATION RUNS.
MEAN DEGREE k, SHORTEST PATH L AND NUMBER OF ACTIVE CELLS Nact ARE FEATURES OF THE ASTROCYTE NETWORK TOPOLOGY. k AND L ARE

DISPLAYED WITH MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OVER ALL NODES. Nact HAS THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

OVER ALL SIMULATION RUNS

which are coupled to more than 75% of the neighbors, was
determined. The shortest path L denoted the minimal number
of GJCs one must cross to connect the two astrocytes. Finally,
we employed a graph coloring algorithm based on greedy col-
oring, i.e., on a coloring spectrum with the maximum amount
of colors equal to the maximum number of degree. Our greedy
coloring scheme is close to a Welsh–Powell algorithm [15],
but with fewer colors available since we adjusted that number
to match the number of degrees we got from the 3D astrocyte
topologies.

C. Quantification of the Neuronal Activity

For all simulations in the planar dimension and 3D, we ana-
lyzed the spontaneous activity inside the neuronal network.
From the activity-temporal series of each neuron, we calcu-
lated the features of spike rate, burst rate, and burst duration,
according to [16]. We averaged each feature over all neuronal
cells in each simulation and over the number of simulation
runs per distance d.

III. RESULTS

A. Comparison of Planar and 3D Networks

As we kept the cell number the same and the percent of
connectivity between the cells similar, it resulted in shorter
neuronal connections in 3D than in the planar networks
(Table I). However, the average distance between astrocytes
increased from planar to 3D. Less bidirectional connections
between a pair of neurons were counted. As there were
more neighbors in a certain distance in 3D, the number of
gap junctions between astrocytes and the average number of
neuron-astrocyte connections was increased. In 3D, all exci-
tatory synapses were occupied by an astrocyte branch, unlike
in the planar network.

Measuring the neuronal activity showed a five-fold higher
spike rate in 3D (Table I). Also, the burst rate and duration
significantly increased when changing from a planar to a 3D
neuron-astrocyte network. The graph theory analysis revealed
that the mean degree k increased from planar (2.70 on average)
to 3D (19.51 on average). In the planar networks, the network
was divided into three subnetworks (Table I, (a)-(c) for param-
eter L). The number of active astrocytes, Nact , decreased with
higher dimensionality.

B. Alteration of the Link Radius of Astrocytes in 3D
Networks

The graph analysis for the astrocytes networks showed that
the mean degree k increased when increasing the distance d
between astrocytes (Figure 2). The shortest path L instead
decreased since the increase in connections available for each
node of the network allows cells to reach other cells with
fewer node hops. The number of active astrocytes Nact var-
ied significantly over the ten simulations ran for each distance
(Figure 2), especially in the simulations with short distances
(d = 70 μm and 80 μm). Also, Nact showed a decreas-
ing tendency when increasing the distance. In Figure 3, the
network organization for astrocytes with link distances of 70
and 120 μm is displayed. The color and size of the node varied
with the number of connections per node ranging from 2 to
16 for d = 70 μm and 10 to 51 for d = 120 μm. In the case
of d = 120 μm, we counted four hub astrocytes (indicated by
an arrow in Figure 3) and none for the other distances. This
indicates that extending the distance d increases the network
connectivity. Hence, the nodes with the highest degrees were
found in the center of the topology.
The neuronal activity describing features spike rate, burst

rate, and burst duration increased from d = 70 μm to
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Fig. 2. Astrocytic network features, such as mean degree k, shortest path L and number of active astrocytes Nact , for each link radius d are shown in the
upper row. Neuronal features, such as spike rate (spikes/minute), burst rate (bursts/minute), and burst duration (ms) are displayed in the lower row. The bold
lines in the box plots represent the median and the crosses represent the outliers. The lower and upper whiskers represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of
the data distribution, respectively.

Fig. 3. Colored graphs for the astrocyte networks build with distance
d = 70 µm (left) and d = 120 µm (right) indicating the degree per node using
the greedy coloring scheme. Arrows indicate the hub astrocytes (connected
to more than 75% of their neighbors). Axes are in µm.

d = 100 μm. For d = 110 μm and d = 120 μm, they decreased
again (Figure 2). Figure 4 displays the spike rate per neuron
for each link radius d of the astrocytic network, respectively.
Here, an example of how the spike rates were distributed in
the neuronal network. The figure was reconstructed with data
obtained from just one of the ten simulation runs per d. Since
the neuronal network topology was fixed for all d, the spike
rate variability across the six subfigures was a reflection of the
astrocytic Nact .

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the last two decades, in vitro MEA experiments moved
from planar to 3D in terms of the electrode shape [17], [18]
and/ or scaffolds (e.g., by using hydrogels or micro-
beads) [19]–[21]. In 3D networks, Vogel [21] measured similar
neuron projections ranging from 80 to 120 μm as we sim-
ulated in this study. In addition, when shifting from planar
to 3D networks, she observed an increase of spontaneous

neuronal activity [21]. Noteworthy, our comparison between
the planar and 3D network topologies shows that the astro-
cytes fully control the neuronal network in 3D. This increase
in synaptic coverage is accompanied by a decreased astro-
cytic activation leading to a higher neuronal activity, which
again highlights the astrocytic effect on controlling the neu-
ronal activity as already shown in Lenk et al. [13] and
Genocchi et al. [14]. This observation is relevant since the
number of synapses ensheathed by astrocytes seem to vary
between and within brain areas [22]. Our results suggest that
activity-dependent plasticity, i.e., potentiation or depression
of neurotransmitter release, and the topology of brain areas
might alter the amount of astrocyte controlled synapses. The
results from our graph analysis in the 3D network show that
a shorter distance d between two astrocytes is followed by a
larger number of active astrocytes Nact and shortest paths L,
as well as a lower mean degree k, which is in accordance
with Lallouette et al. [9], [10]. To summarize, longer dis-
tances between astrocytes seem to centralize the information
propagation in astrocytes.
Wewill evaluate how structure and activity will be interlinked

with network organization and information propagation in the
next step. This quantification will help to understand the neuron-
astrocyte dynamics and how the brain structure is plastic based
on the cell molecular communications properties and patterns.

SOFTWARE AND DATA AVAILABILITY

The code and the resulting data used in this study
can be found at https://github.com/kerstinlenk/INEXA_
IEEETransMolBiolMulti-ScaleCommun2020. The MATLAB
code for the published INEXA model [13] is available in a
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Fig. 4. Colored graphs for the neuronal networks, indicating the spike rate
(spikes/min) per node using the greedy coloring scheme. Note that the neu-
ronal network topology and the connections between neurons is the same
for all the six subplots. The distances d, from d = 70 µm to d = 120 µm,
represent the link radii for the astrocyte network. Axes are in µm.

publicly accessible repository: https://github.com/kerstinlenk/
INEXA_FrontCompNeurosci2020. The code for the burst
analysis tool is stored at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
3883622.
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Fig. 2. Astrocytic network features, such as mean degree k, shortest path L and number of active astrocytes Nact , for each link radius d are shown in the
upper row. Neuronal features, such as spike rate (spikes/minute), burst rate (bursts/minute), and burst duration (ms) are displayed in the lower row. The bold
lines in the box plots represent the median and the crosses represent the outliers. The lower and upper whiskers represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of
the data distribution, respectively.

Fig. 3. Colored graphs for the astrocyte networks build with distance
d = 70 µm (left) and d = 120 µm (right) indicating the degree per node using
the greedy coloring scheme. Arrows indicate the hub astrocytes (connected
to more than 75% of their neighbors). Axes are in µm.

d = 100 μm. For d = 110 μm and d = 120 μm, they decreased
again (Figure 2). Figure 4 displays the spike rate per neuron
for each link radius d of the astrocytic network, respectively.
Here, an example of how the spike rates were distributed in
the neuronal network. The figure was reconstructed with data
obtained from just one of the ten simulation runs per d. Since
the neuronal network topology was fixed for all d, the spike
rate variability across the six subfigures was a reflection of the
astrocytic Nact .

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the last two decades, in vitro MEA experiments moved
from planar to 3D in terms of the electrode shape [17], [18]
and/ or scaffolds (e.g., by using hydrogels or micro-
beads) [19]–[21]. In 3D networks, Vogel [21] measured similar
neuron projections ranging from 80 to 120 μm as we sim-
ulated in this study. In addition, when shifting from planar
to 3D networks, she observed an increase of spontaneous

neuronal activity [21]. Noteworthy, our comparison between
the planar and 3D network topologies shows that the astro-
cytes fully control the neuronal network in 3D. This increase
in synaptic coverage is accompanied by a decreased astro-
cytic activation leading to a higher neuronal activity, which
again highlights the astrocytic effect on controlling the neu-
ronal activity as already shown in Lenk et al. [13] and
Genocchi et al. [14]. This observation is relevant since the
number of synapses ensheathed by astrocytes seem to vary
between and within brain areas [22]. Our results suggest that
activity-dependent plasticity, i.e., potentiation or depression
of neurotransmitter release, and the topology of brain areas
might alter the amount of astrocyte controlled synapses. The
results from our graph analysis in the 3D network show that
a shorter distance d between two astrocytes is followed by a
larger number of active astrocytes Nact and shortest paths L,
as well as a lower mean degree k, which is in accordance
with Lallouette et al. [9], [10]. To summarize, longer dis-
tances between astrocytes seem to centralize the information
propagation in astrocytes.
Wewill evaluate how structure and activity will be interlinked

with network organization and information propagation in the
next step. This quantification will help to understand the neuron-
astrocyte dynamics and how the brain structure is plastic based
on the cell molecular communications properties and patterns.

SOFTWARE AND DATA AVAILABILITY

The code and the resulting data used in this study
can be found at https://github.com/kerstinlenk/INEXA_
IEEETransMolBiolMulti-ScaleCommun2020. The MATLAB
code for the published INEXA model [13] is available in a
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Fig. 4. Colored graphs for the neuronal networks, indicating the spike rate
(spikes/min) per node using the greedy coloring scheme. Note that the neu-
ronal network topology and the connections between neurons is the same
for all the six subplots. The distances d, from d = 70 µm to d = 120 µm,
represent the link radii for the astrocyte network. Axes are in µm.

publicly accessible repository: https://github.com/kerstinlenk/
INEXA_FrontCompNeurosci2020. The code for the burst
analysis tool is stored at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
3883622.
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ABSTRACT
Astrocytes are involved in the information propagation in the brain
by interacting with neurons. Computational modeling helps to
study the underlying mechanisms for this communication deeply.
In this work, we aimed to analyze how the number of astrocytes and
the resulting astrocytic network structure affects neuronal activity.
Therefore, we conducted in vitro experiments with microelectrode
arrays and simulations with our previously published computa-
tional neuron-astrocyte network model side-by-side. In those, we
included neuronal cultures without supplemented astrocytes and
three conditions with co-cultures where different amounts of astro-
cytes were added. We then conducted a cross-correlation analysis
between the single-channel spike trains and a graph analysis, which
included the mean degree, mean shortest path, and the number of
nodes, based on the highly correlated channels. Furthermore, we
combined the cross-correlation network analysis of the simulated
data and the structure of the astrocyte topology. Our experimental
results showed that the spike rate was very variable and higher
in cultures without added astrocytes than overall in co-cultures.
In the co-cultures, the activity was elevated with an increasing
number of astrocytes. Additionally, the spike rate was correlated
with the mean degree of the neuronal network. This correlation
was smaller with larger numbers of astrocytes in the culture. The
simulations showed that the most active neurons were localized
in the center of the network, which were, however, not always
the most connected ones. The astrocytic activation was mainly
driven by the vicinity to highly active neurons rather than from
the activation through gap junctions. To conclude, the co-cultures
with added astrocytes showed stabilization of neuronal activity.
Furthermore, increasing the number of astrocytes led to a higher
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astrocytes and neurons.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the field of Molecular Communications, biophysical interactions
between cells are modelled as a communication system [10, 17,
18]. In the brain, astrocytes and neurons form tight networks and
exchange information. Neurons and astrocytes communicate in
a close feedback loop, which serves as a mechanism for synaptic
activity regulation. Astrocytes play an essential role in controlling
neuronal activity, and their impairment can lead to neurological
diseases. For example, astrocyte dysfunctions have been found
in epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, brain tumors, major depressive
disorder, and Down syndrome [5].

Computational models are used to understand biophysical path-
ways and to support experiments. Various types of astrocyte models
with different levels of details – from subcellular to network level –
have been developed to study intra- and intercellular mechanisms
of astrocytes and their communication to neurons [reviewed in
12]. For example, Amiri et al. [1] introduced a model including 50
pyramidal neurons, 50 interneurons and 50 astrocytes. Inhibitory
and excitatory neurons were linked in pairs to their neighbors and
one astrocyte. The latter also was connected with one neighbor-
ing astrocyte via gap junctions (GJs). With the model, the authors
demonstrated that increasing the astrocytic coupling strength to
the excitatory and inhibitory neurons resulted in decreased syn-
chronized neuronal oscillations.
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In this work, we explored how astrocytes affect neuronal network
activity using a multi-modal analysis comprised of both in vitro and
computational modeling. For that, we recorded neuronal activity
from neuronal cultures without added astrocytes as well as neuron-
astrocytes co-cultures plated on microelectrode arrays (MEAs). The
co-cultures were composed of different neuron-astrocyte ratios
to study how the amount of astrocytes affects neuronal activity.
Moreover, we aimed to study how the astrocytic network topology
influences the activity. For this, we used a mathematical neuron-
astrocyte network model developed by Lenk et al. [10, 11] and
Genocchi et al. [7]. To understand the role of neuron-astrocyte con-
nection in both experimental and simulation data, we performed a
graph analysis based on the correlations between the spike trains
from selected neurons as well as on the simulated astrocytic topol-
ogy. Molecular Communications seek efforts that unite the analysis
of intercellular communication mechanisms. Our model that ana-
lyzes different brain cell types within the same graph analysis on
network structure and activity contributes to that work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Biological relevance. The intercommunication between neuronal

networks and astrocytes regulates cognitive functions [14]. A pre-
and a postsynaptic neuron can be enwrapped by an astrocyte and
build together the so-called tripartite synapse (Fig. 1) [2]. Triggered
by incoming action potentials, the presynaptic neuron releases neu-
rotransmitters like glutamate to the synaptic cleft. Glutamate binds
to the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) at the astrocyte’s
cell membrane. Consequently, inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) is
released from the endoplasmic reticulum followed by calcium (Ca2+)
elevations in the cytosol. The increasing Ca2+ levels trigger the
opening of further IP3 channels leading to a Ca2+-induced Ca2+
release (CICR). Linked with the Ca2+ elevations is a release of glio-
transmitters like glutamate, D-serine, or adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) [3, 13]. Astrocytes diffuse gliotransmitters and IP3 with a
short-distance communication through GJs [14]. Thus, astrocytic
network connectivity is crucial for activity control and network
synchronization.

Computational network model. Recently, we have published a
neuron-astrocyte network model called INEXA [7, 10, 11], which
represents a computational equivalent of in vitro neuron-astrocyte
co-cultures on MEAs. The neurons can be either excitatory or in-
hibitory. The astrocytes are connected to the excitatory synapses
and to neighboring astrocytes by GJs. In this framework, astrocytes
control the neuronal activity of the connected synapse through
local calcium dynamics and the uptake and release of excitatory
and inhibitory gliotransmitters. Local astrocytic calcium dynamics
are summed into global calcium dynamics, simulating the calcium
wave propagation through GJs. The novelty of the INEXA model
was the simulation of the communication between astrocytes and
neurons in a biophysically plausible network topology. In Lenk et al.
[11], we investigated the influence of different ratios of astrocytes
on neuronal network activity. The results showed that astrocytes
stabilize neuronal activity with a delicate balance between exci-
tation and inhibition. In Genocchi et al. [7], we further explored
the role of GJ coupling on this balancing effect. Our simulation re-
sults indicated that a highly coupled astrocytic network was more
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Figure 1: Schematic of a pre- and a postsynaptic neuron and
an adjacent astrocyte. Figure adapted from Lenk et al. [11].

effective in decreasing the spike rate of the neurons compared to
the networks with fewer GJs on average. In Lenk et al. [10], we ex-
tended the network from a planar topology to a 3D network model
and simulated different astrocytic network topologies modifying
the maximum distance between astrocytes. The results from the
analysis of the 3D network revealed that larger connection dis-
tances between astrocytes centralized the information flow in the
astrocytic network.

Molecular communications in neuron-astrocyte networks. An ef-
fort to describe the communication pathways between neurons and
astrocytes from the viewpoint of Molecular Communications has
also been made. In Valenza et al. [18], the authors implemented a
network communication model between artificial spiking neurons
and astrocytes. The tripartite synapse was described as a nonlinear
transistor-like model. Their model showed that the presence of
astrocytes in the network created subgroups of neurons with poly-
chronic activity. This particular pattern of activity is considered to
be the basis of the network memory. In Taynnan Barros et al. [17],
communication in different types of cells has been studied. The au-
thors considered excitable cells (smooth muscle cells), non-excitable
cells (epithelial cells), and hybrid cells (astrocytes). The communi-
cation in this model happens through Ca2+ signaling through GJs.
Their results highlight that the complex intracellular behavior as
well as the size and structure of connections between the cells (i.e.,
GJ coupling) can impact the communication performance in the
different models.

3 METHODS
Cell culturing. Co-cultures were established by combining rat

primary cortical astrocytes (N7745100; Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and primary rat cortex neurons (A1084001; Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) at specified ratios. Astrocytes, before MEA plating, were
cultured until confluency and subsequently treated with Cytosine
b-D-arabinofuranoside (ara-c; C1768; 2.5 `M; Sigma-Aldrich) for
five days to terminate further astrocyte proliferation. On the day of
MEA plating, neurons and astrocytes were centrifuged and counted
as stated in the Thermo Fisher Scientific protocols. The number of
neurons was always kept constant (80,000 neurons per MEA). The
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number of astrocytes per MEA was adjusted to achieve different
neuron-astrocyte co-culture ratios. The co-culture ratios used were
90:10, 80:20, and 70:30 percent, where the first number represents
the percentage of plated neurons and the second number percent-
age of plated astrocytes. In addition to co-cultures, cultures with
only neurons (NS) were prepared without any separately added
astrocytes. Half the volume of the medium was refreshed every 2-3
days and always completely refreshed after MEA recordings (see
next paragraph). Neuron-astrocyte co-cultures were cultured in
neurobasal plus medium supplemented with 2% B-12 Plus supple-
ment, 1% P/S, 1% GlutaMAX, and 1% sodium pyruvate. NS cultures
were cultured in the cell culture media as suggested in the Thermo
Fisher Scientific protocols.

MEA preparation and recording. The day before cell plating, all
sterilized MEAs (n=28) were coated with Poly-D-Lysine (0.1mg/ml;
Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 hour. The MEAs were washed three
times with ultrapure water, dried, and incubated with laminin
(L2020; 20 `g/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at +4 °C. The following
day, laminin was aspirated just before the plating. MEAs used in this
study were either standard or thin 60-electrode MEAs (60MEA200/
30iR; Multi Channel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany).
Raw signals were recorded at 28 days in vitro (DIV) at a sampling
rate of 25 kHz for 5minutes using a MEA2100-System and the Multi
Channel Experimenter software. The raw signals were filtered and
sorted with a tool called Wave Clus for MATLAB (R2009b or higher)
[4]. We used a second-order bandpass elliptic filter in the range of
300 - 3000 Hz. Positive and negative spikes were detected when they
exceeded the threshold of ±5𝜎 , where 𝜎 is the standard deviation
of the filtered signal.

Neuronal and neuron-astrocyte network simulations. Planar neu-
ronal and neuron-astrocyte networks were simulated using the
INEXA model [11]. The use of a planar network topology better
resembles the in vitro cell distribution on a MEA. To reproduce
the experimental setup, we simulated topologies with 250 neurons
(200 excitatory and 50 inhibitory) without any astrocytes and with
different numbers of astrocytes to reflect the plated ratios (i.e., ratio
90:10, 28 astrocytes; 80:20, 62 astrocytes; 70:30, 107 astrocytes). For
each simulated culture, we ran 10 simulations. The simulated time
was 5 minutes.

Neuronal and astrocytic activity analysis. The sorted signals and
the simulated spike trains were further analyzed with a MATLAB
tool [19] that uses a network-wide cumulative moving average
(CMA) algorithm [9]. We analyzed the spike rate (SR; spikes per
minute) and burst rate (BR; bursts per minute) of the recorded and
simulated signals. Single-channel SR and BR of the experimental
data were then averaged for eachMEA. To simulate the capturing of
the neuronal activity on an MEA, we randomly selected 64 neurons
in the surroundings of the virtual electrode positions. SR and BR
of the selected neurons were then determined for the simulated
MEA channels. Additionally, we calculated how many times each
astrocyte entered the active state during the 5 minutes simulated
time. The astrocytes are considered active when the astrocytic
intracellular Ca2+ overcome a certain threshold and elicit the release
of gliotransmitters.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was conducted either in
MATLAB or GraphPad Prism (v.9). Firstly, to compare the different
experimental and simulated co-cultures, we used a Mann-Whitney
u test, and the test was considered significant for p < 0.05, where p is
the probability to obtain results in the tail of the results distribution.
A small p-value rejects the null-hypothesis. Secondly, to analyze
the correlation between SR or BR and the features from the graph
analysis in the experimental data (see paragraph Graph analysis),
we used Pearson’s correlation coefficient R. To further test the linear
dependence between SR and the degree, we conducted a linear
regression analysis (fitlm-function in MATLAB). The regression
parameter r2 represents the fraction of data in accordance with
the applied regression model. The statistical significance of the
regression analysis was tested with a Student’s t-test, and the test
was considered significant for p < 0.05.

Thirdly, to analyze the underlying network structure of the cul-
tures on the MEAs, we conducted a pairwise cross-correlation anal-
ysis in MATLAB between binary encoded spike trains of each MEA
channel. We created a correlation matrix based on the pairwise cor-
relation values and normalized the matrix by the maximum of all
correlation values. We then thresholded the correlation at a value
of > 0.65 to consider only the channel pairs with a high positive
correlation. We applied the same approach to the selected simulated
neuronal spike trains (see paragraph Neuronal and astrocytic
activity analysis).

Graph analysis. To analyze the structure of the experimental and
simulated networks, we conducted an undirected graph analysis
on the binary encoded spike trains in MATLAB to measure the
network structure of the culture. For this, we evaluated the mean
degree of the network, the number of nodes in the network, and the
mean shortest path. The edges in this analysis are defined as the
connections between the channels (in the experiments) or neurons
(in the simulations) with cross-correlation value > 0.65. Nodes were
defined as those channels or neurons with at least one edge to
another channel or neuron. For the simulated network, we also
analyzed the astrocytic structural network by calculating the mean
degree and the mean shortest path based on the astrocytic network
topology. In this context, the edges were the simulated GJs between
astrocytes. Furthermore, we combined the graph analysis from the
astrocytic and neuronal networks for the simulated data with the
activity analysis (i.e., spike rate).

4 RESULTS
Lower spike rate (SR) and burst rate (BR) in co-cultures. The exper-

imental data showed a higher SR in the NS cultures compared to the
co-cultures. Even though only the pairwise comparison between
NS and 90:10 was statistically significant (p = 0.028), the lower
mean SR for the MEAs with astrocytes was noticeable (Fig. 2A).
Simulated data of NS also showed a higher SR compared to the
simulations with astrocytes comprised in the network (Fig. 2F). In
this case, the pairwise differences in SR were significant for NS
vs. 90:10 (p = 0.003) and NS vs. 80:20 (p = 0.0015). Pairwise t-tests
between the experimental and simulated data resulted in no statis-
tical difference (NS, p = 0.67; 90:10, p = 0.17; 80:20, p = 0.08; 70:30,
p = 0.83).
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Figure 2: Analysis of the neuronal data. Spike rate (A,F) and burst rate (B,G) as well as the number of nodes (C,H), the mean
degree (D,I) and the mean shortest path (E,J) of the experimental data (top panel) and simulated data (bottom panel) for the
four culture ratios. Statistical significance: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; **** p<0.0001.

The mean BR was decreased for all co-cultures compared to NS
(Fig. 2B and G). However, those differences were not statistically
significant for the experimental data, while they were significant for
the simulated data (NS vs. 90:10, p = 0.0027; NS vs. 80:20, p < 0.0001;
NS vs. 70:30, p = 0.027). In general, the NS population exhibited
very high variability in the experimental data (Fig. 2A and B). In the
simulated data, the addition of astrocytes in the network increased
the variability of the SR and BR (Fig. 2F and G). The results from the
experimental data and the simulations were in similar ranges – the
pairwise t-tests gave statistical difference only for the culture ratio
80:20 (NS, p = 0.96; 90:10, p = 0.31; 80:20, p = 0.003; 70:30, p = 0.70).

Graph analysis of the neuronal activity. The graph analysis on
the experimental data showed that the NS networks created from
the binary encoded spike trains have a higher number of nodes
compared to the co-cultures (NS vs. 90:10, p = 0.005; NS vs. 80:20,
p = 0.19; NS vs. 70:30, p = 0.03) (Fig. 2C). The number of nodes in the
simulated data did not exhibit differences between the culture ratios
(Fig. 2H). The simulations reproduced the experimental results for
NS but not for the co-cultures. In fact, pairwise comparison between
the number of nodes was statistically different for 90:10 and 70:30
(NS, p = 0.94; 90:10, p < 0.0001; 80:20, p = 0.08; 70:30, p = 0.002).

The mean degree was lower in the co-cultures compared to NS
in the experimental data (NS vs. 90:10, p = 0.006; NS vs. 80:20,
p = 0.28; NS vs. 70:30, p = 0.03) (Fig. 2D). The experimental data

indicated more variability in the mean degree of the NS than in the
co-cultures. The simulated data did not show significant differences
between the cultures (Fig. 2I). The degree values were in the same
ranges for the experimental and simulated data for NS and 80:20
but were, however, statistically different for 90:10 and 70:30 (NS,
p = 0.65; 90:10, p = 0.0.003; 80:20, p = 0.99; 70:30, p = 0.03).

The mean shortest path for the experimental data was in the
same range for NS and the co-cultures, with a tendency to increase
with an increasing number of astrocytes in the culture (Fig. 2E). In
the simulated data, a decrease in the mean shortest path for the
simulated co-cultures was observable (Fig. 2J). Overall, the mean
shortest path of the simulated data was slightly higher than the
experimental results, and it was statistically different in all the
culture ratios except 70:30 (NS, p = 0.03; 90:10, p = 0.0002; 80:20,
p = 0.0002; 70:30, p = 0.08).

SR and BR correlation with the graph analysis features of the ex-
perimental data. The Pearson’s correlation R between the SR and
the mean degree was R = 0.57 for the NS, R = 0.03 for the 90:10,
R = 0.35 for the 80:20, and R = 0.27 for the 70:30 cultures (Fig. 3).
The circle diameter represents the degree importance calculated
based on the cross-correlation values of the incoming connections.
In addition, the linear regression analysis showed that a good agree-
ment between the linear regression and the data was found only for
NS, while for the co-cultures the r2 returned very low values (NS:
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Figure 3: Pearson’s correlation analysis R between the spike
rate and the degree for the four different cultures. Each cir-
cle represents one channel of an MEA. The circle diame-
ter represents the node centrality based on cross-correlation
values of the incoming edges of the node. The solid lines
represent the linear regressionmodels for the experimental
data for the different cultures with the relative r2 parameter.

r2 = 0.38, p < 0.0001; 90:10: r2 = 0.0008, p = 0.829; 80:20: r2 = 0.12,
p < 0.0001; 70:30: r2 = 0.07, p = 0.012).

Graph analysis of the astrocyte topology. For the simulations, we
conducted a graph analysis based on the topology of the astrocytes
to combine these results with the graph analysis based on the cross-
correlation analysis of the simulated neuronal networks. The mean
degree and mean shortest path of the astrocytes increased with the
number of astrocytes in the network (Fig. 4A and B). All the pairwise
differences between the simulated co-cultures were statistically
significant (p < 0.0001). The astrocytic activation, expressed as how
many times an astrocyte entered the active state during the time of
the simulation, instead did not show any differences between the
three different simulated co-cultures (Fig. 4C).

Network response to astrocyte influence. For the simulated data,
we plotted the structural network based on the graph analysis for
the neuronal data with the relative SR of each of the 64 selected
neurons indicated by the color bar ranging from blue to green
(Fig. 5). The neurons with higher SR are not always those with a
higher amount of connections but more centered in the network.
The radius of the dot represents the degree of the neurons. The
connections here are not the synapses between the neurons but the
connections based on the cross-correlation analysis.

To analyze the effect of the astrocytes, we combined the topology
network of the astrocytes with the connections determined by the
cross-correlation of the binary encoded neuronal activity (Fig. 5).
The diamonds represent the astrocytes with their connections, i.e.,
GJs, and the color of the diamond indicates how many times the
astrocyte has been in the active state during the simulation. The
dimension of the diamonds reflects the degree of the astrocyte.
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Figure 4: Astrocyte network graph analysis. (A) themean de-
gree (i.e., gap junctions), (B) the mean shortest path, and (C)
the mean number of times an astrocyte entered the active
state. The results show the average of the features for the
astrocytes in the simulated network. The simulations were
repeated ten times for each co-culture. **** p < 0.0001.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Astrocytes have proved to communicate with the neurons and
to control the neuronal activity [1–3]. Computational models of
astrocytes and neurons can help to highlight the pathway through
which this communication happens [12]. Previously, we developed a
computational neuron-astrocyte network model called INEXA [11].

In the present work, we aim to analyze how the number of astro-
cytes and the resulting astrocytic network topology affect neuronal
network activity. In the brain, individual areas contain different ra-
tios of neurons and astrocytes [8] and varying numbers of synapses
ensheathed by astrocytes [6]. To validate the aim, we ran in vitro
experiments with MEAs and simulations with the INEXA model
side-by-side. We included neuronal cultures without supplemented
astrocytes and co-cultures added with different amounts of astro-
cytes in both setups. Our results from the experimental data show
that NS cultures exhibited a high variability which might be due
to different maturation stages within those cultures [15, 16]. Com-
pared to the NS cultures, the neuron-astrocyte co-cultures exhibit a
lower SR and BR. With our simulations, we can replicate similar SR
and BR. Also, the nodes and degree analysis based on the neuronal
cross-correlation analysis shows a lower amount of nodes and a
lower mean degree for the co-cultures than NS cultures. During the
spike sorting of the MEA recordings, we realized that the cultures
containing more astrocytes have smaller amplitudes of the action
potentials. This might have led to underestimating the spike num-
ber (which is beyond the scope of this paper). It is an interesting
feature to be investigated in the future.

The Pearson’s correlation and linear regression analysis of the
experimental data reveals that the SR is correlated with the mean
degree for NS and that the correlation coefficient 𝑅 decreased for
the co-cultures. These results indicate that the number of astrocytes
in the network affects neuronal activity. Since it is very challeng-
ing to experimentally study the effect of the astrocytic topology
and activation on neuronal network activity, we used our computa-
tional model to overcome this limitation. Our results from the graph
analysis of the astrocytic network topology show that the mean
degree, which represents the number of GJs, and the mean shortest
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Figure 5: Combination of astrocytic network effect and the neuronal activity network for the simulated data. The 64 selected
neurons are shown as dots. The neuronal connections based on the cross-correlation are shown in solid blue lines (edge weight
> 0.65). The diameter of the dot reflects the degree of the neuron. The color bar for the SR values (spikes/min) ranges from blue
(low) to green (high). The astrocytes are shows in diamond shape and their gap junctions as dot-dashed red lines. The astrocyte
activation defines howmany times that particular astrocyte got activated; the color bar ranges from red (low) to yellow (high).
The dimension of the diamonds reflects the degree of the astrocyte.

path increased when increasing the number of astrocytes in the
network. Instead, the astrocytic activation does not differ between
the simulated co-cultures showing that the activation through GJs
had a low effect. The astrocytes redistribute the resources (i.e., glu-
tamate and IP3) through the GJs, and they get activated based on
these resources. Thus, the more GJs an astrocyte has, the less the
distribution has activating effect on the connected astrocytes. This
behavior might be indicated by the higher variability in the acti-
vation for 90:10. Instead, the variability in the astrocyte activation
of the 70:30 culture can be explained by a higher input from the
neurons.

To study how the astrocytes locally affect neuronal activity, we
combine the cross-correlation-based graph analysis with the astro-
cyte topology and activation. Highly spiking neurons in our simu-
lated networks are localized in the network center and only slightly
depend on the degree. These results from the simulations are fol-
lowing the results from the correlation analysis of the experimental
data. The activation of the astrocytes was mainly co-localized with
the highly spiking neurons but not dependent on the astrocyte
mean degree. However, the increase of neuronal SR with higher
numbers of astrocytes seems to depend on the astrocyte mean de-
gree. These results are in accordance with [10] and [7]. In previous
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publications, we found that hub astrocytes with a high number of
GJs lead to higher SR [7] and centralize the neuronal activity [10].
Also, our results show a feedback communication with neurons
and a preferential inhibition in less connected networks.

SOFTWARE AND DATA AVAILABILITY
The code and the resulting data used in this study can be found at
https://github.com/barbara-ge/ACM-NanoCom2021. The MATLAB
code for the published INEXA model [11] is available in a pub-
licly accessible repository: https://github.com/kerstinlenk/INEXA_
FrontCompNeurosci2020. The code for the burst analysis tool is
stored at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3883622.
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Abstract: Astrocytes and neurons respond to each other by releasing transmitters, such as γ-
aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutamate, that modulate the synaptic transmission and electrochem-
ical behavior of both cell types. Astrocytes also maintain neuronal homeostasis by clearing neuro-
transmitters from the extracellular space. These astrocytic actions are altered in diseases involving
malfunction of neurons, e.g., in epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease. Convulsant
drugs such as 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and gabazine are commonly used to study epilepsy in vitro.
In this study, we aim to assess the modulatory roles of astrocytes during epileptic-like conditions
and in compensating drug-elicited hyperactivity. We plated rat cortical neurons and astrocytes with
different ratios on microelectrode arrays, induced seizures with 4-AP and gabazine, and recorded the
evoked neuronal activity. Our results indicated that astrocytes effectively counteracted the effect of
4-AP during stimulation. Gabazine, instead, induced neuronal hyperactivity and synchronicity in
all cultures. Furthermore, our results showed that the response time to the drugs increased with an
increasing number of astrocytes in the co-cultures. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the
first that shows the critical modulatory role of astrocytes in 4-AP and gabazine-induced discharges
and highlights the importance of considering different proportions of cells in the cultures.

Keywords: 4-AP; gabazine; epilepsy; astrocytes; MEA; co-cultures

1. Introduction

Astrocytes are glial cells that control and sustain homeostasis in the central nervous
system (CNS). In this study, we aim to investigate the role of astrocytes in the homeostasis of
neuronal activity after the application of commonly used chemicals to induce epileptiform
behavior. Adjacent astrocytes are connected via gap junctions (GJs) that mainly comprise
connexins. GJs maintain brain functions, e.g., by channeling the propagation of adjoining
astrocytic calcium (Ca2+) waves and regulating ion flow, neuronal activity, and behavior [1].
Astrocytes and neurons are in constant bidirectional feedback-like communication with
each other. The interconnected group of a pre- and post-synaptic neuron and the astrocyte is
referred to as tripartite synapse [2]. Neuronal firing induces the release of neurotransmitters
like glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from the pre-synaptic neurons [3,4]. When
glutamate binds to the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) at the astrocytic cell
membrane, a cascade of chemical reactions elicits inositol trisphosphate (IP3) production,
which triggers intracellular [Ca2+]i transients [5]. Astrocytes also possess GABAA receptors,
which are structurally comparable to those of the neurons [6]. However, the role of GABAA
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Abstract: Astrocytes and neurons respond to each other by releasing transmitters, such as γ-
aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutamate, that modulate the synaptic transmission and electrochem-
ical behavior of both cell types. Astrocytes also maintain neuronal homeostasis by clearing neuro-
transmitters from the extracellular space. These astrocytic actions are altered in diseases involving
malfunction of neurons, e.g., in epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease. Convulsant
drugs such as 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and gabazine are commonly used to study epilepsy in vitro.
In this study, we aim to assess the modulatory roles of astrocytes during epileptic-like conditions
and in compensating drug-elicited hyperactivity. We plated rat cortical neurons and astrocytes with
different ratios on microelectrode arrays, induced seizures with 4-AP and gabazine, and recorded the
evoked neuronal activity. Our results indicated that astrocytes effectively counteracted the effect of
4-AP during stimulation. Gabazine, instead, induced neuronal hyperactivity and synchronicity in
all cultures. Furthermore, our results showed that the response time to the drugs increased with an
increasing number of astrocytes in the co-cultures. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the
first that shows the critical modulatory role of astrocytes in 4-AP and gabazine-induced discharges
and highlights the importance of considering different proportions of cells in the cultures.

Keywords: 4-AP; gabazine; epilepsy; astrocytes; MEA; co-cultures

1. Introduction

Astrocytes are glial cells that control and sustain homeostasis in the central nervous
system (CNS). In this study, we aim to investigate the role of astrocytes in the homeostasis of
neuronal activity after the application of commonly used chemicals to induce epileptiform
behavior. Adjacent astrocytes are connected via gap junctions (GJs) that mainly comprise
connexins. GJs maintain brain functions, e.g., by channeling the propagation of adjoining
astrocytic calcium (Ca2+) waves and regulating ion flow, neuronal activity, and behavior [1].
Astrocytes and neurons are in constant bidirectional feedback-like communication with
each other. The interconnected group of a pre- and post-synaptic neuron and the astrocyte is
referred to as tripartite synapse [2]. Neuronal firing induces the release of neurotransmitters
like glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from the pre-synaptic neurons [3,4]. When
glutamate binds to the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) at the astrocytic cell
membrane, a cascade of chemical reactions elicits inositol trisphosphate (IP3) production,
which triggers intracellular [Ca2+]i transients [5]. Astrocytes also possess GABAA receptors,
which are structurally comparable to those of the neurons [6]. However, the role of GABAA
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in astrocytes is still unclear; previous research reported that GABAA receptor (GABAAR)
activation depolarizes the astrocyte’s membrane and activates voltage-gated Ca2+ channels
and evokes astrocytic [Ca2+]i transients [7,8]. The GABA uptake activates GABA:Na+

co-transport by GAT-3, resulting in an accumulation of intracellular Na+. Astrocyte [Ca2+]i
transients are elicited by the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger and the relative Ca2+-induced Ca2+

release from the endoplasmic reticulum [9].
The rise in [Ca2+]i, elicited by glutamate or GABA uptake, may result in the release

of gliotransmitters that regulate the synaptic transmission and synaptic plasticity of neu-
rons [2]. Released glutamate, together with ATP, D-serine, and adenosine, activates pre-
and post-synaptic neuronal receptors, modulating the synaptic transmission and enhancing
long- and short-term synaptic plasticity [10]. GABA released by the astrocytes induces slow
outward currents (SOCs) in the neighboring neurons. The SOCs are inhibitory currents and
are elicited by the activation of GABAARs [11]. Thus, the complex interactions between
neurons and these types of glial cells regulates and maintains homeostasis in the brain, e.g.,
by modulating GABA and glutamate levels [12,13].

Dysfunctions in astrocytes have been connected to several CNS diseases, including
epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease [14–17]. Epilepsy is a chronic dis-
ease characterized by seizures that can sometimes appear as involuntary body movements.
Seizures can initiate in various parts of the brain and are characterized by excessive electri-
cal discharges in groups of neurons [18]. Epilepsy is a family of complex heterogeneous
disorders with multiple possible underlying causes, such as different channelopathies; or
trauma, such as traumatic brain injury [19]. Due to the progression of the disease and
the increased severity of the symptoms with time, as well as the increased cognitive and
physical impairments in patients, epilepsy is often associated with neurodegenerative dis-
orders [20]. In addition, a recent population-based study confirmed that epilepsy was more
often diagnosed in patients affected by Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease [21].

The central astrocytic dysfunctions linked to epilepsy concern the impaired extracellu-
lar potassium (K+) buffering and the excessive neurotransmitters in the extracellular space
(ECS) [16]. Increased levels of K+ can impair ionic homeostasis in the ECS, affecting the
regular ionic exchanges through the membranes. Furthermore, elevated levels of glutamate
stimulates excessive IP3 production, thus affecting the astrocytic [Ca2+]i transients. More-
over, GABA has a central role in epilepsy, and disturbances in the glutamine–glutamate–
GABA metabolic pathways may lead to seizures. Such GABA-mediated faults include, for
example, the loss of GABAergic interneurons, the overproduction of GABA by reactive
astrocytes, and occurring GABAAR -mediated tonic inhibition [22].

Epilepsy has been widely studied in vitro by reproducing the specific characteristics
of epileptic seizures. These features are commonly investigated using, e.g., brain slices
or cultures of primary rodent cells, as well as human induced pluripotent stem cells.
Therefore, the neuronal extracellular activity is often recorded with microelectrode array
(MEA) measurements [23–25]. MEA electrodes record extracellular potentials of neurons or
neuronal populations in the vicinity of the electrodes. MEA recordings can be analyzed to
study, for example, spiking and bursting activity patterns and action potential waveforms
across the whole MEA area or at a subset of electrodes [26].

The brain exhibits an inhomogeneous distribution of neurons and astrocytes through-
out the different brain areas [27]. In the human cortex, the relative amount of astrocytes
amongst all the glial cells is approximately 50% [28]. In some studies with MEAs, elec-
trophysiological recordings of cultures with only neurons, and co-cultures of neurons
and astrocytes, were compared [29,30]. However, the numbers of plated astrocytes and
neuronal cells are often fixed, i.e., the studies do not consider the possible effects of the
neuron–astrocyte ratio. In previous studies, neuronal cultures supported with astrocytes
have shown increased neuronal viability [31], earlier neuronal network formation and
maturation [29], and differing firing rates [29,30] compared to ‘pure’ neuronal cultures,
where no astrocytes were explicitly added. However, to our knowledge, there have been
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no studies where the implications of the neuron–astrocyte ratio on neuronal activity have
been investigated in a systematic manner.

Two convulsant drugs, 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and SR-95531 hydrobromide (gabazine),
are often used to induce and study epilepsy in in vitro models. However, the role of astro-
cytes in neuronal dynamics under the influence of these convulsants remains uncertain.
4-AP is a non-selective voltage-gated K+ channel blocker that has been reported to cause
synchronous neuronal firing, increase action potential duration, and increase neuronal
excitability by affecting the repolarization of the neuronal cell membrane after the de-
polarization phase of an action potential [32,33]. 4-AP induces epileptiform activity in
neurons and results in synchronized [Ca2+]i transients modulated by GABA and glutamate
receptors [34–37]. 4-AP likely affects the behavior of astrocytes since 4-AP-mediated stimu-
lation induces an [Ca2+]i rise, and at high concentrations, a sequestration of [Ca2+]i of both
excitable and non-excitable cells [35,38].

Gabazine is a competitive GABAAR antagonist that is reported to increase spike
rates, induce changes in neuronal firing patterns to more synchronized bursts, and cease
slow negative potentials [39,40]. It allosterically inhibits the chloride ion (Cl-) influx and
therefore reduces GABA-mediated synaptic inhibition. Thus, gabazine causes epileptiform
activity in neurons by inhibiting neuronal hyperpolarization [41,42]. Therefore, mutations
in extrasynaptic GABAAR subunits are linked to epilepsy [43].

While researchers have studied the effects of 4-AP and gabazine on neurons, the role
of astrocytes in these networks still needs further investigation. Hence, our study aims
to explore how the neuronal responses to these drugs vary depending on the astrocyte
numbers in the culture.

In this study, we investigated the modulatory effects of astrocytes on neuronal function
during pharmacologically induced epileptiform discharges. We thus plated rat-derived
neuron–astrocyte co-cultures and compared them with neuron cultures without added
astrocytes. To differentiate between ion-elicited and transmitter-elicited epileptic-like
activity, we induced hyperactivity in our cultures using 4-AP and gabazine, respectively, at
28 days in vitro (DIV).We hypothesized that a larger share of astrocytes in the culture would
influence neuronal network development and the ionic and neurotransmitter homeostases,
which would affect the responses to gabazine and 4-AP. To this end, we examined the
effects of the astrocytic control on drug-induced epileptiform activity in cultures with
different relative numbers of astrocytes and neurons. We quantified the differences in the
activities of the baseline and the drug-induced cultures in terms of the spike rate, burst
rate, and the number of active channels during the development (from DIV7 to DIV28). We
studied the bursting patterns more deeply before, during, and after the epileptiform activity
induction. Furthermore, the effects of these two chemicals on neuron and astrocyte viability
were tested after 24 h of stimulation with a live/dead assay. In general, we investigated
in our study the effects of the general epileptiform inducers 4-AP and gabazine on the
modulatory effects of astrocytes on network activity, and the importance and effects of
the neuron–astrocyte cell count ratio on drug responses. With this work, we aimed to
elucidate the important role of astrocytes in neuronal function and homeostasis in health
and disease.

2. Results

The following sections present the results obtained by live/dead assays, the cell count-
ing of the different cell cultures, the spike rate (SR) and burst rate (BR) analyses of the
baseline activities due to AP and gabazine stimulation, and the analysis of the synchroniza-
tion based on cross-correlations and the binned spiking activity. Table 1 summarizes the
methods and overall results.
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of gliotransmitters that regulate the synaptic transmission and synaptic plasticity of neu-
rons [2]. Released glutamate, together with ATP, D-serine, and adenosine, activates pre-
and post-synaptic neuronal receptors, modulating the synaptic transmission and enhancing
long- and short-term synaptic plasticity [10]. GABA released by the astrocytes induces slow
outward currents (SOCs) in the neighboring neurons. The SOCs are inhibitory currents and
are elicited by the activation of GABAARs [11]. Thus, the complex interactions between
neurons and these types of glial cells regulates and maintains homeostasis in the brain, e.g.,
by modulating GABA and glutamate levels [12,13].

Dysfunctions in astrocytes have been connected to several CNS diseases, including
epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease [14–17]. Epilepsy is a chronic dis-
ease characterized by seizures that can sometimes appear as involuntary body movements.
Seizures can initiate in various parts of the brain and are characterized by excessive electri-
cal discharges in groups of neurons [18]. Epilepsy is a family of complex heterogeneous
disorders with multiple possible underlying causes, such as different channelopathies; or
trauma, such as traumatic brain injury [19]. Due to the progression of the disease and
the increased severity of the symptoms with time, as well as the increased cognitive and
physical impairments in patients, epilepsy is often associated with neurodegenerative dis-
orders [20]. In addition, a recent population-based study confirmed that epilepsy was more
often diagnosed in patients affected by Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease [21].

The central astrocytic dysfunctions linked to epilepsy concern the impaired extracellu-
lar potassium (K+) buffering and the excessive neurotransmitters in the extracellular space
(ECS) [16]. Increased levels of K+ can impair ionic homeostasis in the ECS, affecting the
regular ionic exchanges through the membranes. Furthermore, elevated levels of glutamate
stimulates excessive IP3 production, thus affecting the astrocytic [Ca2+]i transients. More-
over, GABA has a central role in epilepsy, and disturbances in the glutamine–glutamate–
GABA metabolic pathways may lead to seizures. Such GABA-mediated faults include, for
example, the loss of GABAergic interneurons, the overproduction of GABA by reactive
astrocytes, and occurring GABAAR -mediated tonic inhibition [22].

Epilepsy has been widely studied in vitro by reproducing the specific characteristics
of epileptic seizures. These features are commonly investigated using, e.g., brain slices
or cultures of primary rodent cells, as well as human induced pluripotent stem cells.
Therefore, the neuronal extracellular activity is often recorded with microelectrode array
(MEA) measurements [23–25]. MEA electrodes record extracellular potentials of neurons or
neuronal populations in the vicinity of the electrodes. MEA recordings can be analyzed to
study, for example, spiking and bursting activity patterns and action potential waveforms
across the whole MEA area or at a subset of electrodes [26].

The brain exhibits an inhomogeneous distribution of neurons and astrocytes through-
out the different brain areas [27]. In the human cortex, the relative amount of astrocytes
amongst all the glial cells is approximately 50% [28]. In some studies with MEAs, elec-
trophysiological recordings of cultures with only neurons, and co-cultures of neurons
and astrocytes, were compared [29,30]. However, the numbers of plated astrocytes and
neuronal cells are often fixed, i.e., the studies do not consider the possible effects of the
neuron–astrocyte ratio. In previous studies, neuronal cultures supported with astrocytes
have shown increased neuronal viability [31], earlier neuronal network formation and
maturation [29], and differing firing rates [29,30] compared to ‘pure’ neuronal cultures,
where no astrocytes were explicitly added. However, to our knowledge, there have been
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no studies where the implications of the neuron–astrocyte ratio on neuronal activity have
been investigated in a systematic manner.

Two convulsant drugs, 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and SR-95531 hydrobromide (gabazine),
are often used to induce and study epilepsy in in vitro models. However, the role of astro-
cytes in neuronal dynamics under the influence of these convulsants remains uncertain.
4-AP is a non-selective voltage-gated K+ channel blocker that has been reported to cause
synchronous neuronal firing, increase action potential duration, and increase neuronal
excitability by affecting the repolarization of the neuronal cell membrane after the de-
polarization phase of an action potential [32,33]. 4-AP induces epileptiform activity in
neurons and results in synchronized [Ca2+]i transients modulated by GABA and glutamate
receptors [34–37]. 4-AP likely affects the behavior of astrocytes since 4-AP-mediated stimu-
lation induces an [Ca2+]i rise, and at high concentrations, a sequestration of [Ca2+]i of both
excitable and non-excitable cells [35,38].

Gabazine is a competitive GABAAR antagonist that is reported to increase spike
rates, induce changes in neuronal firing patterns to more synchronized bursts, and cease
slow negative potentials [39,40]. It allosterically inhibits the chloride ion (Cl-) influx and
therefore reduces GABA-mediated synaptic inhibition. Thus, gabazine causes epileptiform
activity in neurons by inhibiting neuronal hyperpolarization [41,42]. Therefore, mutations
in extrasynaptic GABAAR subunits are linked to epilepsy [43].

While researchers have studied the effects of 4-AP and gabazine on neurons, the role
of astrocytes in these networks still needs further investigation. Hence, our study aims
to explore how the neuronal responses to these drugs vary depending on the astrocyte
numbers in the culture.

In this study, we investigated the modulatory effects of astrocytes on neuronal function
during pharmacologically induced epileptiform discharges. We thus plated rat-derived
neuron–astrocyte co-cultures and compared them with neuron cultures without added
astrocytes. To differentiate between ion-elicited and transmitter-elicited epileptic-like
activity, we induced hyperactivity in our cultures using 4-AP and gabazine, respectively, at
28 days in vitro (DIV).We hypothesized that a larger share of astrocytes in the culture would
influence neuronal network development and the ionic and neurotransmitter homeostases,
which would affect the responses to gabazine and 4-AP. To this end, we examined the
effects of the astrocytic control on drug-induced epileptiform activity in cultures with
different relative numbers of astrocytes and neurons. We quantified the differences in the
activities of the baseline and the drug-induced cultures in terms of the spike rate, burst
rate, and the number of active channels during the development (from DIV7 to DIV28). We
studied the bursting patterns more deeply before, during, and after the epileptiform activity
induction. Furthermore, the effects of these two chemicals on neuron and astrocyte viability
were tested after 24 h of stimulation with a live/dead assay. In general, we investigated
in our study the effects of the general epileptiform inducers 4-AP and gabazine on the
modulatory effects of astrocytes on network activity, and the importance and effects of
the neuron–astrocyte cell count ratio on drug responses. With this work, we aimed to
elucidate the important role of astrocytes in neuronal function and homeostasis in health
and disease.

2. Results

The following sections present the results obtained by live/dead assays, the cell count-
ing of the different cell cultures, the spike rate (SR) and burst rate (BR) analyses of the
baseline activities due to AP and gabazine stimulation, and the analysis of the synchroniza-
tion based on cross-correlations and the binned spiking activity. Table 1 summarizes the
methods and overall results.
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2.1. Neuron–Astrocyte Culture Ratios Corresponded Well to the Cell Plating Ratios

We plated neuron cultures without any added astrocytes (NS), as well as neuron–
astrocyte co-cultures with cell count ratios of 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50. In Figure 1A,
representative immunofluorescent images used in cell counting at DIV14 of MAP2-positive
neurons and GFAP-positive astrocytes for the NS and co-cultures are shown, along with
the percentages of detected neurons and astrocytes. The percentages of neurons were, on
average, 92.2, 80.2, 77.1, 73.3, and 58.2% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures,
respectively. The standard deviation of MAP2-positive cell counts from the total number
of cells was only approximately 4.9% within the cultures, confirming near equal neuronal
numbers and densities in all the cultures. The pairwise differences in the neuron counts
between cultures were always statistically insignificant (p > 0.05), confirming uniform
neuronal culture density. The number of astrocytes at DIV14 corresponded to the seeded
cell numbers: we detected, on average, 7.8, 19.9, 22.9, 26.7, and 41.8% of astrocytes in
the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures, respectively (Figure 1A). Note that a
small percentage of astrocytes already existed in the commercially obtained neuronal cell
stock in the NS cultures. Representative images of the masks created by the in-house
semi-automated MATLAB tool are shown in Figure 1B,C.

2.2. The Development of Neuronal Baseline Activity in NS vs. Neuron–Astrocyte Co-Cultures

Spontaneous baseline electrical activity gradually increased in all cultures in a typical
manner (Figure 1D–F) from DIV7 onward until the chemical stimulation was applied
at DIV28. At DIV7, all cultures on the MEAs were active, but spiking and bursting
activities were low. Co-cultures containing more astrocytes exhibited enhanced early-stage
development and maturation of the neuronal networks, evaluated by their spike and burst
rates (SRs and BRs), and numbers of active channels. In the earlier stages of the culture
(DIV7 and DIV14), the SRs and BRs of the co-cultures developed faster, the numbers of
active electrodes were higher, and, overall, the variability of the electrical activity across
the MEA channels of the co-cultures were lower than for the NS (Figure 1D–F). Co-cultures
with 50/50 and 70/30 ratios had more active electrodes than co-cultures containing less
astrocytes. For instance, for the 90/10 ratio at DIV7, there was less than one active electrode
on average, whereas the values for the 70/30 and 50/50 ratios were about six (p = 0.005;
Mann–Whitney U test) and nine (p = 0.005), respectively. Between DIV14 and DIV21,
neuronal electrical activity increased in all cultures and reached its peak around DIV28
(Figure 1D–F). At DIV14, co-cultures containing a higher astrocyte ratio exhibited more
bursting than the 90/10 ratio and NS cultures. In fact, at DIV14, the average burst rate for
the 80/20 ratio was almost two times higher, the 70/30 ratio almost three times higher, and
the 50/50 ratio almost four times higher compared to the 90/10 ratio (p = 0.003, p = 0.0006,
and p = 0.01 for the 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures, respectively). At DIV21, both
SRs and BRs were higher for co-cultures compared to the NS cultures. Both the 80/20 and
70/30 ratio co-cultures had twice more spikes on average than the NS cultures (p = 0.05
for both), and the 70/30 ratio had over 2.3 times more bursts than the NS (p = 0.02). At
DIV28, there were slightly more active electrodes for the NS cultures compared to the
70/30 (p = 0.04) and 50/50 ratio (p = 0.04) co-cultures. Moreover, the NS cultures had more
spiking activity on average compared to the 90/10 ratio culture (p = 0.03). The 80/20 ratio
co-culture had both more spikes (p = 0.01) and bursts (p = 0.04) per minute on average
compared to the 90/10 ratio co-culture. Moreover, the 80/20 ratio co-culture had 144
spikes per minute on average, whereas the 50/50 ratio co-culture had 83 spikes per minute
(p = 0.05).

The NS and co-cultures experienced maturation at different rates. Heat maps in
Figure 1G–I present the fold change of the SR, BR, and the number of active electrodes of
each culture at different weeks in vitro compared to DIV7. Representative images of one
50/50 neuron–astrocyte co-culture on the MEA are presented in Figure 1J, showing the
stage of the same network at DIV7 and DIV21.
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2.1. Neuron–Astrocyte Culture Ratios Corresponded Well to the Cell Plating Ratios

We plated neuron cultures without any added astrocytes (NS), as well as neuron–
astrocyte co-cultures with cell count ratios of 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50. In Figure 1A,
representative immunofluorescent images used in cell counting at DIV14 of MAP2-positive
neurons and GFAP-positive astrocytes for the NS and co-cultures are shown, along with
the percentages of detected neurons and astrocytes. The percentages of neurons were, on
average, 92.2, 80.2, 77.1, 73.3, and 58.2% for the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures,
respectively. The standard deviation of MAP2-positive cell counts from the total number
of cells was only approximately 4.9% within the cultures, confirming near equal neuronal
numbers and densities in all the cultures. The pairwise differences in the neuron counts
between cultures were always statistically insignificant (p > 0.05), confirming uniform
neuronal culture density. The number of astrocytes at DIV14 corresponded to the seeded
cell numbers: we detected, on average, 7.8, 19.9, 22.9, 26.7, and 41.8% of astrocytes in
the NS, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 cultures, respectively (Figure 1A). Note that a
small percentage of astrocytes already existed in the commercially obtained neuronal cell
stock in the NS cultures. Representative images of the masks created by the in-house
semi-automated MATLAB tool are shown in Figure 1B,C.

2.2. The Development of Neuronal Baseline Activity in NS vs. Neuron–Astrocyte Co-Cultures

Spontaneous baseline electrical activity gradually increased in all cultures in a typical
manner (Figure 1D–F) from DIV7 onward until the chemical stimulation was applied
at DIV28. At DIV7, all cultures on the MEAs were active, but spiking and bursting
activities were low. Co-cultures containing more astrocytes exhibited enhanced early-stage
development and maturation of the neuronal networks, evaluated by their spike and burst
rates (SRs and BRs), and numbers of active channels. In the earlier stages of the culture
(DIV7 and DIV14), the SRs and BRs of the co-cultures developed faster, the numbers of
active electrodes were higher, and, overall, the variability of the electrical activity across
the MEA channels of the co-cultures were lower than for the NS (Figure 1D–F). Co-cultures
with 50/50 and 70/30 ratios had more active electrodes than co-cultures containing less
astrocytes. For instance, for the 90/10 ratio at DIV7, there was less than one active electrode
on average, whereas the values for the 70/30 and 50/50 ratios were about six (p = 0.005;
Mann–Whitney U test) and nine (p = 0.005), respectively. Between DIV14 and DIV21,
neuronal electrical activity increased in all cultures and reached its peak around DIV28
(Figure 1D–F). At DIV14, co-cultures containing a higher astrocyte ratio exhibited more
bursting than the 90/10 ratio and NS cultures. In fact, at DIV14, the average burst rate for
the 80/20 ratio was almost two times higher, the 70/30 ratio almost three times higher, and
the 50/50 ratio almost four times higher compared to the 90/10 ratio (p = 0.003, p = 0.0006,
and p = 0.01 for the 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures, respectively). At DIV21, both
SRs and BRs were higher for co-cultures compared to the NS cultures. Both the 80/20 and
70/30 ratio co-cultures had twice more spikes on average than the NS cultures (p = 0.05
for both), and the 70/30 ratio had over 2.3 times more bursts than the NS (p = 0.02). At
DIV28, there were slightly more active electrodes for the NS cultures compared to the
70/30 (p = 0.04) and 50/50 ratio (p = 0.04) co-cultures. Moreover, the NS cultures had more
spiking activity on average compared to the 90/10 ratio culture (p = 0.03). The 80/20 ratio
co-culture had both more spikes (p = 0.01) and bursts (p = 0.04) per minute on average
compared to the 90/10 ratio co-culture. Moreover, the 80/20 ratio co-culture had 144
spikes per minute on average, whereas the 50/50 ratio co-culture had 83 spikes per minute
(p = 0.05).

The NS and co-cultures experienced maturation at different rates. Heat maps in
Figure 1G–I present the fold change of the SR, BR, and the number of active electrodes of
each culture at different weeks in vitro compared to DIV7. Representative images of one
50/50 neuron–astrocyte co-culture on the MEA are presented in Figure 1J, showing the
stage of the same network at DIV7 and DIV21.
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Figure 1. The number of astrocytes in the culture affects (co-)culture structure and neuronal electrical activity and its
development. (A) ICC images of MAP2-positive neurons (green) and GFAP-positive astrocytes (magenta) of NS and
neuron–astrocyte co-cultures, along with the percentages of neurons and astrocytes, which were calculated for each culture.
The bar height represents the average percentage of cells, the whiskers the standard deviations, and the dots the individual
values for each culture’s region of interest (ROI). Nucleus staining with DAPI is indicated in blue. (B) A representative
image for counting MAP2-positive neurons and their nuclei (green) and the nuclei of non-neuronal cells (magenta). (C) A
representative image for counting GFAP- and DAPI-positive astrocyte nuclei (cyan) and the cell bodies of the GFAP-positive
astrocytes (magenta). The development of (D) neuronal spiking activity, (E) bursting activity, and (F) number of active
electrodes for each culture over 28 days in vitro. In the box plots, the darker blue bar in the middle of each box represents
the median, and the attached whiskers range from the smallest value to the largest. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. In
general, co-cultures with higher ratios of astrocytes (70/30 and 50/50) had more spiking, bursting, and active electrodes
at earlier stages of culture (DIV7-DIV14). However, towards DIV28, the activity of co-cultures stabilized compared to the
previous week, but the activity of NS continued to increase. Fold change of (G) spike rate, (H) burst rate, and (I) number of
active electrodes after DIV7. Spike rates increased from DIV7 for all the cultures until DIV28, except that the spike rates for
90/10, 70/30, and 50/50 decreased slightly from DIV21 to DIV28. Burst rates developed faster for 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50
from DIV7 to DIV21, whereas NS and 90/10 lagged behind in burst rate development (decreasing fold change depicted in
grey). The number of active electrodes exploded from DIV7 to DIV14 for all the cultures but remained relatively steady after
that. (J) Representative images of DIV7 (left) and DIV21 (right) of the same 50/50 co-culture on MEA. The development of
neuronal networks was visually observable with a microscope. Scale bar 200 µm in all images.
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From DIV7 to DIV14, the NS cultures experienced the slowest increase in the spike
rate (114% and a 2-fold increase) compared to neuron–astrocyte co-cultures with over 300%
and a 4-fold increase in their spike rates, except for the 70/30 ratio co-culture (Figure 1G).
Moreover, the number of active electrodes drastically increased from DIV7 to DIV14 and
rose from 7 to 41 electrodes on average for all cultures (Figure 1I). At DIV7, the 90/10
ratio co-culture had only one active electrode, whereas at DIV14, there were 33 active
electrodes, resulting in higher change compared to other cultures (Figure 1I). However, the
average SRs and BRs remained lower for the 90/10 ratio co-culture at DIV14 compared
to other co-cultures with more astrocytes (Figure 1D,E). Therefore, the 90/10 ratio co-
cultures lagged in maturation despite the high increase in the fold change of the active
electrodes. Furthermore, only the 70/30 and 50/50 co-cultures with a higher ratio of
astrocytes experienced an increase in BRs (20% and a 1.2-fold increase for the 70/30 ratio
co-culture and 146% and 2.5-fold increase for the 50/50 ratio co-culture), whereas BRs
slightly decreased for other cultures from DIV7 to DIV14 (Figure 1H, where the decrease
is depicted in a grey color). At DIV21, all co-cultures had above a 1-fold change in SRs,
BRs, the number of active electrodes compared to DIV7, and a percentage increase from
DIV14 values, except for the 50/50 ratio co-culture that had 4% less bursting compared
to DIV14, and the 90/10 ratio co-culture that had lower BR compared to DIV7. At DIV28,
SRs for all cultures increased compared to DIV7, but percentage-wise there was a decrease
from DIV21 for the 90/10, 80/20, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures (−25%, −17%, and −5%,
respectively). Therefore, co-cultures with higher ratios of astrocytes, the 70/30 and 50/50
ratio co-cultures in particular, experienced relatively earlier maturation in terms of fold
changes in SRs, BRs, and the number of active electrodes, which was evaluated by a more
robust increase in their activity at the early stage of culture (from DIV7 to DIV14). However,
the activity of co-cultures stabilized towards 28 days in the culture, whereas the NS cultures
experienced a continued increase in activity at the later stages of culture (from DIV21 to
DIV28) after a relatively slow start.

2.3. 4-AP and Gabazine Affected Neuronal Activity but Did Not Decrease Cell Viability

TheMEA recordings and the chemical stimulationworkflow are presented in Figure 2A
and are described in the Method Sections 4.5 and 4.6.

The possible cytotoxic effects and phenotypic impacts of 4-AP and gabazine were
tested with a live/dead assay (Supplementary Figure S2A,B) and immunocytochemistry
(ICC) (Supplementary Figure S2A,B). The live/dead assay confirmed that neither 4-AP nor
gabazine affected astrocyte viability after 24 h from the exposure compared to unstimulated
control cultures (Figure 2E,F). Moreover, for the NS cultures, 4-AP increased neuronal
viability by approximately 10% (p = 0.04; Mann–Whitney U test) compared to unstimulated
cultures, whereas gabazine did not cause significant changes (Figure 2D).

The effects of the chemicals were also observed using ICC, which confirmed no
visible changes in the neuron (Figure 2G) or astrocyte (Figure 2H) morphology, which
was evaluated from the expressions of neuron- and astrocyte-specific markers, i.e., GFAP,
S100β, and vimentin (VIM) for astrocytes (Figure 2H), and MAP2 and β3-tubulin (b3tub)
for neurons. Hence, neuron and astrocyte cultures had their typical ICC marker expression
without any apparent signs of phenotypic alterations after 4-AP or gabazine exposure.
Moreover, almost all MEAs still presented spiking and bursting activity after 24 h from the
exposure to the drugs (Supplementary Figure S1A–D).
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Figure 1. The number of astrocytes in the culture affects (co-)culture structure and neuronal electrical activity and its
development. (A) ICC images of MAP2-positive neurons (green) and GFAP-positive astrocytes (magenta) of NS and
neuron–astrocyte co-cultures, along with the percentages of neurons and astrocytes, which were calculated for each culture.
The bar height represents the average percentage of cells, the whiskers the standard deviations, and the dots the individual
values for each culture’s region of interest (ROI). Nucleus staining with DAPI is indicated in blue. (B) A representative
image for counting MAP2-positive neurons and their nuclei (green) and the nuclei of non-neuronal cells (magenta). (C) A
representative image for counting GFAP- and DAPI-positive astrocyte nuclei (cyan) and the cell bodies of the GFAP-positive
astrocytes (magenta). The development of (D) neuronal spiking activity, (E) bursting activity, and (F) number of active
electrodes for each culture over 28 days in vitro. In the box plots, the darker blue bar in the middle of each box represents
the median, and the attached whiskers range from the smallest value to the largest. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. In
general, co-cultures with higher ratios of astrocytes (70/30 and 50/50) had more spiking, bursting, and active electrodes
at earlier stages of culture (DIV7-DIV14). However, towards DIV28, the activity of co-cultures stabilized compared to the
previous week, but the activity of NS continued to increase. Fold change of (G) spike rate, (H) burst rate, and (I) number of
active electrodes after DIV7. Spike rates increased from DIV7 for all the cultures until DIV28, except that the spike rates for
90/10, 70/30, and 50/50 decreased slightly from DIV21 to DIV28. Burst rates developed faster for 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50
from DIV7 to DIV21, whereas NS and 90/10 lagged behind in burst rate development (decreasing fold change depicted in
grey). The number of active electrodes exploded from DIV7 to DIV14 for all the cultures but remained relatively steady after
that. (J) Representative images of DIV7 (left) and DIV21 (right) of the same 50/50 co-culture on MEA. The development of
neuronal networks was visually observable with a microscope. Scale bar 200 µm in all images.
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From DIV7 to DIV14, the NS cultures experienced the slowest increase in the spike
rate (114% and a 2-fold increase) compared to neuron–astrocyte co-cultures with over 300%
and a 4-fold increase in their spike rates, except for the 70/30 ratio co-culture (Figure 1G).
Moreover, the number of active electrodes drastically increased from DIV7 to DIV14 and
rose from 7 to 41 electrodes on average for all cultures (Figure 1I). At DIV7, the 90/10
ratio co-culture had only one active electrode, whereas at DIV14, there were 33 active
electrodes, resulting in higher change compared to other cultures (Figure 1I). However, the
average SRs and BRs remained lower for the 90/10 ratio co-culture at DIV14 compared
to other co-cultures with more astrocytes (Figure 1D,E). Therefore, the 90/10 ratio co-
cultures lagged in maturation despite the high increase in the fold change of the active
electrodes. Furthermore, only the 70/30 and 50/50 co-cultures with a higher ratio of
astrocytes experienced an increase in BRs (20% and a 1.2-fold increase for the 70/30 ratio
co-culture and 146% and 2.5-fold increase for the 50/50 ratio co-culture), whereas BRs
slightly decreased for other cultures from DIV7 to DIV14 (Figure 1H, where the decrease
is depicted in a grey color). At DIV21, all co-cultures had above a 1-fold change in SRs,
BRs, the number of active electrodes compared to DIV7, and a percentage increase from
DIV14 values, except for the 50/50 ratio co-culture that had 4% less bursting compared
to DIV14, and the 90/10 ratio co-culture that had lower BR compared to DIV7. At DIV28,
SRs for all cultures increased compared to DIV7, but percentage-wise there was a decrease
from DIV21 for the 90/10, 80/20, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures (−25%, −17%, and −5%,
respectively). Therefore, co-cultures with higher ratios of astrocytes, the 70/30 and 50/50
ratio co-cultures in particular, experienced relatively earlier maturation in terms of fold
changes in SRs, BRs, and the number of active electrodes, which was evaluated by a more
robust increase in their activity at the early stage of culture (from DIV7 to DIV14). However,
the activity of co-cultures stabilized towards 28 days in the culture, whereas the NS cultures
experienced a continued increase in activity at the later stages of culture (from DIV21 to
DIV28) after a relatively slow start.

2.3. 4-AP and Gabazine Affected Neuronal Activity but Did Not Decrease Cell Viability

TheMEA recordings and the chemical stimulationworkflow are presented in Figure 2A
and are described in the Method Sections 4.5 and 4.6.

The possible cytotoxic effects and phenotypic impacts of 4-AP and gabazine were
tested with a live/dead assay (Supplementary Figure S2A,B) and immunocytochemistry
(ICC) (Supplementary Figure S2A,B). The live/dead assay confirmed that neither 4-AP nor
gabazine affected astrocyte viability after 24 h from the exposure compared to unstimulated
control cultures (Figure 2E,F). Moreover, for the NS cultures, 4-AP increased neuronal
viability by approximately 10% (p = 0.04; Mann–Whitney U test) compared to unstimulated
cultures, whereas gabazine did not cause significant changes (Figure 2D).

The effects of the chemicals were also observed using ICC, which confirmed no
visible changes in the neuron (Figure 2G) or astrocyte (Figure 2H) morphology, which
was evaluated from the expressions of neuron- and astrocyte-specific markers, i.e., GFAP,
S100β, and vimentin (VIM) for astrocytes (Figure 2H), and MAP2 and β3-tubulin (b3tub)
for neurons. Hence, neuron and astrocyte cultures had their typical ICC marker expression
without any apparent signs of phenotypic alterations after 4-AP or gabazine exposure.
Moreover, almost all MEAs still presented spiking and bursting activity after 24 h from the
exposure to the drugs (Supplementary Figure S1A–D).
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Figure 2. Functional and morphological assessments of primary neuron and astrocyte cultures.
(A) Measurement protocol for cultures on MEAs: all MEAs were left to settle for 5 min before
recording the spontaneous (baseline) activity. Neurons and co-cultures were directly stimulated on
MEAs by either 75 µM4-AP or 30 µMgabazine, followed by a 10-min recording right after stimulation.
Convulsants were washed out, and the cell culture medium was replaced. The next day, spontaneous
activity and culture recovery were evaluated with a 5-min spontaneous recording. (B) Raster plots
show different cultures’ baseline activity before (left panels) and after 4-AP or gabazine exposure
(right panels). (C) Representative neuronal spiking activity after 4-AP (violet) or gabazine (green)
stimulation and at baseline (black) for NS (left traces) and 70/30 cultures (right traces). (D) Neuron
and astrocyte viability assessment results indicated that neither 4-AP nor gabazine caused cell death.
In fact, 24-h 4-AP exposure increased the viability of NS cultures (p = 0.038). (E,F) Representative
live/dead images of rat cortical neurons and astrocytes. Live cells are shown in green and dead cells
in red. (G,H) Representative, untreated, ICC images of rat cortical neurons and astrocytes. Astrocytes
uniformly expressed astrocyte-specific markers GFAP (G) violet, (H) green), S100β (white), and
vimentin (G) yellow (H) violet) as well as neuronal proteins such as β3-tubulin and MAP2 (G) both
in green). Nucleus (DAPI) is indicated in blue. Scale bar 200 µm in all images.
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The representative acute effects of 4-AP and gabazine on the neuronal spike activity
are shown in Figure 2B. The left panels show the raster plots of the spontaneous activities
of the different NS and co-cultures before the chemical stimulation; the activity of the
corresponding MEAs after 4-AP or gabazine exposure is shown in the raster plots in
the right panels. The convulsant 4-AP increased the SRs and slightly decreased burst
synchronization (Figure 2B, upper right), while gabazine induced hyper-synchronized
activity in the networks (Figure 2B, lower right). A deeper analysis of burst synchronization
is shown in Section 2.4. Figure 2C illustrates the changes in the neuronal activity of the
NS and 70/30 ratio co-cultures before and after chemical stimulation: 4-AP did not cause
any visible changes in neuronal spiking, whereas gabazine affected both the NS and 70/30
ratio co-cultures by increasing the neuronal activity and spiking intensity.

All cultures on the MEAs exhibited bursting at DIV28 (Figure 3). In general, before
the stimulation, the co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes showed lower spike and
burst rates (Figure 3A,B). Moreover, the percentage of spikes in bursts decreased with the
increasing number of astrocytes in the cultures, whereas inter-burst intervals (IBIs), i.e.,
the time between the end of the previous burst and the start of the next one, increased
(Figure 3C,D).

Interestingly, 4-AP seemed to have a varying effect on the cultures depending on the
neuron–astrocyte ratios. Cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes exhibited minor effects
of 4-AP: 4-AP slightly increased or left almost unchanged the SRs and BRs for the NS, 90/10
ratio, and 80/20 ratio co-cultures. The SRs decreased for the 70/30 ratio co-culture and
slightly increased for the 50/50 ratio co-culture, and the BRs decreased for the 50/50 ratio
co-culture and remained almost unchanged for the 70/30 ratio co-culture (Figure 3A,B,E,F).
However, none of the co-cultures with astrocytes reached a SR comparable with seizure-like
hyperactivity. Moreover, the stimulation with 4-AP reduced the percentage of spikes in
bursts in all the cultures and slightly increased the IBI and its variability in the co-cultures
(Figure 3C,D). These differences, however, were not statistically significant.

Gabazine stimulation had a much greater effect on neuronal activity than 4-AP stim-
ulation. Gabazine increased the SRs and BRs in all the cultures (Figure 3A,B; p = 0.02
SRs and BRs for the 90/10 ratio co-culture; p = 0.004 SRs/0.008 BRs for the 80/20 ratio
co-culture; p = 0.004 SRs and BRs for the 70/30 ratio co-culture; p = 0.03 SRs/0.02 BRs for
the 50/50 ratio co-culture; Mann–Whitney U test). The SR and BR fold change for the NS
was lower than for the co-cultures (Figure 3E,F). Gabazine also decreased the IBI values
for all the cultures (with an overall average fold change of 0.4; p = 0.03 for the 90/10 ratio
co-culture; p = 0.008 for the 80/20 ratio co-culture; p = 0.004 for the 70/30 ratio co-culture;
and p = 0.008 for the 50/50 ratio co-culture) and increased the percentage of spikes in
bursts (with an overall average fold change of 1.3), synchronizing the network activity
(Figure 3C,D). Moreover, the relative changes in the percentage of spikes in bursts and IBIs
were more notable in co-cultures containing more astrocytes (the 70/30 and 50/50 ratio
co-cultures). In all co-cultures, gabazine caused an over 2-fold increase in spike and burst
rates (p = 0.03, except for the 90/10 and NS cultures), whereas in the NS, the fold change
remained under two (Figure 3E,F).
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Figure 2. Functional and morphological assessments of primary neuron and astrocyte cultures.
(A) Measurement protocol for cultures on MEAs: all MEAs were left to settle for 5 min before
recording the spontaneous (baseline) activity. Neurons and co-cultures were directly stimulated on
MEAs by either 75 µM4-AP or 30 µMgabazine, followed by a 10-min recording right after stimulation.
Convulsants were washed out, and the cell culture medium was replaced. The next day, spontaneous
activity and culture recovery were evaluated with a 5-min spontaneous recording. (B) Raster plots
show different cultures’ baseline activity before (left panels) and after 4-AP or gabazine exposure
(right panels). (C) Representative neuronal spiking activity after 4-AP (violet) or gabazine (green)
stimulation and at baseline (black) for NS (left traces) and 70/30 cultures (right traces). (D) Neuron
and astrocyte viability assessment results indicated that neither 4-AP nor gabazine caused cell death.
In fact, 24-h 4-AP exposure increased the viability of NS cultures (p = 0.038). (E,F) Representative
live/dead images of rat cortical neurons and astrocytes. Live cells are shown in green and dead cells
in red. (G,H) Representative, untreated, ICC images of rat cortical neurons and astrocytes. Astrocytes
uniformly expressed astrocyte-specific markers GFAP (G) violet, (H) green), S100β (white), and
vimentin (G) yellow (H) violet) as well as neuronal proteins such as β3-tubulin and MAP2 (G) both
in green). Nucleus (DAPI) is indicated in blue. Scale bar 200 µm in all images.
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The representative acute effects of 4-AP and gabazine on the neuronal spike activity
are shown in Figure 2B. The left panels show the raster plots of the spontaneous activities
of the different NS and co-cultures before the chemical stimulation; the activity of the
corresponding MEAs after 4-AP or gabazine exposure is shown in the raster plots in
the right panels. The convulsant 4-AP increased the SRs and slightly decreased burst
synchronization (Figure 2B, upper right), while gabazine induced hyper-synchronized
activity in the networks (Figure 2B, lower right). A deeper analysis of burst synchronization
is shown in Section 2.4. Figure 2C illustrates the changes in the neuronal activity of the
NS and 70/30 ratio co-cultures before and after chemical stimulation: 4-AP did not cause
any visible changes in neuronal spiking, whereas gabazine affected both the NS and 70/30
ratio co-cultures by increasing the neuronal activity and spiking intensity.

All cultures on the MEAs exhibited bursting at DIV28 (Figure 3). In general, before
the stimulation, the co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes showed lower spike and
burst rates (Figure 3A,B). Moreover, the percentage of spikes in bursts decreased with the
increasing number of astrocytes in the cultures, whereas inter-burst intervals (IBIs), i.e.,
the time between the end of the previous burst and the start of the next one, increased
(Figure 3C,D).

Interestingly, 4-AP seemed to have a varying effect on the cultures depending on the
neuron–astrocyte ratios. Cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes exhibited minor effects
of 4-AP: 4-AP slightly increased or left almost unchanged the SRs and BRs for the NS, 90/10
ratio, and 80/20 ratio co-cultures. The SRs decreased for the 70/30 ratio co-culture and
slightly increased for the 50/50 ratio co-culture, and the BRs decreased for the 50/50 ratio
co-culture and remained almost unchanged for the 70/30 ratio co-culture (Figure 3A,B,E,F).
However, none of the co-cultures with astrocytes reached a SR comparable with seizure-like
hyperactivity. Moreover, the stimulation with 4-AP reduced the percentage of spikes in
bursts in all the cultures and slightly increased the IBI and its variability in the co-cultures
(Figure 3C,D). These differences, however, were not statistically significant.

Gabazine stimulation had a much greater effect on neuronal activity than 4-AP stim-
ulation. Gabazine increased the SRs and BRs in all the cultures (Figure 3A,B; p = 0.02
SRs and BRs for the 90/10 ratio co-culture; p = 0.004 SRs/0.008 BRs for the 80/20 ratio
co-culture; p = 0.004 SRs and BRs for the 70/30 ratio co-culture; p = 0.03 SRs/0.02 BRs for
the 50/50 ratio co-culture; Mann–Whitney U test). The SR and BR fold change for the NS
was lower than for the co-cultures (Figure 3E,F). Gabazine also decreased the IBI values
for all the cultures (with an overall average fold change of 0.4; p = 0.03 for the 90/10 ratio
co-culture; p = 0.008 for the 80/20 ratio co-culture; p = 0.004 for the 70/30 ratio co-culture;
and p = 0.008 for the 50/50 ratio co-culture) and increased the percentage of spikes in
bursts (with an overall average fold change of 1.3), synchronizing the network activity
(Figure 3C,D). Moreover, the relative changes in the percentage of spikes in bursts and IBIs
were more notable in co-cultures containing more astrocytes (the 70/30 and 50/50 ratio
co-cultures). In all co-cultures, gabazine caused an over 2-fold increase in spike and burst
rates (p = 0.03, except for the 90/10 and NS cultures), whereas in the NS, the fold change
remained under two (Figure 3E,F).
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Figure 3. Responses of NS and neuron–astrocyte co-cultures to 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine at DIV28. (A) SR and
(B) BR. 4-AP slightly increased the SRs and BRs in NS, 90/10, and 80/20 co-cultures but had hardly any effect in the
co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes. Gabazine increased the SRs and BRs in all cultures. (C) The percentages of
spikes contained in bursts decreased after 4-AP application in all cultures. However, gabazine induced an increase in the
percentage of spikes in bursts in all the cultures. (D) The IBIs remained the same or slightly rose after the 4-AP application.
Gabazine induced a decrease in IBI, and the decrease was greater in co-cultures with more astrocytes. (E,F) The fold change
in the SRs and BRs compared to the corresponding baseline values before stimulation. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01. In the box plots,
the data points for each subplot are the respective MEA averages between the channels; the black bar in the middle of the
box represents the median, and the box edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to
the most extreme data points that are not considered outliers. Red crosses represent outlier cultures. In the fold changes, the
bar height represents the population mean, and the whiskers represent the population’s standard deviation.

2.4. 4-AP and Gabazine Had Different Effects on Neuronal Network Synchronization

The application of 4-AP and gabazine had different effects at the network level. We
analyzed the correlations of time-varying spectral entropies between MEA channels (CorSE
analysis, Section 4.7.3). 4-AP caused a slight decrease in the number of channels with
synchronized activity and in the inter-channel correlation weights of the connections
(Figure 4A,B). The inter-channel correlation weights represent the level of synchronicity,
expressed as a value from 0 to 1, between a selected pair of channels in the MEA. Figure 4A
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shows a heatmap of the correlation weights between the 60 channels of the MEA; in the
heatmap, the correlation weights at baseline are shown in the lower left half, and in the
upper right half, the weights for the same channel pairs after the stimulation with 4-AP
in a representative 80/20 ratio culture MEA are represented. It appears clear that certain
connections were maintained while others were weakened. This is reflected in the channel
connectivity map (Figure 4B), where only the channels with correlation weights higher than
0.75 are shown for clarity (for the same MEA as in Figure 4A). The black lines represent
the links between the synchronized channels; the thickness of a line reflects the correlation
weight of the connection. The stimulation of 80/20 ratio co-cultures with gabazine shows a
clear increase in all correlation weights (Figure 4C, Supplementary Table S1). Thus, there is
an overall average of a 1.55-fold increase in the number of channels linkedwith a correlation
weight higher than 0.75 (Figure 4D). However, the changes for both 4-AP and gabazine
were not statistically significant culture-wise, even though they are visually noticeable.

The violin plots in Figure 4E show that in the case of 4-AP stimulation, the median of
the connection weight differences between the baseline measurements and measurements
after stimulation, as well as the whole weight difference distribution, were centered around
zero, where the stimulation showed almost no effect on the connectivity. However, the
gabazine stimulation increased the connection weights in all the co-cultures with astrocytes
and shifted the weight difference distribution towards positive values. Here, we analyzed
all the connections weights (approximately 3000) between the channels of each MEA (four
per culture group), and, due to the large n of the connection weights (n was approximately
10,000) in each culture group, the Student’s t-test gave a p-Value well below p < 0.01 for the
pairwise analysis of the weights after 4-AP and at baseline (p < 0.0001 for all cultures, except
where p = 0.1 for the 80/20 ratio co-culture and p < 0.05 for the 50/50 ratio co-culture). The
effect size analysis showed a low to medium effect (Glass’s delta ≤ 0.6) of the stimulation
with 4-AP. In contrast, in the case of gabazine stimulation, the effect size analysis showed a
low effect for the NS (Glass’s delta = 0.15), a medium effect for the 90/10 ratio co-cultures
(Glass’s delta = 0.7), and a high effect for the co-cultures with more astrocytes (Glass’s
delta ≥ 0.9) (p < 0.0001 for all cultures). All the Glass’s deltas resulted in positive values,
depicting an increase in the stimulated weights, except in the stimulation with 4-AP in the
80/20 ratio cultures. The Glass’s delta and its confidence intervals for all the comparisons
between the stimulated effects and the baseline are shown in Supplementary Table S1.

The network effects of 4-AP and gabazine were also observable in the numbers of
network-wide bursts (NBs). Gabazine synchronized the bursting of all the networks in all
the cultures; this effect was more pronounced in neuron–astrocyte co-cultures containing
higher numbers of astrocytes (Supplementary Figure S1F; p = 0.03 for both the 80/20 and
70/30 ratio co-cultures). The increasing number of NBs for gabazine stimulation was
directly related to the neuron–astrocyte ratio (1.1, 2.4, 3.8, 12.1, and 7.8-fold changes for the
NS, 90/10, 80/20 70/30, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures, respectively). There was no change
in the number of NBs in 4-AP stimulation of the cultures (Supplementary Figure S1E).
However, 24 h after stimulation, cultures exposed to drugs showed fewer NBs than the
day before, except for the NS (p = 0.03; Mann–Whitney U test).

2.5. Gabazine Induced Synchronization and Neuron–Astrocyte Ratio Effects on Gabazine’s Delay
in Response Time

Interestingly, the effect of gabazine on neuronal activity was delayed in the co-cultures
with higher numbers of astrocytes. The NBs in the MEAs stimulated with 4-AP spanned
fewer channels (around 20 channels on average) than in the gabazine stimulated NBs
(approximately 30 channels on average) (Figure 5A). Moreover, the bursting activity of the
stimulated MEAs was not repetitive and did not show any noticeable differences between
cultures. The repetitive synchronous NBs in MEAs stimulated with gabazine spanned
a constant number of channels, which slightly decreased with the increasing number of
astrocytes (Figure 5B).
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Figure 3. Responses of NS and neuron–astrocyte co-cultures to 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine at DIV28. (A) SR and
(B) BR. 4-AP slightly increased the SRs and BRs in NS, 90/10, and 80/20 co-cultures but had hardly any effect in the
co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes. Gabazine increased the SRs and BRs in all cultures. (C) The percentages of
spikes contained in bursts decreased after 4-AP application in all cultures. However, gabazine induced an increase in the
percentage of spikes in bursts in all the cultures. (D) The IBIs remained the same or slightly rose after the 4-AP application.
Gabazine induced a decrease in IBI, and the decrease was greater in co-cultures with more astrocytes. (E,F) The fold change
in the SRs and BRs compared to the corresponding baseline values before stimulation. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01. In the box plots,
the data points for each subplot are the respective MEA averages between the channels; the black bar in the middle of the
box represents the median, and the box edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to
the most extreme data points that are not considered outliers. Red crosses represent outlier cultures. In the fold changes, the
bar height represents the population mean, and the whiskers represent the population’s standard deviation.

2.4. 4-AP and Gabazine Had Different Effects on Neuronal Network Synchronization

The application of 4-AP and gabazine had different effects at the network level. We
analyzed the correlations of time-varying spectral entropies between MEA channels (CorSE
analysis, Section 4.7.3). 4-AP caused a slight decrease in the number of channels with
synchronized activity and in the inter-channel correlation weights of the connections
(Figure 4A,B). The inter-channel correlation weights represent the level of synchronicity,
expressed as a value from 0 to 1, between a selected pair of channels in the MEA. Figure 4A
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shows a heatmap of the correlation weights between the 60 channels of the MEA; in the
heatmap, the correlation weights at baseline are shown in the lower left half, and in the
upper right half, the weights for the same channel pairs after the stimulation with 4-AP
in a representative 80/20 ratio culture MEA are represented. It appears clear that certain
connections were maintained while others were weakened. This is reflected in the channel
connectivity map (Figure 4B), where only the channels with correlation weights higher than
0.75 are shown for clarity (for the same MEA as in Figure 4A). The black lines represent
the links between the synchronized channels; the thickness of a line reflects the correlation
weight of the connection. The stimulation of 80/20 ratio co-cultures with gabazine shows a
clear increase in all correlation weights (Figure 4C, Supplementary Table S1). Thus, there is
an overall average of a 1.55-fold increase in the number of channels linkedwith a correlation
weight higher than 0.75 (Figure 4D). However, the changes for both 4-AP and gabazine
were not statistically significant culture-wise, even though they are visually noticeable.

The violin plots in Figure 4E show that in the case of 4-AP stimulation, the median of
the connection weight differences between the baseline measurements and measurements
after stimulation, as well as the whole weight difference distribution, were centered around
zero, where the stimulation showed almost no effect on the connectivity. However, the
gabazine stimulation increased the connection weights in all the co-cultures with astrocytes
and shifted the weight difference distribution towards positive values. Here, we analyzed
all the connections weights (approximately 3000) between the channels of each MEA (four
per culture group), and, due to the large n of the connection weights (n was approximately
10,000) in each culture group, the Student’s t-test gave a p-Value well below p < 0.01 for the
pairwise analysis of the weights after 4-AP and at baseline (p < 0.0001 for all cultures, except
where p = 0.1 for the 80/20 ratio co-culture and p < 0.05 for the 50/50 ratio co-culture). The
effect size analysis showed a low to medium effect (Glass’s delta ≤ 0.6) of the stimulation
with 4-AP. In contrast, in the case of gabazine stimulation, the effect size analysis showed a
low effect for the NS (Glass’s delta = 0.15), a medium effect for the 90/10 ratio co-cultures
(Glass’s delta = 0.7), and a high effect for the co-cultures with more astrocytes (Glass’s
delta ≥ 0.9) (p < 0.0001 for all cultures). All the Glass’s deltas resulted in positive values,
depicting an increase in the stimulated weights, except in the stimulation with 4-AP in the
80/20 ratio cultures. The Glass’s delta and its confidence intervals for all the comparisons
between the stimulated effects and the baseline are shown in Supplementary Table S1.

The network effects of 4-AP and gabazine were also observable in the numbers of
network-wide bursts (NBs). Gabazine synchronized the bursting of all the networks in all
the cultures; this effect was more pronounced in neuron–astrocyte co-cultures containing
higher numbers of astrocytes (Supplementary Figure S1F; p = 0.03 for both the 80/20 and
70/30 ratio co-cultures). The increasing number of NBs for gabazine stimulation was
directly related to the neuron–astrocyte ratio (1.1, 2.4, 3.8, 12.1, and 7.8-fold changes for the
NS, 90/10, 80/20 70/30, and 50/50 ratio co-cultures, respectively). There was no change
in the number of NBs in 4-AP stimulation of the cultures (Supplementary Figure S1E).
However, 24 h after stimulation, cultures exposed to drugs showed fewer NBs than the
day before, except for the NS (p = 0.03; Mann–Whitney U test).

2.5. Gabazine Induced Synchronization and Neuron–Astrocyte Ratio Effects on Gabazine’s Delay
in Response Time

Interestingly, the effect of gabazine on neuronal activity was delayed in the co-cultures
with higher numbers of astrocytes. The NBs in the MEAs stimulated with 4-AP spanned
fewer channels (around 20 channels on average) than in the gabazine stimulated NBs
(approximately 30 channels on average) (Figure 5A). Moreover, the bursting activity of the
stimulated MEAs was not repetitive and did not show any noticeable differences between
cultures. The repetitive synchronous NBs in MEAs stimulated with gabazine spanned
a constant number of channels, which slightly decreased with the increasing number of
astrocytes (Figure 5B).
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Figure 4. The effects of 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine on network connectivity and activity.
(A,C) show the pairwise channel correlation weight heatmaps at baseline (lower-left halves) and after
the stimulation (upper-right halves) with 4-AP (A) and gabazine (C) from a representative 80/20
co-culture on one MEA for each chemical stimulation protocol. Correlation weights span between 0
(blue) and 1 (red). The noisy channel pairs excluded from the analysis and the diagonal points not
calculated are shown in grey. (B,D) show the pairwise channel connectivity maps for the same MEAs
and chemical stimulations as in (A,C), respectively. The red circles represent the MEA channels, and
the black lines represent the connections found between the channels. Only the connections with
weights larger than 0.75 are shown for clarity. The line thickness represents the correlation weight.
(E) displays the correlation weight differences after stimulation with 4-AP or gabazine compared
to baseline for each channel pair. 4-AP slightly decreased channel correlation weights or left them
unchanged, whereas gabazine increased them in all the cultures except NS. The effect was more
pronounced for higher numbers of astrocytes. The exact numerical values of the Glass’s delta effect
size analysis can be seen in Supplementary Table S1. The grey dashed line represents the weight
difference if there are no changes between baseline and chemical stimulation; the solid red lines are
the median, the solid black lines are the quartiles, and the magenta stars represent the populations
with higher Glass’s delta effect sizes. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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Figure 5. (A,B) Channel spiking activity summed in 5 ms time bins for five cultures (NS in blue, 90/10 in yellow, 80/20 in
violet, 70/30 in green, and 50/50 in black) and the detected NBs (orange dots and blue dots) over the 10-min recordings
after stimulation with 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine, respectively. The blue dots represent the repetitive NBs, and the
orange dots represent the other NBs. When both are presented, the number of NBs is defined as the sum between the two.
The y-axis of each subplot shows the number of channels participating in an NB. The red lines represent the delays defined
as the time points of the first bursts belonging to the repetitive burst series (blue dots). (C) shows a graphical representation
of the rule we used to select the bursts belonging to the repetitive burst series (blue dots); (i) is the MEA index, and (j) is
the NB index in the series. (D) shows the delays due to the gabazine (in green) and 4-AP (in lilac) effects on the network
activities for each cell culture type.

Lowering the neuron–astrocyte ratio (i.e., increasing the relative numbers of astrocytes)
drastically delayed the effects of gabazine on neuronal firing. For the NS, the delay was, on
average, around 25 s, whereas it was approximately 130 s for the 90/10 ratio co-cultures,
150 s for the 80/20 ratio co-cultures, 180 s for the 70/30 ratio co-cultures, and approximately
230 s for the 50/50 ratio co-cultures (Figure 5D). Figure 5D shows the delays in all the
MEAs for the NS and co-cultures and indicates an increasing delay of gabazine effects with
the increasing numbers of astrocytes. The 90/10 and 80/20 ratio co-cultures exhibited a
higher inter-culture variability. No delayed effects or changes in the NB synchronization
were noticeable for 4-AP (Figure 5A,D).

3. Discussion

In our study, we aimed to investigate the role of astrocytes in balancing drug-elicited
epileptic activity. We investigated the effects of the numbers of astrocytes, with respect
to the number of neurons, on neuronal firing, bursting, and network behavior with and
without 4-AP and gabazine application. We anticipated that astrocytic control, deter-
mined by the number of astrocytes in the cultures, might enhance early neuronal network
development compared to cultures with less astrocytes.

Our study showed that the addition of astrocytes to the neuronal network led to the
earlier development and maturation of the cultures based on their electrical activity charac-
terizations, confirming previous findings on primary co-cultures [29]. It has been shown
that astrocytes are crucial for the synaptogenesis of neurons, and that they also contribute to
neuronal branching and the formation of functional networks with circuits [44]. Therefore,
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Figure 4. The effects of 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine on network connectivity and activity.
(A,C) show the pairwise channel correlation weight heatmaps at baseline (lower-left halves) and after
the stimulation (upper-right halves) with 4-AP (A) and gabazine (C) from a representative 80/20
co-culture on one MEA for each chemical stimulation protocol. Correlation weights span between 0
(blue) and 1 (red). The noisy channel pairs excluded from the analysis and the diagonal points not
calculated are shown in grey. (B,D) show the pairwise channel connectivity maps for the same MEAs
and chemical stimulations as in (A,C), respectively. The red circles represent the MEA channels, and
the black lines represent the connections found between the channels. Only the connections with
weights larger than 0.75 are shown for clarity. The line thickness represents the correlation weight.
(E) displays the correlation weight differences after stimulation with 4-AP or gabazine compared
to baseline for each channel pair. 4-AP slightly decreased channel correlation weights or left them
unchanged, whereas gabazine increased them in all the cultures except NS. The effect was more
pronounced for higher numbers of astrocytes. The exact numerical values of the Glass’s delta effect
size analysis can be seen in Supplementary Table S1. The grey dashed line represents the weight
difference if there are no changes between baseline and chemical stimulation; the solid red lines are
the median, the solid black lines are the quartiles, and the magenta stars represent the populations
with higher Glass’s delta effect sizes. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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Figure 5. (A,B) Channel spiking activity summed in 5 ms time bins for five cultures (NS in blue, 90/10 in yellow, 80/20 in
violet, 70/30 in green, and 50/50 in black) and the detected NBs (orange dots and blue dots) over the 10-min recordings
after stimulation with 75 µM 4-AP and 30 µM gabazine, respectively. The blue dots represent the repetitive NBs, and the
orange dots represent the other NBs. When both are presented, the number of NBs is defined as the sum between the two.
The y-axis of each subplot shows the number of channels participating in an NB. The red lines represent the delays defined
as the time points of the first bursts belonging to the repetitive burst series (blue dots). (C) shows a graphical representation
of the rule we used to select the bursts belonging to the repetitive burst series (blue dots); (i) is the MEA index, and (j) is
the NB index in the series. (D) shows the delays due to the gabazine (in green) and 4-AP (in lilac) effects on the network
activities for each cell culture type.

Lowering the neuron–astrocyte ratio (i.e., increasing the relative numbers of astrocytes)
drastically delayed the effects of gabazine on neuronal firing. For the NS, the delay was, on
average, around 25 s, whereas it was approximately 130 s for the 90/10 ratio co-cultures,
150 s for the 80/20 ratio co-cultures, 180 s for the 70/30 ratio co-cultures, and approximately
230 s for the 50/50 ratio co-cultures (Figure 5D). Figure 5D shows the delays in all the
MEAs for the NS and co-cultures and indicates an increasing delay of gabazine effects with
the increasing numbers of astrocytes. The 90/10 and 80/20 ratio co-cultures exhibited a
higher inter-culture variability. No delayed effects or changes in the NB synchronization
were noticeable for 4-AP (Figure 5A,D).

3. Discussion

In our study, we aimed to investigate the role of astrocytes in balancing drug-elicited
epileptic activity. We investigated the effects of the numbers of astrocytes, with respect
to the number of neurons, on neuronal firing, bursting, and network behavior with and
without 4-AP and gabazine application. We anticipated that astrocytic control, deter-
mined by the number of astrocytes in the cultures, might enhance early neuronal network
development compared to cultures with less astrocytes.

Our study showed that the addition of astrocytes to the neuronal network led to the
earlier development and maturation of the cultures based on their electrical activity charac-
terizations, confirming previous findings on primary co-cultures [29]. It has been shown
that astrocytes are crucial for the synaptogenesis of neurons, and that they also contribute to
neuronal branching and the formation of functional networks with circuits [44]. Therefore,
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the astrocytic regulation of nascent synapse formation, neuronal network development,
and maturation, especially in the early stages of culture (DIV7 to DIV14), are likely to
enhance the maturation of the co-cultures containing more astrocytes. Moreover, astrocytes
have a significant role in regulating synapse maintenance and elimination that defines the
structure of the network. This might explain the lower activity variance across the cultures
and the stabilization in neuronal activity of the higher astrocyte-ratio co-cultures towards
DIV28 as the neurons and astrocytes begin to show mature morphology.

4-AP and gabazine are two convulsant drugs commonly used in in vitro experiments
to induce epileptic seizures in brain tissues [32,33,45]. 4-AP is a voltage-gated K+ channel
blocker, and gabazine is a GABAA receptor antagonist. 4-AP application results in syn-
chronized [Ca2+]i transients, which trigger the release of glutamate [35]. Both neurons
and astrocytes express voltage-gated K+ channels and GABAA receptors. Therefore, these
drugs are expected to affect both cell types.

Gabazine has been shown to block GABAergic signaling in both rat and hPSC-derived
networks, leading to increased spike rates, burst rates, and synchronization [39,46,47]. In
our study, gabazine induced seizure-like hyperactivity in all our cultures, increasing SRs
and BRs, which indicates that our cultures had functional inhibitory systems.

Interestingly, for gabazine stimulation, we noticed that the hypersynchronous bursts
appeared delayed for the co-cultures, compared to the neuronal cultures, without added
astrocytes. This suggests that the maturational stage, which depends on the astrocyte
number in the culture, may also affect the modulational effects of the drug. Furthermore,
co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes havemore neuron–astrocyte interconnections
with GJs, that allows for a quick exchange of ions, metabolites, and neuroactive substances
that are released by neurons and astrocytes during pharmacological stimulation. More
astrocytes in the culture also means more GABAARs, which likely causes differential
responses between the cultures. Astrocytes exhibit a high density of GABAARs, which
are functionally and structurally similar to the neuronal ones [6]. In a study conducted
on subventricular zone astrocytes, GABAAR activation induced a Ca2+ increase through
the activation of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels [48]. Thus, the blockade of the GABAARs
reduces [Ca2+]i transients [8]. Since the inhibitory gliotransmitters release, e.g., D-serine
from the astrocytes, which depends on Ca2+ elevation [49], we hypothesize that reduced
intracellular Ca2+ levels lead to a failure in the control of neuronal activity and increased
SRs and BRs. Corroborating our hypothesis, a reduction in neuronal [Ca2+]i transients, and
a relative abnormal neurotransmission, was also noticed in acute models of epileptiform
activity in vitro on Sip1 deficient mice [50], and in ischemia-like conditions in hippocampal
neurons and astrocytes during oxygen-glucose deprivation/reoxygenation [51]. We noticed
that increasing the number of astrocytes, and therefore most probably the amount of
GABAARs, increased the time needed for the drug to block most of these receptors. Hence,
gabazine-elicited synchronization was delayed in the co-cultures with higher percentages
of astrocytes in the culture, but it led to epileptic-like hyperactivity in all cultures despite
the astrocyte numbers.

In our experiments, 4-AP, instead, failed to show any statistically significant increase
in SRs or BRs in our cultures. However, our findings indicate that low concentrations
(75 µM) of 4-AP increases neuronal viability, which supports the previous findings about the
neuroprotective effects of 4-AP on different neuronal types [52–56]. Moreover, 4-AP seems
to prevent glutamate-induced cell death [56]. We also demonstrated that the co-cultures
with higher percentages of astrocytes more effectively counteracted the effect of 4-AP
on neuronal activity. This might result from a more extended astrocytic network which
includes an elevated number of GJs that contribute to the clearing of accumulating K+ and
[Ca2+]i. Furthermore, our results for the 4-AP stimulation are in line with a previous study
by Tukker et al. [57]. They showed that rat cortical cultures containing 45% astrocytes and
human induced pluripotent stem cell derived co-cultures with 10–15% astrocytes remained
relatively unaffected by 100 µM 4-AP exposure. They also showed that the 4-AP-induced
possible excitability is dependent on the cell source and the proportions of different cell
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types in the culture. However, the drug-induced effects vary between the models and
depend on the cell seeding density, neuronal maturation (DIV), and the different ratios
of inhibitory and excitatory cell types in the cultures [45,57]. In addition, a study by
Bradley et al. tested multiple pharmacological agents with rat primary cortical neurons
(without added astrocytes) [47]. They demonstrated a rise in neuronal activity in 4-AP-
treated NS cultures. Both 100 µM 4-AP and 10 µM gabazine treatments caused a decrease
in the IBI and an increase in the percentage of spikes in bursts. Although, in our study,
4-AP did not increase the percentage of spikes in bursts. Moreover, one of our studies on a
computational neuron–astrocyte network model showed that in heightened hyperactivity,
the network with more GJs controlled and downregulated the neuronal activity [58].
A previous study [59] conducted a graph analysis on neuronal cultures with no added
astrocytes. The application of 4-AP induced hypersynchronization and increased functional
connections. This led to decreased path lengths and increased clustering coefficients.

Astrocytes have been shown to clear K+ from the ECS with non-voltage-gated K+

channels, e.g., Kir channels, Na+/K+-ATPase, and Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporters [60]. Fur-
thermore, they uptake the excessive glutamate through glutamate transporters [61]. The
cleared K+ and glutamate are successfully buffered to distal areas through GJs [3,15,62].
The effect of the blockade of voltage-gated K+ channels by 4-AP is assumingly counteracted
by the astrocytic K+ and glutamate buffering, which leads to statistically insignificant
changes in our recorded activity features, such as SRs, BRs, IBIs, and burst durations. Here,
we hypothesize that while the extracellular K+ and glutamate were increasing due to the
effect of 4-AP on the neurons, the astrocytes may have kept clearing the excess K+ and
glutamate via non-voltage-gated K+ channels and glutamate transporters. The protection
was more visible in co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes, thus presenting a more
significant amount of non-voltage-gated K+ channels and transporters.

The use of defined neuron–astrocyte co-cultures provides us with a method to assess
the role of astrocytes in neuronal networks since combining neurons and varying numbers
of astrocytes results in different network structures. In fact, our approach could be used
to assess the effects of drugs in various brain regions, as they have distinct amounts of
astrocytes [28]; this would provide additional information with more anatomical relevance
about brain functions. Moreover, co-cultures, such as those used here, with predeter-
mined neuron–astrocyte ratios and the relative results on the drug-elicited epileptic-like
hyperactivity, can be used to study different brain areas’ susceptibility to epilepsy. From
epileptogenic studies, the hippocampus and the cortex, compared to other brain areas,
presented a higher epileptogenic index [63], a parameter that describes the propensity of
a brain area to generate rapid discharges. In temporal lobe epilepsy, the most frequently
epileptogenic areas are the hippocampus, the amygdala, and the pyriform cortex [64].
A study conducted on African giant rats highlighted how the cortex presents a lower
GFAP expression compared to other brain regions such as the cerebellum or the dentate
gyrus [65]. Altogether, these studies suggest that brain regions with a lower presence of
astrocytes might be more susceptible to seizures. Our results, showing the higher sensi-
tivity of co-cultures with less astrocytes to epilepsy-inducing drugs, are in line with the
aforementioned ex vivo and in vivo studies.

Therefore, our study further elucidates the important role of astrocytes in controlling
neuronal activity and homeostasis and it provides new insights into the mechanisms of
the action of 4-AP and gabazine on neurons and astrocytes. Our results also highlight the
importance of considering different proportions of cells, or at least assessing the share of
astrocytes in neuronal cultures in drug testing.

4. Materials and Methods

The cell cultures and performed experiments, described in detail below, are summa-
rized in Table 1, along with the main results.
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the astrocytic regulation of nascent synapse formation, neuronal network development,
and maturation, especially in the early stages of culture (DIV7 to DIV14), are likely to
enhance the maturation of the co-cultures containing more astrocytes. Moreover, astrocytes
have a significant role in regulating synapse maintenance and elimination that defines the
structure of the network. This might explain the lower activity variance across the cultures
and the stabilization in neuronal activity of the higher astrocyte-ratio co-cultures towards
DIV28 as the neurons and astrocytes begin to show mature morphology.

4-AP and gabazine are two convulsant drugs commonly used in in vitro experiments
to induce epileptic seizures in brain tissues [32,33,45]. 4-AP is a voltage-gated K+ channel
blocker, and gabazine is a GABAA receptor antagonist. 4-AP application results in syn-
chronized [Ca2+]i transients, which trigger the release of glutamate [35]. Both neurons
and astrocytes express voltage-gated K+ channels and GABAA receptors. Therefore, these
drugs are expected to affect both cell types.

Gabazine has been shown to block GABAergic signaling in both rat and hPSC-derived
networks, leading to increased spike rates, burst rates, and synchronization [39,46,47]. In
our study, gabazine induced seizure-like hyperactivity in all our cultures, increasing SRs
and BRs, which indicates that our cultures had functional inhibitory systems.

Interestingly, for gabazine stimulation, we noticed that the hypersynchronous bursts
appeared delayed for the co-cultures, compared to the neuronal cultures, without added
astrocytes. This suggests that the maturational stage, which depends on the astrocyte
number in the culture, may also affect the modulational effects of the drug. Furthermore,
co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes havemore neuron–astrocyte interconnections
with GJs, that allows for a quick exchange of ions, metabolites, and neuroactive substances
that are released by neurons and astrocytes during pharmacological stimulation. More
astrocytes in the culture also means more GABAARs, which likely causes differential
responses between the cultures. Astrocytes exhibit a high density of GABAARs, which
are functionally and structurally similar to the neuronal ones [6]. In a study conducted
on subventricular zone astrocytes, GABAAR activation induced a Ca2+ increase through
the activation of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels [48]. Thus, the blockade of the GABAARs
reduces [Ca2+]i transients [8]. Since the inhibitory gliotransmitters release, e.g., D-serine
from the astrocytes, which depends on Ca2+ elevation [49], we hypothesize that reduced
intracellular Ca2+ levels lead to a failure in the control of neuronal activity and increased
SRs and BRs. Corroborating our hypothesis, a reduction in neuronal [Ca2+]i transients, and
a relative abnormal neurotransmission, was also noticed in acute models of epileptiform
activity in vitro on Sip1 deficient mice [50], and in ischemia-like conditions in hippocampal
neurons and astrocytes during oxygen-glucose deprivation/reoxygenation [51]. We noticed
that increasing the number of astrocytes, and therefore most probably the amount of
GABAARs, increased the time needed for the drug to block most of these receptors. Hence,
gabazine-elicited synchronization was delayed in the co-cultures with higher percentages
of astrocytes in the culture, but it led to epileptic-like hyperactivity in all cultures despite
the astrocyte numbers.

In our experiments, 4-AP, instead, failed to show any statistically significant increase
in SRs or BRs in our cultures. However, our findings indicate that low concentrations
(75 µM) of 4-AP increases neuronal viability, which supports the previous findings about the
neuroprotective effects of 4-AP on different neuronal types [52–56]. Moreover, 4-AP seems
to prevent glutamate-induced cell death [56]. We also demonstrated that the co-cultures
with higher percentages of astrocytes more effectively counteracted the effect of 4-AP
on neuronal activity. This might result from a more extended astrocytic network which
includes an elevated number of GJs that contribute to the clearing of accumulating K+ and
[Ca2+]i. Furthermore, our results for the 4-AP stimulation are in line with a previous study
by Tukker et al. [57]. They showed that rat cortical cultures containing 45% astrocytes and
human induced pluripotent stem cell derived co-cultures with 10–15% astrocytes remained
relatively unaffected by 100 µM 4-AP exposure. They also showed that the 4-AP-induced
possible excitability is dependent on the cell source and the proportions of different cell
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types in the culture. However, the drug-induced effects vary between the models and
depend on the cell seeding density, neuronal maturation (DIV), and the different ratios
of inhibitory and excitatory cell types in the cultures [45,57]. In addition, a study by
Bradley et al. tested multiple pharmacological agents with rat primary cortical neurons
(without added astrocytes) [47]. They demonstrated a rise in neuronal activity in 4-AP-
treated NS cultures. Both 100 µM 4-AP and 10 µM gabazine treatments caused a decrease
in the IBI and an increase in the percentage of spikes in bursts. Although, in our study,
4-AP did not increase the percentage of spikes in bursts. Moreover, one of our studies on a
computational neuron–astrocyte network model showed that in heightened hyperactivity,
the network with more GJs controlled and downregulated the neuronal activity [58].
A previous study [59] conducted a graph analysis on neuronal cultures with no added
astrocytes. The application of 4-AP induced hypersynchronization and increased functional
connections. This led to decreased path lengths and increased clustering coefficients.

Astrocytes have been shown to clear K+ from the ECS with non-voltage-gated K+

channels, e.g., Kir channels, Na+/K+-ATPase, and Na+/K+/2Cl− cotransporters [60]. Fur-
thermore, they uptake the excessive glutamate through glutamate transporters [61]. The
cleared K+ and glutamate are successfully buffered to distal areas through GJs [3,15,62].
The effect of the blockade of voltage-gated K+ channels by 4-AP is assumingly counteracted
by the astrocytic K+ and glutamate buffering, which leads to statistically insignificant
changes in our recorded activity features, such as SRs, BRs, IBIs, and burst durations. Here,
we hypothesize that while the extracellular K+ and glutamate were increasing due to the
effect of 4-AP on the neurons, the astrocytes may have kept clearing the excess K+ and
glutamate via non-voltage-gated K+ channels and glutamate transporters. The protection
was more visible in co-cultures with higher numbers of astrocytes, thus presenting a more
significant amount of non-voltage-gated K+ channels and transporters.

The use of defined neuron–astrocyte co-cultures provides us with a method to assess
the role of astrocytes in neuronal networks since combining neurons and varying numbers
of astrocytes results in different network structures. In fact, our approach could be used
to assess the effects of drugs in various brain regions, as they have distinct amounts of
astrocytes [28]; this would provide additional information with more anatomical relevance
about brain functions. Moreover, co-cultures, such as those used here, with predeter-
mined neuron–astrocyte ratios and the relative results on the drug-elicited epileptic-like
hyperactivity, can be used to study different brain areas’ susceptibility to epilepsy. From
epileptogenic studies, the hippocampus and the cortex, compared to other brain areas,
presented a higher epileptogenic index [63], a parameter that describes the propensity of
a brain area to generate rapid discharges. In temporal lobe epilepsy, the most frequently
epileptogenic areas are the hippocampus, the amygdala, and the pyriform cortex [64].
A study conducted on African giant rats highlighted how the cortex presents a lower
GFAP expression compared to other brain regions such as the cerebellum or the dentate
gyrus [65]. Altogether, these studies suggest that brain regions with a lower presence of
astrocytes might be more susceptible to seizures. Our results, showing the higher sensi-
tivity of co-cultures with less astrocytes to epilepsy-inducing drugs, are in line with the
aforementioned ex vivo and in vivo studies.

Therefore, our study further elucidates the important role of astrocytes in controlling
neuronal activity and homeostasis and it provides new insights into the mechanisms of
the action of 4-AP and gabazine on neurons and astrocytes. Our results also highlight the
importance of considering different proportions of cells, or at least assessing the share of
astrocytes in neuronal cultures in drug testing.

4. Materials and Methods

The cell cultures and performed experiments, described in detail below, are summa-
rized in Table 1, along with the main results.
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4.1. MEA and Coverslip Preparation

The day before cell plating, all sterilized MEAs (n = 40, 8 MEAs per each plating ratio)
and 13 mm diameter glass coverslips were coated with Poly-D-Lysine (PDL, 0.1 mg/mL,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for one hour. MEAs and coverslips were washed three
times with ultrapure water, dried, and incubated with laminin (L2020, 20 µg/mL, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) overnight at +4 ◦C. The following day, laminin was aspirated
just before the plating cells. MEAs used in this study (models: 60MEA200/30iR-Ti and -ITO
and 60ThinMEA200/30iR-ITO, Multichannel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany)
had 60 microelectrodes with 30 µm diameters and 200 µm interelectrode distances in eight
by eight layouts.

4.2. Cell Culture

Rat primary cortical astrocytes (N7745100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) were thawed and plated to a cell culture six-well plate (Nunclon; Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) at a density of 20 × 104 cells/cm2. Astrocytes were cultured for four
days (until confluency) in DMEM/F-12 (with HEPES, L-Glutamine) supplemented with
a 1% N-2 supplement, 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (P/S), and 10% fetal bovine serum (all
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). To prevent further astrocyte
DNA replication and proliferation, confluent astrocytes were treated with Cytosine b-D-
arabinofuranoside (ara-c, C1768, 2.5 µM, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for five days,
after which they were considered ready for co-culture plating. Cortical astrocytes were also
separately plated on coverslips for immunocytochemical analysis (Section 4.3) and on a
24-well plate for live/dead assay after chemical stimulation (Section 4.4) using the same
plating density.

Primary rat cortex neurons (A1084001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
derived from E18 rat brains were rapidly thawed. Neurons and Ara-C treated astrocytes
were separately centrifuged at 250× g for 5 min, resuspended in their own media, and
counted. The cell count and viability were determined with the trypan blue exclusion
assay using the Countess Automated Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). To achieve different neuron–astrocyte co-culture ratios, the number of neurons
was kept constant (80,000 neurons per MEA, 40.000 per coverslip), and the number of
astrocytes was adjusted accordingly. The used neuron–astrocyte co-culture ratios were
90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 percent (the first number indicates the percentage of
neurons, and the second number indicates the percentage of astrocytes). The mixed co-
cultures were then recentrifuged before plating. In addition, cultures were prepared with
only neurons without separately added astrocytes. These cultures with no separately
added astrocytes are referred to as the NS cultures. All used cell cultures for MEAs and
coverslips were obtained from a single thaw of cells, i.e., the neuron and astrocyte stocks
were from single lots. Neurons and astrocytes were thawed later for 24-h drug treatment
characterization (L/D assay and ICC), but these cells had identical lot numbers to the
neurons and astrocytes previously plated on MEAs and coverslips.

The NS were plated on coverslips for live/dead assays. In addition, the NS and the
co-cultures were plated on the laminin-PDL-coated MEAs and coverslips (for immunocyto-
chemistry (ICC)) in a small drop of medium, which was replenished after cell attachment
with either the neuronal medium (NS) or the co-culture medium (co-cultures). The co-
culture medium contained neurobasal plus medium with 2% B-12 Plus supplement, 1%
P/S, 1% GlutaMAX supplement, and 1% sodium pyruvate. For NS, the same cell culture
mediumwas used without sodium pyruvate and with a 0.25% GlutaMAX supplement. The
cell culture medium and all the supplements were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Waltham, MA, USA). Half the volume of the medium was refreshed every 2–3 days and
always after MEA recordings and chemical stimulation. All cell cultures were cultured
inside a +37 ◦C incubator in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.
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4.3. Immunofluorescence and Imaging

Three to four coverslips for each of the co-cultures and theNSwere fixed for ICCweekly
during the whole culture period and after chemical stimulation (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). Cells
were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (D-PBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA), and were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature
(RT). Coverslips were then rinsed with PBS and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS for 10 min at RT. After permeabilization, cells
were blocked with 5% (v/v) goat serum (GS, Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS for
120 min at RT and incubated with primary antibodies diluted to 5% (v/v) GS-PBS overnight
at +4 ºC. The primary antibodies usedwereMicrotubule Associated Protein 2 (MAP2, mouse,
MAB3418, 1:1000) and Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP, rabbit, AB5804, 1:1000) from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Moreover, GFAP (mouse; MA5-12023, 1:200), S100β
(rabbit, PA5-78161, 1:500), β3-tubulin (β3tub, mouse, MA1-118, 1:1000), and Vimentin (VIM,
chicken, PA1-10003, 1:1000) were used (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The
next day, coverslips were washed three times with a wash buffer (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS)
and incubated with species-specific Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibodies in the dark
for one hour at RT. Secondary antibodies were Alexa fluor 488 (anti-mouse, A-11001, 1:500),
Alexa fluor 555 (anti-rabbit, A-21428, 1:500), and Alexa fluor 647 (anti-chicken, A32933,
1:500) (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Coverslips were washed
with the wash buffer, after which 1:1000 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 10 µg/mL
in PBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added. After 10 min at RT, the
samples were rinsed with PBS, after which coverslips were mounted with a ProLong Gold
Antifade Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) onto microscope glasses
and cured for 24 h in the dark at RT. Coverslips were stored at +4 ºC and imaged with
an Olympus IX51 Fluorescence Microscope with an Olympus DP30BW camera (Olympus
Corporation, Hamburg, Germany). Images were processed using Fiji (ImageJ) software and
analyzed with an in-house MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) tool (Section 4.7).

4.4. Neuron and Astrocyte Viability

To determine the effect of 4-AP and gabazine on neuron (DIV14) and astrocyte (DIV3)
viability, a live/dead Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit (L3224; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) containing 4 µM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) and 2 µM calcein-AM was
used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Neurons and astrocytes previously
separately plated on 24-well plates and coverslips were chemically stimulated (Section 4.5.)
for approximately 24 h. Live/dead imaging of the control and chemically treated cells were
captured with a Nikon Eclipse Ti2 (Nikon Instruments, Inc., Melville, NY, USA) fluorescent
microscope with an ORCA-Fusion camera (model: C14440-20UP, Hamamatsu Photonics K.
K., Hamamatsu City, Japan). The live/dead images were analyzed for cell viability using
the particle size-based analysis (modified from [66]). An average of four to six ROIs in total
were counted from two to four wells per NS/astrocytes in Fiji software (ImageJ). After
chemical stimulation and live/dead assays, neurons and astrocytes on coverslips were
fixed for ICC (Section 4.3).

4.5. Chemical Stimulation

At DIV28, the co-cultures and the NS on MEAs were stimulated with 75 µM 4-
Aminopyridine (4-AP; 0940; Tocris, Bristol, UK) or 30 µMSR-95531 hydrobromide (gabazine;
1262; Tocris, Bristol, UK). Before chemical stimulation, the cells on the MEAs were left
to settle in the MEA2100-System preamplifier (Section 4.6) for five minutes to alleviate
possible effects of mechanical disturbance from moving the MEAs from the incubator to
the preamplifier. After that, spontaneous neuronal activity was recorded for five minutes.
Subsequently, appropriate volumes of previously prepared stock solutions (4-AP: 10 mM;
gabazine: 25 mM; both diluted in ultra-pure water) of the drugs were pipetted directly to
the MEA wells to result in the final drug concentrations, and the cell cultures on the MEAs
were immediately recorded for ten minutes. Finally, the whole medium reservoir was
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4.1. MEA and Coverslip Preparation

The day before cell plating, all sterilized MEAs (n = 40, 8 MEAs per each plating ratio)
and 13 mm diameter glass coverslips were coated with Poly-D-Lysine (PDL, 0.1 mg/mL,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for one hour. MEAs and coverslips were washed three
times with ultrapure water, dried, and incubated with laminin (L2020, 20 µg/mL, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) overnight at +4 ◦C. The following day, laminin was aspirated
just before the plating cells. MEAs used in this study (models: 60MEA200/30iR-Ti and -ITO
and 60ThinMEA200/30iR-ITO, Multichannel Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany)
had 60 microelectrodes with 30 µm diameters and 200 µm interelectrode distances in eight
by eight layouts.

4.2. Cell Culture

Rat primary cortical astrocytes (N7745100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) were thawed and plated to a cell culture six-well plate (Nunclon; Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) at a density of 20 × 104 cells/cm2. Astrocytes were cultured for four
days (until confluency) in DMEM/F-12 (with HEPES, L-Glutamine) supplemented with
a 1% N-2 supplement, 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (P/S), and 10% fetal bovine serum (all
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). To prevent further astrocyte
DNA replication and proliferation, confluent astrocytes were treated with Cytosine b-D-
arabinofuranoside (ara-c, C1768, 2.5 µM, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for five days,
after which they were considered ready for co-culture plating. Cortical astrocytes were also
separately plated on coverslips for immunocytochemical analysis (Section 4.3) and on a
24-well plate for live/dead assay after chemical stimulation (Section 4.4) using the same
plating density.

Primary rat cortex neurons (A1084001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
derived from E18 rat brains were rapidly thawed. Neurons and Ara-C treated astrocytes
were separately centrifuged at 250× g for 5 min, resuspended in their own media, and
counted. The cell count and viability were determined with the trypan blue exclusion
assay using the Countess Automated Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). To achieve different neuron–astrocyte co-culture ratios, the number of neurons
was kept constant (80,000 neurons per MEA, 40.000 per coverslip), and the number of
astrocytes was adjusted accordingly. The used neuron–astrocyte co-culture ratios were
90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50 percent (the first number indicates the percentage of
neurons, and the second number indicates the percentage of astrocytes). The mixed co-
cultures were then recentrifuged before plating. In addition, cultures were prepared with
only neurons without separately added astrocytes. These cultures with no separately
added astrocytes are referred to as the NS cultures. All used cell cultures for MEAs and
coverslips were obtained from a single thaw of cells, i.e., the neuron and astrocyte stocks
were from single lots. Neurons and astrocytes were thawed later for 24-h drug treatment
characterization (L/D assay and ICC), but these cells had identical lot numbers to the
neurons and astrocytes previously plated on MEAs and coverslips.

The NS were plated on coverslips for live/dead assays. In addition, the NS and the
co-cultures were plated on the laminin-PDL-coated MEAs and coverslips (for immunocyto-
chemistry (ICC)) in a small drop of medium, which was replenished after cell attachment
with either the neuronal medium (NS) or the co-culture medium (co-cultures). The co-
culture medium contained neurobasal plus medium with 2% B-12 Plus supplement, 1%
P/S, 1% GlutaMAX supplement, and 1% sodium pyruvate. For NS, the same cell culture
mediumwas used without sodium pyruvate and with a 0.25% GlutaMAX supplement. The
cell culture medium and all the supplements were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Waltham, MA, USA). Half the volume of the medium was refreshed every 2–3 days and
always after MEA recordings and chemical stimulation. All cell cultures were cultured
inside a +37 ◦C incubator in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.
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4.3. Immunofluorescence and Imaging

Three to four coverslips for each of the co-cultures and theNSwere fixed for ICCweekly
during the whole culture period and after chemical stimulation (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). Cells
were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (D-PBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA), and were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature
(RT). Coverslips were then rinsed with PBS and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS for 10 min at RT. After permeabilization, cells
were blocked with 5% (v/v) goat serum (GS, Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS for
120 min at RT and incubated with primary antibodies diluted to 5% (v/v) GS-PBS overnight
at +4 ºC. The primary antibodies usedwereMicrotubule Associated Protein 2 (MAP2, mouse,
MAB3418, 1:1000) and Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP, rabbit, AB5804, 1:1000) from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Moreover, GFAP (mouse; MA5-12023, 1:200), S100β
(rabbit, PA5-78161, 1:500), β3-tubulin (β3tub, mouse, MA1-118, 1:1000), and Vimentin (VIM,
chicken, PA1-10003, 1:1000) were used (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The
next day, coverslips were washed three times with a wash buffer (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS)
and incubated with species-specific Alexa Fluor conjugated secondary antibodies in the dark
for one hour at RT. Secondary antibodies were Alexa fluor 488 (anti-mouse, A-11001, 1:500),
Alexa fluor 555 (anti-rabbit, A-21428, 1:500), and Alexa fluor 647 (anti-chicken, A32933,
1:500) (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Coverslips were washed
with the wash buffer, after which 1:1000 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 10 µg/mL
in PBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added. After 10 min at RT, the
samples were rinsed with PBS, after which coverslips were mounted with a ProLong Gold
Antifade Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) onto microscope glasses
and cured for 24 h in the dark at RT. Coverslips were stored at +4 ºC and imaged with
an Olympus IX51 Fluorescence Microscope with an Olympus DP30BW camera (Olympus
Corporation, Hamburg, Germany). Images were processed using Fiji (ImageJ) software and
analyzed with an in-house MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) tool (Section 4.7).

4.4. Neuron and Astrocyte Viability

To determine the effect of 4-AP and gabazine on neuron (DIV14) and astrocyte (DIV3)
viability, a live/dead Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit (L3224; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) containing 4 µM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) and 2 µM calcein-AM was
used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Neurons and astrocytes previously
separately plated on 24-well plates and coverslips were chemically stimulated (Section 4.5.)
for approximately 24 h. Live/dead imaging of the control and chemically treated cells were
captured with a Nikon Eclipse Ti2 (Nikon Instruments, Inc., Melville, NY, USA) fluorescent
microscope with an ORCA-Fusion camera (model: C14440-20UP, Hamamatsu Photonics K.
K., Hamamatsu City, Japan). The live/dead images were analyzed for cell viability using
the particle size-based analysis (modified from [66]). An average of four to six ROIs in total
were counted from two to four wells per NS/astrocytes in Fiji software (ImageJ). After
chemical stimulation and live/dead assays, neurons and astrocytes on coverslips were
fixed for ICC (Section 4.3).

4.5. Chemical Stimulation

At DIV28, the co-cultures and the NS on MEAs were stimulated with 75 µM 4-
Aminopyridine (4-AP; 0940; Tocris, Bristol, UK) or 30 µMSR-95531 hydrobromide (gabazine;
1262; Tocris, Bristol, UK). Before chemical stimulation, the cells on the MEAs were left
to settle in the MEA2100-System preamplifier (Section 4.6) for five minutes to alleviate
possible effects of mechanical disturbance from moving the MEAs from the incubator to
the preamplifier. After that, spontaneous neuronal activity was recorded for five minutes.
Subsequently, appropriate volumes of previously prepared stock solutions (4-AP: 10 mM;
gabazine: 25 mM; both diluted in ultra-pure water) of the drugs were pipetted directly to
the MEA wells to result in the final drug concentrations, and the cell cultures on the MEAs
were immediately recorded for ten minutes. Finally, the whole medium reservoir was
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replaced with a fresh prewarmed cell medium. The same chemical stimulation replacement
was applied on the 24-well plates and coverslips that were stimulated for approximately
24 h inside an incubator (Section 4.4).

4.6. MEA Recordings

The electrical activity of the co-cultures and the NS on theMEAs were recorded weekly
using a MEA2100-System and the Multichannel Experimenter software (Multichannel
Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany). The cultures on the MEAs were left to
settle for five minutes in the MEA preamplifier, after which spontaneous neuronal activity
was recorded for five minutes. At DIV28, the co-cultures and NS were also chemically
stimulated with 75 µM 4-AP or 30 µM gabazine, as described in Section 4.5. Right after
chemical stimulation, electrical activity was recorded for ten minutes. After the recordings,
the whole medium reservoir was replaced with a fresh cell culture medium, and MEAs
were put back into the incubator. After 24 h, MEAs were recorded for 5 min after the 5-min
settling period. Raw signals were recorded at the sampling rate of 25 kHz and stored on
a personal computer. The protocol to study the induction of epileptiform activity in the
cultures is presented in Figure 2A.

4.7. Data Analysis
4.7.1. Cell Count

To verify that the relative amounts of neurons and astrocytes in all cultures remained
after plating, we counted the cells on the coverslips that we fixed and immunostained with
DAPI, MAP2, and GFAP at DIV14 (see Section 4.3). Several ROIs from a coverslip were
selected for imaging spanning between the center of the culture and the less populated
borders. To count the cells, we developed a semi-automated tool in MATLAB (Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The tool creates segmented black/white (BW) masks of
the DAPI-stained nuclei of both cell types. Then, it selects the intensity peaks in the image
and removes as debris all continuous regions with radiuses smaller than a predefined
radius around the intensity peak. This method also separates the cells grouped in clusters.
Thereafter, the revised nuclei are counted.

Then, the mask indicating the nuclei was merged with the mask created from the
corresponding MAP2 image, indicating the neurons and their nuclei; if more than a
predefined fraction of the nucleus border was contained within the MAP2 mask, the
nucleus was considered to belong to a neuron. The threshold was chosen based on the
image brightness and visual control to maximize the neuronal detection and minimize the
false classification. All the nuclei that were not counted as neuronal were then merged with
the GFAP-stained BW mask of the astrocytes. If the still non-categorized nuclei borders
were contained in the GFAP mask, whose threshold selection was similar to the one for the
MAP2 mask, the cells were counted as astrocytes.

4.7.2. Spiking and Bursting Analysis

The raw MEA signals were filtered, neuronal action potentials detected, and spike
waveform cut-outs were sorted with a widely used tool, Wave Clus for MATLAB [67]. The
signal was filtered with a second-order bandpass (300–3000 Hz) elliptic filter to retain only
the action potential peaks for further analysis. Positive and negative spikes were detected
with a threshold of ±5σ, where σ = median (|x|/0.6745) and x is the bandpass filtered signal.
The detector dead time was 1.5 ms after each spike.

The timestamps of the spikes obtained from the sorted signals were then further
analyzed with a MATLAB tool developed in our group [68]. The tool uses a cumulative
moving average-based algorithm [69] further adapted to calculate and unify the burst
detection parameters for the whole network [68]. This method is able to overcome the
intrinsic differences between networks leading to a more reliable comparison between the
bursting activities.
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From the timestamps, we analyzed the SRs (spikes per minute), BRs (bursts per
minute), percentages of spikes contained in bursts (spikes in bursts/total spikes), and
inter-burst intervals (IBIs) (time in milliseconds from the end of a burst to the start of the
subsequent burst). All the above parameters were evaluated for each channel of a MEA
and then averaged over the chip. The reported median in the box plots, instead, should be
considered as a ratio.

To better visualize the effects of the used drugs on the network activities, we also
calculated the fold change of the SRs and BRs. The values before and after stimulation
were compared separately for each MEA by dividing the value after stimulation with
the respective value at the baseline. We also evaluated the fold change for the baseline
conditions by comparing each MEA-specific value to their respective average.

4.7.3. Network Synchronicity by Channel Inter-Correlation Analysis

To evaluate the synchronicity in a network, we used a MATLAB tool called CorSE that
analyses the correlations of time-varying spectral entropies between MEA channels [70].
From the tool, we extracted the pairwise inter-channel correlations and connections. Since
the correlation is calculated for the channel spectral entropies at lag zero, a high correlation
weight corresponds to high synchronization between the networks in the vicinities of
the microelectrodes considered. We then analyzed the differences in the weights of the
connections between the measurements from the chemically stimulated cultures and their
respective baseline measurements for each channel pair. For this specific case, all the
correlation weights of each channel pair of each MEA are reported in the results and were
not averaged for each MEA.

4.7.4. Network Synchronicity by Binned Activity Analysis

In addition to CorSE, network synchronicity was also assessed based on the spiking
activity. We first binned the detected spikes (1 = when a spike was present, 0 = otherwise)
that were non-overlapping into 5 ms bins for each MEA channel. After that, we summed
the bin values across all MEA channels per bin. Then, we counted all the local maxima
of the summed time series. The higher peaks in our summed time series corresponded
with spikes and bursts occurring in the same time bin and spanning a larger network. In
order to be sure to count the bursts from the summed signal only once, we counted only
the peaks separated by at least the minimum IBI found in the MEA from the previous
burst analysis. This passage assures us not to count the summed peaks in the same bursts
repeatedly. After that, we counted all the remaining detected peaks that spanned more
than ten channels, and we defined these as network bursts (NBs).

4.7.5. Delay in the Response Times of the Convulsants

To evaluate the different delays in response times from the 4-AP and gabazine applica-
tion to detectable responses, we developed an algorithm that is explained below to detect
the first burst before the detectable change in bursting pattern. The response of the network
to the gabazine exposure produced a visible, highly precise bursting series spanning across
the network. Moreover, we visually noticed that the last NBs spanned over half of the
electrodes in our cultures and that at the end of the recordings, all our cultures chemically
stimulated with gabazine changed their bursting patterns. To assess the differences in the
bursting activity before and after detectable drug responses (convulsant-induced bursting),
we calculated the mean IBI (meanIBI) and the standard deviation of the IBIs (stdIBI) of
the last 20 NBs in the recording. The choice of the last 20 NBs was made to be sure that
the drug would have had time to produce effects on the activity. If there were less than
20 NBs in the recording, the MEAs were discarded for the present analysis. We obtained
the normal distribution of the IBIs based on the meanIBI and the stdIBI. Then, we analyzed
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replaced with a fresh prewarmed cell medium. The same chemical stimulation replacement
was applied on the 24-well plates and coverslips that were stimulated for approximately
24 h inside an incubator (Section 4.4).

4.6. MEA Recordings

The electrical activity of the co-cultures and the NS on theMEAs were recorded weekly
using a MEA2100-System and the Multichannel Experimenter software (Multichannel
Systems MCS GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany). The cultures on the MEAs were left to
settle for five minutes in the MEA preamplifier, after which spontaneous neuronal activity
was recorded for five minutes. At DIV28, the co-cultures and NS were also chemically
stimulated with 75 µM 4-AP or 30 µM gabazine, as described in Section 4.5. Right after
chemical stimulation, electrical activity was recorded for ten minutes. After the recordings,
the whole medium reservoir was replaced with a fresh cell culture medium, and MEAs
were put back into the incubator. After 24 h, MEAs were recorded for 5 min after the 5-min
settling period. Raw signals were recorded at the sampling rate of 25 kHz and stored on
a personal computer. The protocol to study the induction of epileptiform activity in the
cultures is presented in Figure 2A.

4.7. Data Analysis
4.7.1. Cell Count

To verify that the relative amounts of neurons and astrocytes in all cultures remained
after plating, we counted the cells on the coverslips that we fixed and immunostained with
DAPI, MAP2, and GFAP at DIV14 (see Section 4.3). Several ROIs from a coverslip were
selected for imaging spanning between the center of the culture and the less populated
borders. To count the cells, we developed a semi-automated tool in MATLAB (Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The tool creates segmented black/white (BW) masks of
the DAPI-stained nuclei of both cell types. Then, it selects the intensity peaks in the image
and removes as debris all continuous regions with radiuses smaller than a predefined
radius around the intensity peak. This method also separates the cells grouped in clusters.
Thereafter, the revised nuclei are counted.

Then, the mask indicating the nuclei was merged with the mask created from the
corresponding MAP2 image, indicating the neurons and their nuclei; if more than a
predefined fraction of the nucleus border was contained within the MAP2 mask, the
nucleus was considered to belong to a neuron. The threshold was chosen based on the
image brightness and visual control to maximize the neuronal detection and minimize the
false classification. All the nuclei that were not counted as neuronal were then merged with
the GFAP-stained BW mask of the astrocytes. If the still non-categorized nuclei borders
were contained in the GFAP mask, whose threshold selection was similar to the one for the
MAP2 mask, the cells were counted as astrocytes.

4.7.2. Spiking and Bursting Analysis

The raw MEA signals were filtered, neuronal action potentials detected, and spike
waveform cut-outs were sorted with a widely used tool, Wave Clus for MATLAB [67]. The
signal was filtered with a second-order bandpass (300–3000 Hz) elliptic filter to retain only
the action potential peaks for further analysis. Positive and negative spikes were detected
with a threshold of ±5σ, where σ = median (|x|/0.6745) and x is the bandpass filtered signal.
The detector dead time was 1.5 ms after each spike.

The timestamps of the spikes obtained from the sorted signals were then further
analyzed with a MATLAB tool developed in our group [68]. The tool uses a cumulative
moving average-based algorithm [69] further adapted to calculate and unify the burst
detection parameters for the whole network [68]. This method is able to overcome the
intrinsic differences between networks leading to a more reliable comparison between the
bursting activities.
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From the timestamps, we analyzed the SRs (spikes per minute), BRs (bursts per
minute), percentages of spikes contained in bursts (spikes in bursts/total spikes), and
inter-burst intervals (IBIs) (time in milliseconds from the end of a burst to the start of the
subsequent burst). All the above parameters were evaluated for each channel of a MEA
and then averaged over the chip. The reported median in the box plots, instead, should be
considered as a ratio.

To better visualize the effects of the used drugs on the network activities, we also
calculated the fold change of the SRs and BRs. The values before and after stimulation
were compared separately for each MEA by dividing the value after stimulation with
the respective value at the baseline. We also evaluated the fold change for the baseline
conditions by comparing each MEA-specific value to their respective average.

4.7.3. Network Synchronicity by Channel Inter-Correlation Analysis

To evaluate the synchronicity in a network, we used a MATLAB tool called CorSE that
analyses the correlations of time-varying spectral entropies between MEA channels [70].
From the tool, we extracted the pairwise inter-channel correlations and connections. Since
the correlation is calculated for the channel spectral entropies at lag zero, a high correlation
weight corresponds to high synchronization between the networks in the vicinities of
the microelectrodes considered. We then analyzed the differences in the weights of the
connections between the measurements from the chemically stimulated cultures and their
respective baseline measurements for each channel pair. For this specific case, all the
correlation weights of each channel pair of each MEA are reported in the results and were
not averaged for each MEA.

4.7.4. Network Synchronicity by Binned Activity Analysis

In addition to CorSE, network synchronicity was also assessed based on the spiking
activity. We first binned the detected spikes (1 = when a spike was present, 0 = otherwise)
that were non-overlapping into 5 ms bins for each MEA channel. After that, we summed
the bin values across all MEA channels per bin. Then, we counted all the local maxima
of the summed time series. The higher peaks in our summed time series corresponded
with spikes and bursts occurring in the same time bin and spanning a larger network. In
order to be sure to count the bursts from the summed signal only once, we counted only
the peaks separated by at least the minimum IBI found in the MEA from the previous
burst analysis. This passage assures us not to count the summed peaks in the same bursts
repeatedly. After that, we counted all the remaining detected peaks that spanned more
than ten channels, and we defined these as network bursts (NBs).

4.7.5. Delay in the Response Times of the Convulsants

To evaluate the different delays in response times from the 4-AP and gabazine applica-
tion to detectable responses, we developed an algorithm that is explained below to detect
the first burst before the detectable change in bursting pattern. The response of the network
to the gabazine exposure produced a visible, highly precise bursting series spanning across
the network. Moreover, we visually noticed that the last NBs spanned over half of the
electrodes in our cultures and that at the end of the recordings, all our cultures chemically
stimulated with gabazine changed their bursting patterns. To assess the differences in the
bursting activity before and after detectable drug responses (convulsant-induced bursting),
we calculated the mean IBI (meanIBI) and the standard deviation of the IBIs (stdIBI) of
the last 20 NBs in the recording. The choice of the last 20 NBs was made to be sure that
the drug would have had time to produce effects on the activity. If there were less than
20 NBs in the recording, the MEAs were discarded for the present analysis. We obtained
the normal distribution of the IBIs based on the meanIBI and the stdIBI. Then, we analyzed
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the IBIs between the sequential NBs spanning over more than 20 channels. To find the
bursts in the repetitive burst series, we used the following rule:

{ | IBIi(j)−meanIBIi| < stdIBIi, NBi(j) ∈ repetitive series
| IBIi(j)−meanIBIi| > stdIBIi, NBi(j) /∈ repetitive series

(1)

where i is MEA index, j is the NB index, and stdIBIi is the standard deviation of the last
20 IBIs of the MEA recording. If the absolute value of the differences between the IBI of
an NB and the mean IBI of the corresponding MEA was smaller than stdIBIi, then the
NB belonged to the repetitive burst series; otherwise, it did not belong to it. A graphical
representation of the selection rule used is shown in Figure 5C.

To finally evaluate the duration it took for the convulsant to show its effects on the
neuronal activity, we analyzed the time difference from the convulsant application time
point to the time point at which the first burst of the repetitive series occurred and called
the time difference a delay.

4.7.6. Statistical Analysis

The raw MEA data were analyzed using MATLAB (v. 2020b), whereas the timestamps
and the results were analyzed with SPSS Statistics software (IBM SPSS Statistics for Win-
dows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.), GraphPad Prism software (v. 9) (GraphPad
Software, San Diego CA, USA), and MATLAB (v. 2020b). Due to the non-normal distri-
bution of the data, the Mann–Whitney U test or the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to
evaluate differences between culture groups. A p-Value under 0.05 was considered signifi-
cant. Since statistical tests are often affected by large datasets, and thus the p-Value quickly
tended towards zero even for small differences in the distributions [71], we complemented
the significance tests with an effect size analysis [72]. As an effect size measure, we used
the Glass’s delta [73] for the comparison between two groups.

In our analysis, the correlation weights at baseline have been used as control. The
Glass’s delta value should be interpreted as how many standard deviations the mean value
of the chemically stimulated weights is larger than the control mean value; values above
0.8 are normally considered as a large effect size, between 0.2 and 0.8 as a medium effect
size, and smaller than 0.2 as a small effect size [74]. The sign of delta indicates which of the
two means is higher: a positive value indicates that the mean of the chemically stimulated
group is higher than the control, and a negative Glass’s delta means that the mean of the
control group is higher. To compute the Glass’s delta, we used the MATLAB toolbox that
was made available [75].

5. Conclusions

In this study, we aimed to investigate how astrocytes may play a role in the regulation
of neuronal activity during drug-induced epileptiform behavior. To do so, we compared
the responses of neuron–astrocyte co-cultures with predetermined numbers of neurons
and different numbers of astrocytes. We chemically stimulated the co-cultures with 4-AP
or gabazine to assess the control of the astrocytes on neuronal behavior. The cultures
were plated on MEAs to record the extracellular neuronal electrical activity. This is the
first study investigating the effects with respect to different neuron–astrocyte ratios in
co-cultures on MEAs and the first study to characterize the effects of 4-AP and gabazine on
neuronal networks.

Our results showed that astrocytes effectively counteracted 4-AP-induced epileptic-
like activity; in fact, no visible changes in the neuronal activity were noticeable after block-
ing the voltage-gated K+ channels by applying 4-AP. This effect was more detectable when
we increased the number of astrocytes, which led to a lower spike rate than at baseline.

On the other hand, the astrocytes did not fully counteract the effect of gabazine, a
GABAA receptor (GABAAR) blocker. The neuronal activity increased and became synchro-
nized due to gabazine in all cultures. However, this gabazine-induced synchronization was
induced with a delay that noticeably extended with the increase of the number of astrocytes
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in the co-cultures. Thus, the effects of the GABAAR blockade were directly connected to
the number of astrocytes in the culture, the relative number of GABAARs, and the extent of
the astrocytic network.

Our results further confirm that the astrocyte number in neuronal cultures affects
neuronal network maturation and thus functions by enhancing the early development of
the neuronal electrical activity. This, together with the astrocyte control of homeostasis,
alters the responsiveness of the neurons to the pharmacological agents.

Our study highlights the significant regulatory role of astrocytes on neuron functional-
ity in the brain and the importance of an in detail consideration of the ratio of astrocytes in
neuronal cultures exposed to chemical stimulation. Brain regions exhibit inhomogeneous
neuron–astrocyte ratios, and this different cellular distribution may reflect differences in
epileptic seizure susceptibility. Hence, it is crucial to explore the impact of the drugs in
co-cultures with different cellular ratios, as was done in this paper.
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the IBIs between the sequential NBs spanning over more than 20 channels. To find the
bursts in the repetitive burst series, we used the following rule:

{ | IBIi(j)−meanIBIi| < stdIBIi, NBi(j) ∈ repetitive series
| IBIi(j)−meanIBIi| > stdIBIi, NBi(j) /∈ repetitive series

(1)

where i is MEA index, j is the NB index, and stdIBIi is the standard deviation of the last
20 IBIs of the MEA recording. If the absolute value of the differences between the IBI of
an NB and the mean IBI of the corresponding MEA was smaller than stdIBIi, then the
NB belonged to the repetitive burst series; otherwise, it did not belong to it. A graphical
representation of the selection rule used is shown in Figure 5C.

To finally evaluate the duration it took for the convulsant to show its effects on the
neuronal activity, we analyzed the time difference from the convulsant application time
point to the time point at which the first burst of the repetitive series occurred and called
the time difference a delay.

4.7.6. Statistical Analysis

The raw MEA data were analyzed using MATLAB (v. 2020b), whereas the timestamps
and the results were analyzed with SPSS Statistics software (IBM SPSS Statistics for Win-
dows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.), GraphPad Prism software (v. 9) (GraphPad
Software, San Diego CA, USA), and MATLAB (v. 2020b). Due to the non-normal distri-
bution of the data, the Mann–Whitney U test or the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to
evaluate differences between culture groups. A p-Value under 0.05 was considered signifi-
cant. Since statistical tests are often affected by large datasets, and thus the p-Value quickly
tended towards zero even for small differences in the distributions [71], we complemented
the significance tests with an effect size analysis [72]. As an effect size measure, we used
the Glass’s delta [73] for the comparison between two groups.

In our analysis, the correlation weights at baseline have been used as control. The
Glass’s delta value should be interpreted as how many standard deviations the mean value
of the chemically stimulated weights is larger than the control mean value; values above
0.8 are normally considered as a large effect size, between 0.2 and 0.8 as a medium effect
size, and smaller than 0.2 as a small effect size [74]. The sign of delta indicates which of the
two means is higher: a positive value indicates that the mean of the chemically stimulated
group is higher than the control, and a negative Glass’s delta means that the mean of the
control group is higher. To compute the Glass’s delta, we used the MATLAB toolbox that
was made available [75].

5. Conclusions

In this study, we aimed to investigate how astrocytes may play a role in the regulation
of neuronal activity during drug-induced epileptiform behavior. To do so, we compared
the responses of neuron–astrocyte co-cultures with predetermined numbers of neurons
and different numbers of astrocytes. We chemically stimulated the co-cultures with 4-AP
or gabazine to assess the control of the astrocytes on neuronal behavior. The cultures
were plated on MEAs to record the extracellular neuronal electrical activity. This is the
first study investigating the effects with respect to different neuron–astrocyte ratios in
co-cultures on MEAs and the first study to characterize the effects of 4-AP and gabazine on
neuronal networks.

Our results showed that astrocytes effectively counteracted 4-AP-induced epileptic-
like activity; in fact, no visible changes in the neuronal activity were noticeable after block-
ing the voltage-gated K+ channels by applying 4-AP. This effect was more detectable when
we increased the number of astrocytes, which led to a lower spike rate than at baseline.

On the other hand, the astrocytes did not fully counteract the effect of gabazine, a
GABAA receptor (GABAAR) blocker. The neuronal activity increased and became synchro-
nized due to gabazine in all cultures. However, this gabazine-induced synchronization was
induced with a delay that noticeably extended with the increase of the number of astrocytes
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in the co-cultures. Thus, the effects of the GABAAR blockade were directly connected to
the number of astrocytes in the culture, the relative number of GABAARs, and the extent of
the astrocytic network.

Our results further confirm that the astrocyte number in neuronal cultures affects
neuronal network maturation and thus functions by enhancing the early development of
the neuronal electrical activity. This, together with the astrocyte control of homeostasis,
alters the responsiveness of the neurons to the pharmacological agents.

Our study highlights the significant regulatory role of astrocytes on neuron functional-
ity in the brain and the importance of an in detail consideration of the ratio of astrocytes in
neuronal cultures exposed to chemical stimulation. Brain regions exhibit inhomogeneous
neuron–astrocyte ratios, and this different cellular distribution may reflect differences in
epileptic seizure susceptibility. Hence, it is crucial to explore the impact of the drugs in
co-cultures with different cellular ratios, as was done in this paper.
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Abstract—Objective: Astrocytes control neuronal electrical ac-
tivity both at the cellular levels by ionic and gliotransmitter bal-
ancing, as well as at the network level. In this work, we aim
to study how astrocytes control electrophysiological activity dur-
ing network formation. Methods: Here we use a combination of
spike/burst analysis and complex analysis of the raw neuronal
signals to assess the role of astrocytes on microelectrode arrays
(MEA). MEA signals are often converted to binary strings of the
spike timestamps to conduct spike and burst analyses; however,
the raw signals can offer further information about the influence of
astrocytes on neuronal electrical activity. We cultured rat primary
cortical neurons and astrocytes on 60-electrode MEAs with differ-
ent neuron/astrocyte ratios ranging from “pure” neuronal cultures
(NS) without separately added astrocytes to co-cultures containing
50% neurons and 50% astrocytes. We analyzed the spike and burst
rates, as well as the complexity-entropy causality planes of the
signals to deeply study the patterning of the neuronal signals.
Moreover, we classified the spike waveforms from the NS and the
co-cultures based on their signal properties. Results: By combin-
ing different analysis techniques, as well as using fixed cell propor-
tions in the co-cultures, we showed that astrocytes desynchronize
the network and reduce repetitiveness in the signals. Our analysis
also indicates that astrocytes affect the repolarization phase of
the action potentials. Significance: Our work highlights that it is
crucial to go beyond standard analysis to assess how astrocytes
control neuronal cultures and investigate any dysfunction that
could potentially result in neuronal hyperactivity.

Index Terms—Neuronal networks, astrocytes, microelec-
trode arrays, signal analysis, ionic buffering

I. INTRODUCTION

Astrocytes, a type of glial cells, are localized in the central
nervous system (CNS) and are interconnected with neurons in the
so-called tripartite synapses [1]. Astrocytes have several roles in
the brain from developing to maintaining the proper functioning of
the CNS. They actively promote synapse formation, maturation, and
elimination [2]. Furthermore, astrocytes provide metabolic support
to the neurons [3] and maintain homeostasis by removing excessive
ions and neurotransmitters from the extracellular space [4]–[6]. The
clearance of K+ ions from the extracellular space by astrocytes
is essential for controlling neuronal activity [7]. Astrocytes also
modulate neuronal activity through the release of both excitatory and
inhibitory neurotransmitters [8].
Microelectrode array (MEA) measurements have been traditionally

used to record neuronal activity [9], including action potential spikes.
Advantages of MEAs are that the measurements are non-invasive,
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real-time, and network-wide, and allow studying cultures over long
periods of time to follow network activity and its changes [10]–[12].
For neurons in resting state, Na+ ions are more concentrated in

the extracellular space while K+ ions are more concentrated in the
intracellular space. This results in a negative membrane potential
since there are more positive charges in the extracellular space.
When a sufficient stimulus reaches the membrane, Na+ channels
open, allowing Na+ ions to flow into the cell and reversing the
membrane potential to a positive value [13]. During the subsequent
repolarization, K+ channels open and extrude K+ ions from the cell,
leading to an excess of positive charges in the extracellular space and
a negative membrane potential. Understanding how ionic clearance
impacts neuronal signaling is crucial because astrocytic dysfunctions
can cause, for example epileptic seizures [14], [15]. Even though
astrocytes highly impact neuronal activity, studies using co-cultures
of neurons and astrocytes with defined cell ratios on MEAs are
still rare. The majority of the studies use co-cultures to improve
the survival rate or for drug testing, rather than studying the actual
effects of astrocytes on neuronal activity [16]–[22].In a previous
work, we studied how astrocytes balanced hyperactivity induced by
drugs like gabazine and 4-AP (4-aminopyridine) [17]: We cultured
four co-cultures with different fixed ratios of added astrocytes, and
we found that co-cultures with a higher ratio of astrocytes effectively
counteracted 4-AP-induced hyperactivity.
Astrocytes have been shown to affect network synchronicity both in

in vitro and in vivo studies, which is also supported by computational
models of neuron-astrocyte networks [23], [24]. Synchronicity in
MEA recordings has been traditionally assessed from the variability
of inter-spike intervals (ISIs) and inter-burst intervals (IBIs). How-
ever, with these techniques there are two main concerns: the first
is that different burst detection algorithms lead to different results,
making the comparison of results difficult [25]; the second is that in
the transition from the raw signals to the binary spike trains, much
of the signal information is lost, e.g., peak amplitude, peak duration,
and all the information buried in the background noise, including the
action potential spikes below the spike detection threshold.
Complexity-entropy causality planes have been used to discrimi-

nate chaotic signals from more complex patterned signals in several
fields. This complexity metric describes the physical structure of
the signal [26], whereas the entropy defines the level of regularity
in the signal [27]. In neuroscience, these measures have been most
commonly used in EEG signal analysis [28]–[32].
In the presented work, we studied how astrocytes shape signal

formation and patterning during development and in non-perturbed
conditions by analyzing the differences in the recorded MEA signals.
To study the astrocytes’ effects on the neuronal signals, we co-
cultured rat primary cortical neurons and astrocytes in defined relative
cell proportions; the co-cultures presented either 80% neurons and
20 % astrocytes (referred to as ”80/20 co-culture”) or 50% neurons
and 50% astrocytes (”50/50 co-culture”). As the control, we used
cultures of rat cortical neurons with no explicitly added astrocytes
(”NS cultures”). To unravel signal differences between the NS and co-
cultures, we applied traditional analysis like calculating the spike and
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